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DANCE AND UTILITY SHOWER
at the
GRANGE HALL, SOUTH THOMASTON

<£ .*.

Monday Evening, November 19
ROCKLAND BAND, also KIRK’S FULL ORCH.

Dance, the Popular Price

Supper 35c.
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Music by the
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OPENING
Of Ladies’ Nights for the Season at the Elks Home
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19
Th»t means, Brothers, that you may invite a Friend or Friends and
Show Them a Real Time. Was the talk of the town last season.
Will be Better This Season.
DANCING, ENTERTAINMENT, BUFFET LUNCH
ALL FOR $1.50 A COUPLE
STARTS AT 8.00 P. M. SHARP

l?OLND in a spring
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The saddest failures in life are those
that come from the not putting forth •••
of power and will to succeed.— •••
Whipple.
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‘Time has again taken'its toil. Tris
Speaker, hero of New England base
ball fans for 22 years, has signed a
two-year contract to manage the
Newark team of the International
League.

Maurice Decker of Islesboro, was
drowned in a deep spring used as
a well at her home in that town.
Mrs. Decker went to the spring for
some water while her husband, who
is an invalid, was receiving a call
from the village physician. When
she failed to return, half an hour
later, Mr. Decker went to'look for
her and found her body head first in
the spring, a portion being above the
ground.
The victim of the accident was the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
P.vam Hatch of Islesboro and had re
sided in that town for the greater
part of her life. Besides her husband,
she leaves a daughter, several grand
children. two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy
Hatch Pendleton and Mrs. Amasa
Williams, and a brother, Edwin
Hatch.

and beans. The machinery for blue*
berry packing is so installed as to
be entirely independent of the other
canning operations, and that section
of the factory can be shut down in
winter without disturbing the other
proceedings.
The second story of the building is
used as a can loft and for' the stor
age of cases and cartons.
The portion of the factory used for
storage occupies three stories, the
basement being devoted to the stor
age of canned goods during the win
ter to prevent their being frozen. An
elevator serves all three floors.
Several adjacent buildings are also
used for storage.
The machinery with which the new
factory is equipped is the very latest
that has been devised for that pur
pose, including three sealing ma
chines furnished by the American
Can Co.
The boiler has 100 horsepower, and
the two Johnson briqk ovens are so
large that 300 pots of beans, each
containing 12 quarts, can be baked
at one time.
New ideas have been incorporated
in the arrangement of the blueberry
machinery. The berries are conveyed
in boxes to the top floor where they
are put through the winnowing ma
chine. They are then dropped by
gravity to belts where they are sort
ed and picked over by women, then
taken by conveyors to the cooker
where the cans are filled and for
warded to the sealing machines.
When all is said and done the pur
chaser has the material for a winter
pie that lacks nothing of the sum
mer flavor.
Black & Gay Canners, Inc., give
employment in the Thomaston fac
tory alone to 40 women and 12 men.
with Fred Condon, an experienced
foreman in charge.

and

IN SQUARED CIRCLE

PARK THEATRE

Be Comfortable

Lively Bouts Promised For
Friday Night At Spear
Hall

Tlie double attraction at the Park
Theatre today will be Sir Harry
Lauder in "Hunting Tower'' and five
acts of Keith Vaudeville. There is
also a two-reel comedy and the Pathe
Review. The acts are: Dancing Mc
Donalds in “Dances of the Day;’’
Punch and Joy in “A Flight of Synco
pation;” Lewis and Norton in "Back
to Wiscasset;” Ted Schwab "The
Jockey Banjoist” and "Chevallier
Bros., "novelty acrpbatic.”
Under the surface of "Me. Gang
ster." at the Park Friday and Satur
day. one finds a lesson to parents on
the upbringing of their offspring.
Don Terry, who plays the i*ole of
"Jimmy Williams” in the Charles
Francis Coe story, becomes a gang
ster because of environment and the
lack of parental influence and pre
cept. His father. "Russ Williams."
flayed by Anders Randolf, is an ig
norant dock worker who rises to po
litical influence by right of might.
He becomes a ward man. or collector,
settles all arguments with a punch
to the chin, makes those he does not
like grovel before him. but loses all
control of his son. with the inevitable
result.
Not until his own power is shorn
from him and he is back again on
the docks does there come an awaken
ing—almost too late. No production
in a long time has embodied quite the
human drama that “Me. Gangster”
has. June Collyer heads the support
ing cast.—adv.

SAVE
COAL

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16
When guests come into your
home, are you proud or em
barrassed because of the way
your home is furnished? Every
member of your family will take
greater interest in the home if it
is comfortably and attractively
furnished. Your credit is good
with us. so why delay moderniz
ing your home?

by using our

STORM WINDOWS
and

STORM DOORS

Beginning at 8.15

W. H. GLOVER CO.

FURNITURE COMPANY
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

137-150

Universalist Fair
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21

SAY IT WITH

Chrysanthemums

Afternoon and Evening

Special Showing of Christmas Articles
Bedroom Linen, Table Linen, Kitchen Towels,
Aprons, Handkerchiefs, Fancy Work, Grabs,
Ice Cream, Cake and Candy On Sale
Musical Attractions
Mrs. Emma Harvey and Her Orchestra
assisted by
Miss Mildred Holmes of the Keith Circuit
Marimba Artist
Also the “Red Peppers”
Supper on European Plan
Featuring Chicken Pie and Lobster Salad
Served 5.30 to 7.30
Admission Free
130-139

FRESH

Now

HOME GROWN
CRISP
BEAUTIFUL

i
i
i
I
■

You Need

Some Corner
of Your Home
Should Have a
FERN
or
FOLIAGE
PLANT

The Beauty of

Bud Fisher who was slated (for the
main bout at Spear Hall Friday night
was so badly injured Tuesday in his
bout with Young Zachnor at Au
gusta that he will be unable to keep
his engagement. The management
has been fortunate in securing Fight
ing Herb Beck of Hanford to meet
K O. Leroux. Beck Is a rugged boy
who has put it over Young Hurd,
Bud Fisher. Zachnor and many oth
ers and has a vicious style of fight
ing that will please the local fans
because Leroux likes to swap
punches too.
The Rockland boys have been
putting in much hard work and are
all set
go. There will he plenty
<»f pep and ginger in the preliminaries
and the fans are especially advised
to watch Young Al Wilson who is in
the pink of condition and a real
comer. This should be one of the
best bouts ever staged here.

“Hello! Going to Elks Monday
night?” “You bet, I have waited all
j season for it.”
137-138

FLOWERS

Every Day

in Your Homes
and Officea

—AT-

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 3,8-W
124-tf

CHRISTMAS
GREETING CARDS
In Box Assortments

Assortment contains 21 HIGH
GRADE CARDS AND FOLDERS.
?ach with envelope.’ and consists
of Genuine Steel Engraving. Water
Co’lor Printing. Raised Metallic
Gold and Silver. Every design
and sentiment is new and original.
PRICE $1.00
Mail Orders Filled
Postage Paid

P. L. SMALL
THOMASTON,

ME.

134Thl49

Add to the Joy of Living
in the Zestful
Winter-time
Buy Your Winter Wear of
MIKE ARMATA

HIGH QUALITY CLOTHING
at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE
Enjoy—

If you don’t get Comfort and Satisfaction for the
Money You Spend on Your Home

See Mike Armata
and

hire his Modern 7-Room Home in Rockland's
Up-to-the-Minute Apartment House
Seven Rooms with Bath, Sun Porch, Fireplace, Ga
rage, Heat, Janitor Service—Every Modern Idea—
$40-00 per month
No Water To Pay For—No Coal To Pay For
Fine Neighbors, Neat and Immaculate, Even Electric
Door Opener and Speaking Tube
Cedar St. at Brewster, Opp. Christian Science Church

MIKE ARMATA
Park Theatre Building

Rockland

FACTORY

When Black & Gay Canners, Inc.,
built their new factory in the Wash
burn shipyard at Thomaston they
Dot only provided themselves with
one of the finest packing establish
ments on the Maine coast, but with
accommodations which allowed for
the extension of the business.
Casting about for new activities
Which would enhance his concern in
the public’s favor Manager Fred C.
Black decided to start packing oven
baked beans and brown bread in the
new Thomaston factory, and the
product is of such fine quality that
the success of this new branch of
the industry is assured /on the in
stant. The beans are genuine oven
•baked, and folks who have partaken
of them are so enthusiastic over
their palatability that the corpora
tion is soon to put them in the hands
of retailers, steaming hot and direct
from the oven.
Years ago there were several lo
cal bakers who used to peddle baked
beans and brown bread, and their
carls were always welcomed in every
part of the city. Manager Black’s
proposition will reawaken that inter
est with superior quality and facil
ities.
Clams fresh from Knox County
flats are canned at the Thomaston
factory in large quantities, and it
has been decided to pack corn there
as well as at the company’s large
factory in Brooks.
•
There will be established in Union
a cutting station where the corn will
be husked and cut before being taken
to the Thomaston (factory. Corn
canning operations at the latter
place will require a small addition
to the plant, and this will be built
in the spring.
The new Thomaston factory is 125
feet long and 100 feet wide, equipped
to pack 'blueberries as well as clams

Mrs. C. F. Snow leaves early in
December for Indianapolis where she
wil! attendthe conference of depart
ment presidents and secretaries of
.Just arrived in town and on display
the American Legion auxiliary from
al! over the country, to be held in that at Crie’s Gift Shop imported sugar
and cream sets, novelty ash trays,
city Dec. 4-5.
salt and pepper with tray, wise monk
salt, pepper and mustard, tea and
toast. Priced at 35. .50, .75 and $.100.
—adv.

Boxing

Five Main Bouts

A MODEL PACKING

Volume 83.................. Number 1 37

A

NEW

PRESIDENT

Islesboro Woman Evidently
Black & Gay Canners, Inc., Add Baked Beans and Brown M. E. Wotton Takes Up Reins In Chamber of Commerce—
Victim of a Fainting Fit
Bread To Their Menu and Will Can Corn In New Thom
Prof. Hormell’s City Manager Plan
Apparently seized with a fainting
aston
Establishment
fit, Mrs. Christine Decker, wife of

137-138

Spear’s Hall

TWELVE PAGES

Thursday
Issue

Real Style
Real Comfort
Real Economy

through buying the Guaranteed
Wearables sold at Mike’s Park
Theatre Store—Suits, Overcoats,
Underwear, Neckwear, Every
Winter Need.

MIKE ARMATA
Park Theatre Building
Rockland
N. B. We have an Extra Special Value right now
on Ladies' Full Fashioned Quality Silk Hose—a
Marvelous Bargain.

FRIENDSHIP
Simmons-Mason

Doris A. Mason, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Perley J. Mason of Bristol,
was married Nov. 10 to Hrving M.
Simmons. The ceremony took place
at the home of the groom’s parents
in Friendship. Rev. George C. Smith
using the double ring service. A
wedding feast was provided by Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Simmons. Only the
parents of the bride and groom wit
nessed the ceremony.

Members of the Rockland Chamber more than $75,000, to more than a
of Commerce and guests heard an in- quarter of a million of dollars.
In the field of city affairs the Mana
stiuctive address on "The City
ger form of government has offered
Manager System of Government” last an opportunity to escape the incom
night, the speakers being the Bow petence, extravagance and delays of
doin College professor of ^govern the old complicated system of city
ment Orren C. Hormell. Prof, Hor government.
Altogether some 390 municipali
mell was armed with local statistics
ties are now governed under the city
in support of his claims as to the manager form. The two most essen
advisability of the city managers tial features of the city manager form
of government are:
system.
First—The council or board of di
Last night's meeting, which was
rectors.
held in the banquet hall of Knox
Second—The manager or general
Lodge of Odd Fellows, following a superintendent.
The council is the legislative or
very nice supper served by the Re
bekahs, also marked the outgoing of policy making body. The manager
Piesident Willis I. Ayer’s administra is the general superintendent or chief
tion, and the incoming of the new administrative officer — the policy
regime, headed by M. E. Wotton of executing officer. The council makes
the F. J. Simonton Co. Marsh's Or the policies, passes all ordinances
chestra furnished music, and popular and makes all appropriations. The
songs were sung by the Chamberites. council furthermore hires and super
The new president was introduced j vises an appointive chief executive or
by the retiring president, whose words general superintendent called the
paved the way for a reception so manager. The work of the depart
cordial that it could not fail to in ments of the city, however, is no
spire Mr. Wotton with the idea that longer under control of council com
ids reign was starting very pleasant mittees. The supervision of the de
ly. President Wot ton’s response to partment and of all administrative
this greeting indicated a fixed pur functions is clearly fixed in the mana
pose to take up the good work where I ger. The manager in turn is respon
Mr. Ayer left off. and to give the sible directly to the council which
Chamber tlie best service of which he may fire him the moment he fails to
make good. The members of the
is capable.
Ensign Otis was presented as a col council, in turn, are usually subject
lege friend of Prof. Hormell, and saw to recall by the people whenever they
to it that the latter was given a fit fall to satisfactorily represent the
ting introduction. Prof. Hormell people.
The city manager plan permits the
said in part:
A change from a country largely election to the council of high type
rural to one becoming dominently citizens who cannot afford to give up
ui ban is sufficient In part to explain their private business and devote all
the present day Interest in city af their time to city affairs as is re
fairs. But probably a more import quired under the simple commission
ant factor in this change is the greatly plan.
City manager charters usually pro
increased burden of government
resting upon the shoulders of the city vide for nomination by petitions and
tax payers. When government cost election on a non-partisan ballot.
little and did little, the interest of Nomination by petition does away
the average citizen was not aroused. with party caucuses and permits a
A pressure on the pocket nerve is very wide choice of candidates. Any group
which can secure for a candidate a
stimulating to the average voter.
Fifty years ago the cities did little small number of signatures has the
more than to protect property, pre privilege of placing Its candidate on
•
serve order, and keep the ruts out of the election ballot.
The most up to date charters pro
the highways. That was the day of
the ox-cart and the horse and wagon. vide for zoning ordinances, and have
The system of government still exist a elty planning commission. Among
ing in many cities was devised to other things the commission is usu
ally authorized to make recom
meet such a condition.
• • • •
mendations concerning: (a) the lo
A few figures taken from the re cation, extension, widening, and
ports of the city of Rockland, one of planning of streets, boulevards,
1876. and the other of 1926, spanning parks, playgrounds, and other public
a period of 50 years, are interesting. places; (b) charges in, or vacation of,
Analysis of these reports shows that streets, alleys, or other public places,
Rockland has increased in popula nnd the sale or disposal of any real
tion from slightly over 7000 to some estate owned by the city; <c) the con
thing over 8000. an increase of about struction of public buildings, bridges,
15 per cent. Her total expenditures viaducts, street fixtures, and other
in city purposes have increased from structures and appurtenances hav
$86,000 to $290,000. an Increase of 235 ing to do with the convenience und
per cent; expenditures for schools beauty of the city; (d) the design
from $13,360 to $81,406. an in and location of works of art which
crease of almost 500 per cent. While are or may become the properly of
her roads and other permanent the city; or which may be set
improvements have increased from up in any public place of the
$7400 to about $58,000. an increase of city; the laying out and platting
680 per cent. The poor cost her about of new’ subdivisions; (f) tlie district
one-third more than it cost 50 years ing and zoning of the city as to the
ago. Her debt has just about doubled uses to which property may be put,
in that time from about $200,000 to and regulating the height, area, and
around $400,000: while her valuation use of buildings; (g) the improve
jumped front $3,500,000 to $7,056,600. ment of the water front; (h) the fu
an increase of 101 per cent. The cost ture physical development of the city;
of government for every man. woman (i) such state and municipal legisla
and child in Rockland in 1926 was tion as may be necessary to carry out
about $36. while that of 50 years ago such plans.
To sum up the whole matter the
was about $12.00. The cost of city
government for a family of five in 50 city manager does for the city what
years has increased from about $60 a superintendent or a business mana
ger does for a business corporation. ,
to $180.
The problem of the city today is to He is the agent of the elected council,
furnish these desirable services ade and may be dismissed by them when
quately. water supply, good roads, ever he fails to make good.
side-walks, education, including do
The Rockland High School team
mestic science, manual training ar.d
vocational guidance, health servee, broke training after Monday’s game,
a lighting system which Is orna having given a very good account of
mental as well as efficient: and fur itself under all the circumstances.
nish them without an undue burden The scores were: Rockland 0, Skow
upon the people. All of these serv hegan 7; Rockland 6. Brewer 13;
ices then, cost a great deal, and a city Rockland 25. Belfast 9; Rockland rt,
of the size of Rockland finds itself Winslow 10; Rockland 0. Morse 7,
faced in half a century with an in Rockland 6. Cony 20; Rockland 2«,
crease in expenditures from a little Camden 0; Rockland 32, Mattanawcook 0. Tho defeat of Camden one?
more gives the Orange and Black the
county championship.

SPECIAL LOW RATES
NOW EFFECTIVE ON

Blankets, Quilts
and Carpets

at Perry’s Fireproof Laundry
We are continuing our Seasonable Low Rate Offer
on Cleansing of Blankets, Quilts, Rugs and Carpets.

Guaranteed High Grade Work
Prompt, Efficient Service
WE USE IVORY SOAP ONLY

Collars, Shirts, Linen
We give Complete Satisfaction on General Laundering—Fancy Fabrics, Starched
Goods, Uniforms, Aprons, etc., with Prompt Delivery. ..Extra Special Low Rates
on Family Washes. Flat Work and Yacht and Hotel Work.

Perry’s Fireproof Laundry
Phone 835
For Prompt Service
578 MAIN ST. COR. WILLOW

Free Delivery
ROCKLAND, ME.

The Bath drum major Edwin L.
Emmons who appeared in two Rock’and parades the past season, made
a great hit in Lynn. Mass.. Armistice
Day when he marched at the head
of a parade of 12.000 ex-service men,
12 floats and 25 bands. Lynn papers
stated that the Rath major appeared
as a total surprise to eclipse the
grandeur of the greatest parade in
the history of the city. Dumfounded
for seconds at his appearance, the
vast mob, estimated at between 60.006
and 75.000, found themselves, to cheer
him to the echo.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live m.v life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at ’east once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.

NOVEMBER

*

The leaves are fading and falling.
The winds are rough and wild.
The birds have ceased their calling.
But let me tell you. my child.
Though day by day as It closes
Doth darker and colder grow.
The roots of the bright red roses
Will keep alive in the snow.
And when the winter Is over
The houghs will get their leaves.
The quail will come back in the clover
And the swallow back to the eaves.
The robin will wear on his bosom
A vest that Is bright and new :
And the loveliest wayside blossom
Will shine with the sun and dew.
The lea res today are whirling.
The brooks are all dry and dumb.
But let me tell you. my darling.
The spring will surely come.
There must be rough, cold weather,
And winds and rain so wild,

Not all good things together
Come to us here, my child.

1

l

•

So when some dear joy loses
Its beauteous summer glow.
Think how the roots of the roses
Are kept alive in the snow !
—Alice Carey,

,
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

With Equalization Fee Omit
ted Farm Relief Bill May
Pass

Rockland. Me . Nov. 15. 1928.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
on oath declared that he is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Nov. 13, 19$8, there was
Prevailing Senatorial opinion at
printed a total of 6270 copies.
present was indicated as favoring
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
immediate action on the farm relief
Notary Public.

He that loveth silver shall not be
satisfied with silver; nor he that
loveth abundance with increase: this
is also vanity. When goods increase,
they are increased that cat them: and
what good is there to the owners
thereof, saving the beholding of them
with their eyes?—Ecclesiastes 5:10, 11.
The world will watch with interest
and approval the progress of Presi
dent-elect Hoover’s visit to the South
American countries, on which he em
barks next Monday. It would seem
to a casual observer that Uncle Sam
has never paid a due amount of at
tention to that great region which
lies to the southward of the Panama
Canal, and that our commercial and
diplomatic relations may have suf
fered thereby. Evidently President
Coolidge’s successor thinks so. and
the satisfaction shown over the an
nouncement, of his determination to
go a-visiting is evidence that the peo
ple are in accord with this friendly
policy. It was thoroughly in accord
with Mr. Hoover’s methods, that the
trip should have been planned so
promptly and with such an absence
of trumpet blare that the world knew
nothing of what was in his mind
until his election was assured.

Nobody else did so much for the
disarmament of the nations as Presi
dent Coolidge, and nobody was ever
more sincere in his motives. The
world consequently gives prompt
heed to his Armistice Day assertion
that “the world standard of defense
requires us to have more cruisers.’’
Our President is a man who is as
economical with jvords as he is with
government funds, and one does not
need to read between the lines to
sense that he sees the need of a more
adequate protective policy. It is use
less to think that the world will ever
see 100 per cent peace, and it is
equally, useless to think that Uncle
Sam's gestures would mean anything
if he didn't tote a gun or two.
Next to the breaking of the Solid
South the most striking incident of
the National election was the returti
of Wisconsin to the Republican elec
toral column, comments the New
York Herald Tribune. Indeed the
Republican party could scarcely have
won a greater victory, in view of
Wisconsin’s wetness, of the open
opposition of Senator Blaine and the
thinly veiled hostility of the La Follette (faction. Wisconsin is still loyal
to the younger La Follette, but the
recent Republican victory in that
State dealt a body blow to the La Follette organization. The next Senate
is quite likely to see his power great
ly diminished.

HOPE

THRIFT IS STRESSED

A particularly enjoyable time was
voted by those attending the Grange
last Saturday. It was the first day
session and the South Hope Grange
was invited. A rather small delega
tion from there and other guests
with the members did justice to the
good dinner and social hour follow
ing.
Mr. aund Mrs. . H. Nichols were in
Stockton last Sunday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Nichols ’ father
whose death occurred Friday after
several months illness. Friends ex
tend sympathy to the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Handley of
Camden were guests at N. F. Bar
rett’s last week.
Last Sunday a family party was
entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Harwood in honor of his mother’s,
Mrs. Julia Harwood, eightieth birthday anniversary.
Her sister and
niece. Mrs. Nellie Fish and Miss
Laura Fish were present. Many con
gratulations were received by Mrs.
Harwood from neighbors and friends.
Frank F. Payson is in Massachu
setts visiting friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Robbins have
returned from a trip by auto to
Massachusetts cities.
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Weaver of
Camden were Sunday guests of the
L. A. Weaver’s, the occasion being
the birthday anniversary of G. K.
Weaver.
F. S. 'Philbrick of Rockland visited
for a few days last week with friends
here. Everyone was pleased to see
him looking so well since his acci
dent during a western trip.

Rockland Bank and Strand Theatre
Unite In New Program

AT SH0RT session

problem without waiting until the
special session of Congress promised
by President-elect Hoover. This
would mean that when Congress con
venes for its short session Dec. 3 the
nn st pressing legislation will be farm
relief.
Senator McNary of Oregon, chair
man of the Senate Committee on Ag
riculture, and Senator David A. Reed
of Pennsylvania consulted President
Coolidge on the status of tlie farm |
i • lief prob|gm. Both expressed opin i
ions after the interview that they fail ■
to see why Congress cannot dispose !
of the problem in December, and thus i
avoid the necessity for a special ses
sion.
Senator McNary brought a copy of
his new bill for the President's
perusal This measure is in line with
the President’s views, as it contains
i
ail the features of the Iloover-Jardine
measure which eliminated the much
condemned equalization fee principle
from the original McNary-Haugen
bill which was vetoed by the Presi
dent after l>eing passed by Congress
in the last session.
“With the equalization fee elimi
nated from the revised McNary farm
relief bill. I can see no reason why
we cannot enact the legislation at the
regular session in December.’’ said
SOUTH WALDOEORO
Senator Reed.
“With President Coolidge and
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Acorn of Thom
President-elect Hoover agreed on the aston spent the weekend and holiday
I rinciples of farm relief legislation." with Mr. and Mrs. Martin C. Collasaid Senator McNary, “there is no more.
reason why this Administration eanMr. and Mrs. Brainard Winchenbach
n t deal with the problem at the De passed a few days last week with Mr.
cember session. I think it is the dufc- and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rockland.
of Congress to deal with the matter
Mrs. Emily V. Hannaford has sold
at its very first opportunity I shall her farm and household effects and
immediately upon the convening of fcene to the village where she will b »ard
Congress introduce my new message during the winter.
and press it vigorously for enact
Mrs. Clarence Harding and son John
ment."
of Back Bay were overnight guests
Friday of Mrs. Franklin Pitcher.
STRAND THEATRE
Many persons took advantage of
"Mother Knows Best" will appear the pleasant holiday and came in this
the last time tomorrow night. It is section for hunting, but game was
surefire in the regular houses with scarce.
scenes between Madge Bellamy and
L. E. Clark was in Portland Tues
Barry Norton very catchy. . . . The
th< me song is "Sally of My Dreams’’ day attending the annual Maine
Flower Show and was a guest at the
. . . a good number.
Runing over with sparkling comedy florists’ banquet at the Eastland.
“Prep" and Pep" will be seen Saturday
cnly. It is the story of Cyril Reade.
READY MADE
a bashful boy. who comes to school
and finds the cadets expect him over
night to duplicate the athletic record
cf his famous father. Tiger Reade.
Failing. Cyril becomes the laughing
stock of the cadets but through his
admiration for his girl friend. Doro
thy. and the old pride on his paternal
With Satin Yoke and Sleeve Lin
side, he fights his way through a
ings Guaranteed to Wear or New
series of exciting episodes. The cli
max comes when he proves himself a
Linings Prec
hero in a prairie fire.—adv.

Fuller!-Cobb-Davis

COATS
Germania Chinchilla

Kasha Plaid Lined

Colors: Red, Deer and Navy
Size 14 to 20

Priced 29.50
Fitted Cobb-Davis
FIRST FLOOR

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

number of years, making coastwise
1 trips. Subsequently he was employed
Funeral services of Sidney L. Hall, in the carriage shop conducted by his
who died in Sailors’ Snug Harbor last brother. J. Fred Hall, and also did
Saturday were held Tuesday after some carpentering. He was a muI sician and played in one of the old
noon at the Burpee undertaking par , Rockland bands.
lors, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of | For many years he was an active
ficiating.
The interment was in worker in the Democratic party,
Achorn cemetery.
I serving on the city committee. The
Mr. Hall was a native of Rockland, only office he ever held was that of
one of seven children born to Isaac city liquor agent. In later years
T. and Sarah (Hahn) Hall.
His his political tendency had been that
death leaves but one surviving of an independent. He was out
member of that family. Simon H. spoken in his views and staunch in
Hall of Masonic street.
I his friendships.
In early life Sidney Hall was em
Mr. Hall was an uncle of Maxine
ployed as clerk in the Rockland post- and Gertrude ElWot, distinguished
office and later went to sea for a actresses of their day.
SIDNEY L. HALL

V

The Strand Theatre is cooperating
with the Rockland National Bank to
emphasize the value of systematic
savings during the observance »>f
“Thrift Opportunnty Week’’ begin
ning on Monday, Nov. 19. Patrons
of this amusement will he given
$5,006 in savings deposit checks
next week. These will be distributed
to those attending the afternoon or
evening performances.
This novel method of encouraging
the habit of thrift was originated for
a two-fold purpose. Joseph Dondis.
manager of the Strand, states that
this gift of $5,000 in savings deposit
checks is made to his patrons to
show appreciation for the liberal
patronage given the theatre and to |
cooperate with the Rockland Na
tional Bank in their drive during
“Thrift Opportunity Week.’*
This large sum of money will be
issued in $1 bank checks made pay
able to bearer that will be signed by
the manager of the Strand Thea
tre.
One of these checks will he
presented to every person attending
the Strand Theatre in the coming
week.
The Rockland National Bank will
accept the checks at their face value
when presented at the bank with $9
in cash for the opening of a new
savings account, the account to re
main on the 'hooks for a period of
six months.
H. E. Robinson, president of the
bank, states that these checks may
be considered as a letter of introduc
tion and as a personal Interest that
the officials and employes, have to
wards their depositors. It wilt be
the means of getting many people
into the habit of regular savings, he
says.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s lslaud at 5,30 A XI.,
Stonington 8 3ft. North Haven 7.3ft. Villal
ba veil 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.3ft I*. M ,
Vlnnlhaveu 2.45, North Haven at 3.15. Stonington at 4 15; due to arrive at Swan', bland
about 6.15 P. M.
137-tf

M ON T O N ’

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

OVERCOATS

Now that Massachusetts has gone
on record overwhelmingly in favor,
of the repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment shall it be referred to
as the Bay (Rum) State?
Miss Elizabeth Knight is in Port- |
land to attend an instruction meet
ing of the Western Union operators
F riday.
\

$25, $30, $35

C. A. HAMILTON
142 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND I
137-lt

%

Fall Sale

RUGS AND DRAPERIES

Starts Friday, November 16-Ends Saturday, November 24
Quantities of new, fresh merchandise all lowly priced for your Fall and Winter
needs, with many extra special values for the week throughout the store
Outing Flannels
36 inches wide, fancy stripe
and plain white, 25c value. Per
yard—

36 inch Challies

Pillow Tubing

Axmimter Rugs •

The 20c kind; a new line just
in. Per yard—

Splendid quality, 40 or 42 in.
wide. Worth 39c a yard. Per
yard—

All Wool Axminstcr Rug, size
27x54, mottled with floral end
borders—

15c

29c

$2.49

17c; or 6 yds. $1.00

EASTERN

Linens
Sets, all linen cloth and napkin*—

98c, $1.49 and up
Damask by the yard, some with
napkins to match; 25 patterns to
select *rom; all marked at Spscial
Low Prices.

Comforter Materials
’Tripplctoe” Hose.

Pair—

Cotton Batting, regular site roll.
Special for this week, 5 rolla for—

$1.00
Men’s Hose.

$1.00

Per pair—

Other Batts from—

50c

$1.00

Pair—

Fancy Weave Hose.

Special Quil'ed Comfort Batt, 3
pound roll, $1.39 value. Per batt —

98c and up

_________ $1.00__________

Unbleached Sheet’ng
Pull 49 inche, wide, 18c quality.

Per yard—

___________ 12c___________
Mattress Covers
Bath Towels

$5.00 Cash—$1.00 Weekly

Early American Period Suite With
Latest 4-Poster or Panel End Bed
Entirely aside from the price, there is something fascinating about this
very worthy bedroom suite! And surely the little invested in it will
prove well-placed! One does not tire of the Early-American period
pieces, of which this suite is typic el. They are so clean in design, so
orderly in appearance, as to win and hold admiration! Splendidly
constructed of select cabinet woods in rich walnut color. Suite embraces the dresser, chest, and choice of 4-poster or panel end bed, as
shown!

Double Thread Turkish Towels
with bread colored ends, in Green,
Yellow, Pink or Blue; size 21x42.
Very special; each—

29c
Fancy Block Pattern, in colors;
large size Towels; 3 for—

$1.00
Extra large size, colored borders.

$1.00
Plain Whifr Bath Towels, stand
ard size, 18x36 inches. For this
sale, 5 for—

$1.00

19c
linen Crash;
Special price,

____

A new and large line of Bath
Robes, all specially priced for
quick sales.
Corduroy—

COMPANY
283 Main Street

Rockland

$2.98 up
Beacon Blanket Bath Robes, a
beautiful quality. Specially priced

$2.98 up

$1.19
42x36 inch Pillow Slips, 30 cent
quality; 5 for—
'

35c quality; 4 far—
42c quality; 3 fo^—

*-|

A •UU

Rayon Spreads—Genuine Bates,
full size 80x105; colors, Blue, Ross
and Gold—

$3.59
Superior Quality Rayon Spreads,
extra large size 84x108 inches.
Colors, Rote, Blue, Green, Gold and
White. You would expect to pay
$6.00 or more for these. Special
price—

$4.98

Our assortment is so large and
the line
varied it is possible
to mention only a few of the spe
cial values.
Plaid twilled and firmly woven
Blankets, extra large size 70x3)
inches; $3.50 value. Special price,
pair—

$2.98
Double Plaid Blankets, cx'ra size,
70x80 inches. For this ca'o only,
pair—

$1.98
Cotton Blankets, White, Gray and
Tan with colored borders; all sizes
lowly priced at, per pair—

$1.69 up to $2.98
Single Plaid Blankets, regular
size 64x76, all perfect. Each—

98c
Heavy and Soft Texture Wool
Mixed Plaid Blankets, full size
60x80; $5.50 value. Pair—

$1.29 and $1.39 each

$4.50

Mattress Protectors—Zig Zag
quilted, pure white mattrees pro
tectors for all size beds and cribs,
also small sizes for other pruposes.
All Lowly Priced.

Part Wool Plaid Blankets, extra
large site 70x80; regular $5.50
value. Pair—

Best quality licking, filled with
pure feathers. All specially priced
from—

,

Toilet Goods

__________ $5.25

Coty's, Houbigants, Hudn'uts,
Cutex products and others, includ
ing
Perfumes, Toilet Waters,
Compacts, etc. Our comp'efc new
lined are in for Christmas, all
-narked at Low Prices.

Curtains
Ruffled Curtains, several numbers
to choose from. Priced frem—

79c up

Silk and Rayon Underwear

$1.00 up

Exceptional values are to be
found here.
An excellent quality Bloomer. Spe
cial—

Lace edge or fringed. Priced from

Heavy weight, light weight and
checks, *Pcr yard*—

$L00
Bath Robes

98c
81x99 Seamless Bleacho-J Sheets,
$1.50 value—

Net Curtains

All Linen Crash

Extra quality, all
worth 42c a yard.
3 yards—

_________ $1.00__________ Bed Spreads
Full size 81x105. Colors: Elue and
Rose; all perfect. Each—
Sheets and Slips
81x90 Seamless Bleached Sheets,
$1.59
$1.25 value—

Mattress Covers, made from fine
grade unbleached sheeting for
single, twin, three-quarter and full
size beds. Prices—

Bed Pillows

Special price, 2 for—

Blankets

All of our Knit, Underwear, in
cluding the famous “Merode” hand
tailored goods in all styles at Spe
cial Low Prices.
Union Suits—

$1.00

14c
36 inches wide.

Knit Underwear

1.95 pair up

$1.00

35c, 49c and up

for the better Quaker go 'da
A large assortment "of Nets by the
yard

An excellent quality Slip.
cial—

Sweaters

_____$1.00_____

Ladies' Sweaters—

Outing Night Robes

$2.98 up

Weekend Cases, Suit Cazej
Bags, Hat Eoxes

Childrens Sweaters—

98c up

New holiday lines, all marked
Specially Low for quick sales.

Misses’ Sweaters—

$1.98 up
Toweling

Underarm and Hand Bags

Union Linen Crarsh, full width,
part linen; 15c value. Special—
8 yards for—
$1.00

Special low prices are marked on
all these goods, from—

W F.

$1.00 up

Spe

Fancy stripes, good quality Flan
nel—

,

69c; 2 for $1.25

With and without collar;- Plain or
fancy; $1.25 value—

98c
other

1. SIMONTON CD. ^3

prices

Ten per cent Discount on all
grades of Inlaid Linoleum This
Week.

Woolen Gloves and
Mittens
Children’s.

Per pair—

59c, 75c, $1.19
Ladies, Kid, Fleeced Lined, Fur
Trimmed. Special value. Pair—

Outing Gowns

Many
Goods.

And Felt Base Carpets; many pat
terns to select from. Special for
this week, per yard—

in

Outing

$2.25
Veltex Suede Gloves,
Gray. Per pair—

$1.59

Tan

and

Every-Other-Day
Warren C? Noyes and P. Donlan
have Joined 5 party in Brunswaaji lor
a hunting trip in the Moosehead re
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
gionr;
r —Nov. 11-17—Education Week.
Nov. 13—Rockland Country Club annual
Ernest and: Hiram Crip returned
meeting.
Nov. 11 Annual meetini; of Chamber of Saturday from a hunting trip in tho
Nickatouse region, with one deer to
Commerce in I. O. (I. F ball.
Nov. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's their credit.

TALK OF T HE TOWN

League.

Nov. 21—Universalis! Fair.
Nov. 211—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 23—Educational Club picnic with Mrs.
Austin Smith, 4t> Grace street.
Nov. 29—Baseball dance In Temple halt.
Dec. 1- N. A. Burpee Hose Co. annual levee
and ball in Watts ball. Thomaston.
Dec .V ltockport M. E. Aid Christmas fair.
Dec. 5—Ladles* Aid of Littlefield Memorial
Church. Supper and sale.
Dec. 7— Dance by I’ilrent-Teacher Associa
tion a! High School gymnasium.
Dec. 12—Rockport—Christmas sale and sup
per Ladies' Circle Baptist Church.
Dec. 11-13—Annual meeting of Maine State
Grange.

Dec.
fair.

14-15—Camden—Mcgunticook Grange

Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

Schooner William Bisbee is at Ad
dison loading granite.

Hugh .Snow was home from Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology over
the weekend.
Herbert J. Staples of this city is a
new entry at the Ftocldiand Com
mercial College.

Apostle Clyde Ellis and the West
ern Maine District president, E. F.
Robertson will be at the Saints'
rooms Friday night at 7.30.
Five Keith vaudeville acts and a
feature picture will be the main
event in Rockland today. There will
be shows at 2 and 7.30. At the Park
of course.

There should he no further diffi
culty in locating the Blue Moon now
that the sign is conspicuously dis
played on the exterior of Rockland's
newest eating place.

The number lost when the steamer
Vestris foundered is now definitely
fixed at 114 and this included 27
women and 13 children. Widespread
criticism is voiced by the survivors.
Little Margaret Winslow has en
tered a Moxie contest. Any one hav
ing Moxie bottle caps please call
1OO9-'W or 1139 and they will be called
for. The contest ends Dec. 20.
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The Vinalhaven
and Rockland
Steamboat Co. begins its winter
schedule today, the boat leaving
Lockland at 1.30 for all landings.
There will be a party in the Congre
gational vestry Friday afternoon im
mediately after school for the mem
bers of the junior department of the
Sunday school.

Pipe for the Water Company's new
main to Thomaston is arriving stead
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S. will be inspect
ily, ajid another week will see the
ed Friday evening by D.D.G.M.
improvement completed.
Florence Gardiner. Golden
Rod
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee have Chapter of Rockland will be guests of
returned from a week’s motor trip the evening. Supper served in Ma
extending as far as Troy, N. Y., and sonic hall at 6 o'clock and meeting
including viMts with Massachusetts held in K.P. Ha.ll.
friends.
/
I-'or the benefit of the fishermen ahd
f< —
Boy Scouts are impatient for Sat others concerned, the Coast Guard
urday to come as tliey are to have a reports for the day at 10.30 a m.. each
Held day at Oakland Park with a morning. Anyone interested can ob
treasure hunt as one of the many at tain this report by asking for same
tractions.
on board the Kickapoo. V. M. Tobey,
boatswain (T) is the Kickapoo's radio
The granite quarries in the south officer.
ern part of the counts- are now being
operated by reduced crews, and will
Edward B. MacAllister. attorney, is
probably close for the winter about president of the. Maine Christmas
the first of the year.
Tree Corporation which lias been or
ganized for the purpose of cutting
Charles C. Wotton will again servo and shipping Christmas trees. Mrs.
as official referee of the Knox & Lin Minnie Roberts is treasurer, and the
coln Basketball League this winter. directors are C. S. Roberts, Mrs.
His services in the past have given Roberts and Mr. MacAllister.
the best satisfaction and have never
shown evidence of partiality.
In Municipal. Court Tuesday Vic
tor McLean was sentenced to two
The
steamship Vestris which
months in jail and fined $100 and
foundered off the Virginia coast
costs for illegal possession of four
Monday with heavy loss of life was
quarts of Scotch whiskey. He was
known to at tjast one Rockland man,
committed to jail. The seizure was
Harold L. Kfrl who came from Rio
made by Albert Gray, who was act
de Janeiro ttf.Xew York in her two
ing as constable at Camden in the
years ago.
absence of the regular officer.
““
Wil'bur Frohock, who has been
Deputy Collector li. W. Thorndike,
studying in Nancy, France, fell over
who left this city recently on a mo
an obstacle in the dark as he was
tor trip to West 'Palm Beach, Fla.,
leaving ifor Paris and broke his left was. taken with a severe cold in
arm. He is continuing his studies
Smyrna, Gil., but managed to com
in the French metropolis, and the
plete his journey, and with Mrs.
Injured arm js rapidly mending.
Thorndike is now at the home of
Charles L. Wilson. His illness de
The
report
reaches Rockland
veloped into influenza and at last
through reli.-ftlie sources that Con
accounts he had a temperature of
gressman White is to be a candidate
for U. S. Senator two years hence. 103.

_________________________________
At a meeting of the executive board
Miss Ada Young, Miss Alena
ot the American Legion Auxiliary in Young, Mrs. Clara B. Emery, Mrs.
Brunswick last week the resignation
Hope Brewster and Mrs. Hiram Dunof Mrs. Irene Moran as Second Dis
trict committeewoman, was regret ton h ave today for Boston where they
fully accepted. Mrs. Moran-s step will attend the National W.T.C.U.
being made necessary due to ill < invention, winch is to be in session
health. Mrs. Mary Murphy of Bath from Nov. 15 to Nov. 21. Miss Alena
was elected to serve the unexpired Young is the delegate from the Rock
land branch and Mrs. Emery is alterportion of the term.
J ate. The members of the Rockland
p;ity will join the Maine delegation
Lots of Rockland folks will he
In Portland, Mrs. Brewster is accomdrawn up at the table in Wessawes- 1
keag Grange hall. South Thomaston, >micd by h’er husband, George A.
Brewster.
when the supper hell rings next Mon
day night. The affair is a benefit for
Mrs. C. F. Snow returned Saturday
Al. Sleeper, who lost nearly every
thing when fire destroyed his prop after attending several affairs of the
erty at The 'Keag recently. A dance
American Legion auxiliary in the
will follow. The Rockland Band and
Kirk's Orchestra will furnish music , State. At Dover-Foxcroft she was a
sp. < .al guest at the joint installation
during the evening.
of live units and two posts. There
were 114 present at the supper, and
A visitor in the city this week is , the occasion was a particularly en
Mrs. Mildred Buelduc of Bucksport, joyable one. Last Thursday Mrs.
who is engaged in a canvass of the So w installed the officers of the
State in the interest of the East Rath unit, the exercises being held in
Maine Conference Seminary, which the m w Legion home which was re
is engaged in the creation of an en cently opened, replacing the old one
dowment fund, the figures of which destroyed by tire. The new home is
are set at $100,000. Mrs. Buelduc’s one of the linest in the State, with
pleasant personality and earnest pre ve ry nice furnishings and equipment.
sentation of her mission wins friends '
for the Bucksport institution of
learning, whose long and successful , The Rockland & Rockport Lime
career justifies any request for sup- 1 Corporation has recently opened a
port for a continuation of its edu new general sales office at 50 East
cational work among the youth of 42d street, New York, and announces
the appointment of Donald O’Connor
Maine.
as general sales manager of the Rock
land & Rockport Lime Corporation
The scallop fisheries while not to and the Hoosac Valley Lime Co., Inc.
be classed with the palmy days of The ebtire management of sales for
the Monroe Island beds are far from the associated companies will be con
a failure this season, as 35 boats are ducted from the new general sales
operating successfully in Penobscot office under the direction of Mr.
and Bluehill bays. The large boats O’Connor and Prank McKinney, who
are taking from 35 to GO gallons a L is been a member of the local office
day, while the small 'boats are turn staff fop several years, will shortly be
ing in from 12 to 15 gallons. The transferred from the Rockland office
price paid by Rodney Feyler, com to the New York office where he will
mission broker, is $2.75 a gallon*, assume the duties of chief clerk and
which is $1 higher than the price sales accountant. While congratula
which was being paid a year ago this tions are being proffered Mr. McKin
time. The largest day’s catch yet ( ney on his advancement, general re
reported was 60 gallons, this stunt gret is being expressed that his new
being pulled off by Capt. Charles position takes him away from Rock
land.
Carver’s Madeline & Flora.

Bargains for Baby!
We Have a Limited Supply of—

HAND EMBROIDERED BABY DRESSES $1.89
Dainty Beautiful Creation at the surprisingly low price of only $1.89.
Genuine Bargains for Baby in the Balcony.

See these

Fuller - Cobb - Davis
BALCONY DEPARTMENT

GROSS

NECK

Miss Annie Genthner ot Waldoboro
spent a few days last week witli tier
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Mrs. William Gross was in Book■
land Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
and two daughters were .Sunday
guests ot Mr. and Mrs. Clifford (Win
chenbach at West Waldoboro.
Mrs. Alfred Waltz was in New
Harbor Thursday.
Pearl Waltz has employment in II.
L. itossa's drug store at Waldoboro.
Miss Alcada Gentliner spent the
weekend with her sister Miss Annie
Genthner at Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer of
Waban, Mass., were Sunday visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred .Walts.
Miss Addie Geele who lias been

earing for Mrs, Carroll Genthner and
little daughter of West Waldoboro
lias returned home.
Mrs. C. la. Eugley and Mrs. Frank
Morse were in Rockland last week.
Mrs. William Gross was a Sunday
guest of Mrs. Linwood Castncr at
Medomak.
Dewey Winchenbach has been do
ing carpenter work at Winslows’
Mill.s.
McClellan Eugley visited last week
witli Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eugley at
Waldoboro.
Miss Alice JValts spent Sunday
with Mrs. Alfred Waltz.
Melvin Genthner lias returned
home from Harbor Island.
Ernest Eugley who lias had em
ployment at Augusta since summer
lias returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. James .Waltz and

children of the village spent Sun
day with Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz.

William Gross lias employment at
Alfred Storer's for a few days.
Carrie Miller of Waldoboro visited
Mrs. Alden Waltz last Thursday .

Dr. F. F. Rrown made Ills debut as
nr. after dinner speaker and con
tributed a highly interesting 2(1 min
ute discussion of "Dunt vlvimus. vivamus." Eddie Conn ir successfully
essayed the part of mg leader and
Fred C. Riack of Black N- Gay. Can
cers. Inc. appeared in the role of
Santa Claus, presenting every mem
ber with fu’.l sized cans of the new
Kid Glove products oven linked beans
and brown bread. The matter of the
annual Forty Club play was taken
under advisement and will lie given
Ileal discussion next session.

Friends of the Second District repre
sentative are'holding themselves in
readiness to F
march beneath his stan
mar
dard.

A Lawrence, Mass., man told the
police departj®Mit yesterday that he
had been a victim of hold-up men
while riding from Thomaston in an
automobile, and robbed of $35. His
stories did not cheek up with subse
quent investigation, and the authori
Mrs. C. F. Snow is In Vinalhaven ties are skeptical.
today where she will install the of
Mrs. Samuel Cohen was knocked
ficers of the Vinalhaven auxiliary of
the American Legion. She is ac down at the corner of Park and Main
companied by Mrs. Susie Lamb who streets Tuesday by an automoblie
owned by Everett Watts of Tenant'swill act as sergeant-at-arms.
Harbor. She;-wus taken to the office
Tonight's bill at Spear block offers of Dr. Wasgirf to receive treatment
these events: Herb Beck vs. K. O. for bruises. Eyewitnesses are said
Leroux, Al. Wilson of Rockland vs. to have declared that the accident
Seattle Kid Richards, Merrill Tay was unavoidable.
lor of Rockland vs. Jim Tolan. Young
Writing from La Mesa. Calif., re
Sukeforth vs. Al Bolduc. Young Zulu
newing subscription to The Couriervs. Young Tommy McBride.
Gazette, Mrs. t M. Rust says: "I do
Mr. and Mrs. Luke S. Davis have not know how I couhl get along with
returned from Hanover. Mass., where out the papei^'but I do wish the ink
tliey visited Mr. Davis’ sister. Mr. could be blacker.”' [We've spoken to
Davis saw Brown defeat Dartmouth the pressman .about the ink and will
last Saturday, and met up with Wes now mention it again, hoping it will
ley Wasgatt, a Rockland student, do some good.—Ed ]
who is playing in the Freshman or
Daniel Scanlon of Malden, Mass.,
chestra.
was a weekend and holiday guest of
Passcrsby at MclAin School are Miss Lucille Saunders, Granite street.
pleased to see the new tire escape The visit included a motor trip to
in place.
This installation was Waterville ig company with Miss
necessitated by the placing of -several Mildred Ryan and William O'Donnell
grades in the quarters vacated by where old acquaintances were re
the manual training department, the newed. Mr. Scanlon left for Massa
school authorities feeling that the chusetts on Monday's midnight train,
third exit was to be desired as an the remaining trio returning to Roekadditional margin of safety with laiid in the small hours.
youngsters on the top floor.
Percy McPhee Is telling a good one
at his own expense, possibly with
the idea of forestalling George Woos
ter, Eddie Pdgt or Ken Daggett who
made up the Wjfcrtet hunting over the
holiday in the1 Shin Pond area, it
Trungle Bn»m>
seems that it, was iMcPhee's maiden
attempt in the-big sticks and he was
greatly excited to spy the antlers and
color of a big buck, apparently rest
ing. He crept to within easy range
ot the animal and blazed away. His
shouts of triumph drew his hunting
mate, DaggetA but the triumph was
short lived fqr when the investiga
tors arrived within 20 yards of the
prostrate animal it became evident
that he had been there several weeks,
the victim of some other hunter.
Needless to say, Percy brought home
no venison.

Sickness has caused heavy inroads
in the Rockland teaching staff this
term. Among those still on the in
valid list are Mrs. Sarah .1. Mont
gomery, Miss Jeannie McConchie and
Miss Caroline Fuller.

NOVEMBER SALE
Hosiery
Ladies’ Full Fashioned Silk and
Wool, a 1.50 number........... $1.00
Men’s Silk Hose, black, regularly
1.50 and 2.00 ......................... 1.00
a good item for Xmas shopping
Ladies’
Full Fashioned, pyre
silk ............................................... L00

Now being shown in Black
Kid and Patent Leather.
One strap, three straps,
ties and oxfords.
A to EEE
Each and every pair car
ries the combination last
and steel arch support.

$14.95

So

•'

SV .2'

SIGN

Rugs

6x9
$19.50
8.3x10.6 $25.00

CARD OF THANKS

39c
Bought for the sale by the bale

I wish to thank all my friends who have so
kindly remembered me during my illness.
B. L. Young-. '
Vinalhaven.

Boston Bags

•1

I
“Hello! Going to Elks Monday
night?” “You bet, I have waited all
season for iftj.
137-138

)

About 50 pieces of finished models.
A shipmetn we get just once a year.
These figure about—

Tan and Black.

Good for school, etc.

I 5 coats, sizes 8 to 16.

Half Price

Turkish I owel, 50 dozen
November Sale Price—

x 4 for $1.00
Flannelette Night Gowns

69c

33c

Cretonnes and Curtains

Toilet Paper
Waldorf, 650 sheets, I 7 for—
Scott Tissue, 1000 sheets, I 1 for—

d* -| AA

I 200 yards

Tan only

Towels

Ladies’ Outing Flannel Gowns of
Our regular 39c Special, a candy that is sold for
fancy stripes, value 98c—
50c. Peppermint Patties or Chocolates
November Sale—

96c
Children’s Coats

All higher priced hats marked down
for this sale

Double thread with colored borders

Candy

33 inch Pure Silk Japanese Pongee, Axminster Rugs, we have put a particularly low
Red Label, which means standard price on these as we need the room for toys.
quality—

I wish to thank my neighbors and friends
for the gifts, flowers and cards sent me on my
birthday.
Mrs. A. W. Thomas.

Is developing! in popularity with the
sick, but it hardly keeps pace with
the results secured by Its progressive
practitioners.
DR. B. R. ANNTS,
Rockland's Chiropractor, is located at
111 Limerock St. For house calls
phone 1163,

Another group including leather prints, wool tweeds,
heavy crepe and satin combinations, etc., marked from
$24.50 to

$1.00

CARD OF THANKS

at the

$9.50

Ladies’ Part Wool Rayon Stripe
Union Suit, tailored top, knee
length; sizes 34 to 44—

Velour Hats, reg. 3.98 ......... 1-98
Gold and Silver Hats.............. 1.98

One group of 25 dresses including georgettes, crepe de
chines, wool crepes and silk tweeds, marked from
$14.9 to

98c

j

$65.00

Nov. Sale

Dresses

suit, all sizes—

Silk Pongee

from $79.50 to—

to—

All other fur coats marked 10% off for this sale only.

Men’s Fleeced Lined Suit, a 1.50

INMEMORIAM

3 Shagmoor Spdrt Coats, marked

Felt Hats, regular 1.98 and 2.98.
............................................... $1.00

Underwear

In loving memory of our dear grandson
Raymond A. Richards who died Nov. 15, 1926.
Do not ask us if we miss him,
Oh. there’s such a vacant place:
Oft, we think we hear his footsteps
And we see his smiling face.
Days of sadness still come o’er us,
Tears of silence often flow—
Memory keeps hint ever near us
Since he left us two years ago.
Sadly missed by Grantmie and Grandpa, Mr.
and Mrs. Orrin P. Condon.
Rockland, Nov. 15, 1928.
•

$59.50

Hats

Limit one pair to a customer

IN MEMORIAM

6 Shagmoor Sport Coats, marked
from $69.50 to—

$19.50

1 Leopard Cat, size 36, from $230. to—

$1.00 pair

In loving memory of Raymond A. Hicliard.
Jr., who passed away Nov. 15. 1326. Gone
but not forgotten by Mamma and Grandma
"Blessed tie of Heaven’s forging
Holds true hearts with love’s true bond.’
Mrs. Raymond A. Richards, Mrs. Austin ^1
Young.

CHIROPRACTIC

$125
I Black Pony, size 3

COLBY—At Rockland. Nov. 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Colby, a daughter, Bernice
May.
ELWELL—At South Belfast, Nov. 10. to Mr
and Mrs. Herbert Elwell, a son. Harold.

Coats

One group dress coats—

Grey Blankets, double, size 60x74,
all firsts, 50 pairs only—

CARD OF THANKS

McLAIN Shoe Store

Fur Coats

$2.98

Gratefully acknowledging witli deep appre
ciation the kindness and sympathy of friends
and neighbors during our bereavement ; also
for the beautiful floral offerings.
I
Effie L. Daifs, 'Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert
Davis.
Vinalhaven.

Many Styles in Stock
Come In and Look Them
Over

One of our three storewide sales of the year.
Every department joins in this event.

Golden Fleece, 66x80, double plaid
Blankets, all colors—

BORN

$4.90

/

1 Brown Pony, size 34, from $195. to—

McLain Shoe Store

VITAL ARCH SHOES

Starting Saturday, Nov. 17

Bates Flannel

1 special lot Cretonnes, heavy ma

Lvv terial, bright contrasting colors—

29c yard
Filet Net Curtain, with handsome

Excellent for girls’ dresses, boys’ suits, rompers, 2 in. fringe, 50 pairs only in cream.
etc. Regularly 25c a yard

19c

$5.00
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

$2.00 pair
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Every-Other-Day

The End of Clarence E. Daniels’ "'X
*
Anniversary Sale is Saturday
136-137
THOMASTON
new way and believe that Thomaston
TENANT'S HARBOR JONES
| lost with Capt. Balano. Cora (now
•their sister, Mrs. Blanche Holland in
now has
as ,well
built street
as any,
SPRUCE HEAD
The Episcopal Guild is all set for othpr
Uiwn
n Maine
Mt, Metcalf
Mrs. Pomeroy) lived for a time in a
Malden. Mass.
For Sale
Ray Carroll of The Highlands was
Its annual sale of fancy articles, etc.. Ole ,.ngine. r who has heen in charge, Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
Harrington family, going south in
The
Ladies
Circle
met
with
Mrs.
F.
I
read
with
interest
what
Boze
had
a
Sunday
visitor
at
the
home
of
on the afternoon of Nov. 21. These informed the correspondent that the
1 young womanhood with Henry who
H)K SALE—Six pounds rllpplnes for
SPECIALS FOR
H. Pierson Thursday with 14 present.
patrhwork. Extraordinary value. Send no
are always successful occasions.
| road should bt. KOod for forty years. i to say in a recent issue of your paper, married Abbie Bickmore. The uncle Stanley Simmons.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
j
Tl)e
fact
that
there
was
no
person
by
money.
Pay postman $1 plus few cents for
The
Grange
observed
Armistice
E.
V.
Shea
left
the
Knox
Hospital
!
Miss Helen Duvis who has heen jje ,bas a rrew of men surveying for
that became a father to me was shipSunbright Cleanser, 4 for ....... 17c
postaze
Satisfaction guaranteed or money
' the name of Jones receiving mail in ; wrecked in the Annie Jones. At that Sunday. He will spend several days Day with a very fitting program
spending two weeks in Worcester, is
relunded.
SAPTLEK MFC. CO., Department
Spaghetti, nice quality, 4 for 35c
an extension to be built in the 1892 at Tenant’s Harbor, can best be same time I'ncle Levi and Hymen at the Copper Kettle before return- Monday evening.
at home.
0. Whitman, Mana.
137*139
S.
&
P.
Spices
—
I
spring.
The
line
contemplates
leavexplained
by
his
quoted
lines,
“
Some
Randall Jones and family went to ,n(f Qu, Walkers Co,.ner and crossing
were drowned in another vessel. My j ing home.
Mrs. Bertha Hall and granddaugh
FOR KALE—Alive lobsters, two claws, 4 lbs.
Ginger, Black Pepper, Cassia and
are
in
the
churchyard
laid,
some
sleep
George Ames of Rockland was a ter Lucille Colson fwere guests of
Winthrop Tuesday where they will, (he r,vpr ,,y
„fw bridKe l0 be bullt
to 5 lbs, 23c lb., I claw, any size 27c, no dawa
maternal grandfather was Capt.
Ground Cloves, 2 for ............... 25c
idge to be built beneath the sea."
TPqillf*
< •* Jones
—— —
*”
23c lb. Vegetables to fishermen only, very
reside fnr
for enmo
some Hnxn
time. 'Mr.
will
Henry Giles. Trusting these details recent guest of his cousins Gertrude Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Gardner last week J Gibbs’ Assorted Jelly, 3 for.... 25c
cheap
-I. C. HARMON Tel. 943-W, 137*139
above
the
present
railroad
bridge.
in 1880, when I was three weeks will refresh Boze's memory, also that and Vernon Simmons.
be one of the crew to build a bridge
Splendid Mince Meat, ige. can 31c
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dean of Wal
old. my mother. Sarah Giles Jones, we may see his interesting communi
FOR SALE—Geese, live or dressed. B. S.
In that town.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Elwell were
Splendid Coffee, well named 39c
tham were weekend guests of Mr.
GEYER. South Cushing, Me. Tel. 188-4.
The annual sale of the Guild of died. Capt. Stephen Jones, my fa
Miss Josephine Davis of Monhegan
cations continued in your valued weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. N. H. Gardner.
Horiick’s Malted Milk ........... 45c
137-142
the Episcopal Church. Thomaston, ther, followed her in death three
George Snow.
Is visiting Mrs. E. P. Starrett.
paper for many years to come.
Cam's Sandwich Spread, 2 for 39c
William Pease who has been se
fOR SALE—Motor-driven Empire Mllklna
Mrs.
Annie
Thompson
has
returned
Mrs. Leonard Stetson was taken consisting of fancy articles, aprons, weeks later. Possibly Boze remem
Robert Jones.
Fr. John’s Medicine, tge.,size $1.13
riously ill is slowly improving.
Machine, in excellent condition, used less
home from 'Waterman’s Beach where
to Knox Hospital .Saturday for ob candy and cooked food will be held bers my brother Stephen, who was
Stonington. Nov. 15.
than a year. MRS. L. H. WATTS, Warren
MANY OTHER GOODkVALUES
Emma Stanley is ill with tonsillitis.
In the parish rooms Wednesday aft
servation.
she has been nursing at the home of
.
117*139
There will be a vegetable stew sup- ' Have you tried Chocolate Soldier?
137-139
Archie Rackliff. Mrs. Thompson is
Simon Hahn of Cambridge spent ernoon. Nov. 21.—adv.
FOR SALE Vlctrola In mahogany cabinet
You should ! .... 10c
per at the Grange hall Thursday eve- t
Low price. 14 MASOXIC KT
137-lf
suffering from a severe attack of ning for benefit of the Grange.
the weekend and holiday in town.
The Brookside Store
asthma.
FOR SALR—Pedigreed Flemish til.inl rati
Miss Margaret Demmons enter
CAMDEN
hits all sizes, all prices. JACK BEDELL
At The Bridge
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas and
tained friends Monday.
< ushlnit.
ij, It
59 Pleasant St. Opp. Franklin
' father Mr. Thomas of Oakland were
Why not attend service every
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rose have
FOR SALE—1924 Ford too truck, gearshift,
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Sunday? At the Baptist Church next returned from their honeymoon trip
A1 condition: also 7 h. p. Ottawa saw rig.
' Burton.
Sunday the pastor's text will be John spent in motoring through New York
Price reasonable. HENRY LEHTO, Box 273,
Warren,
Me
1.7-13’.'
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Waldron and
8:32. There will be a union service State.
Lost
and
Found
Influenza.
Grippe
and
Pneumonia
family spent the weekend at the Wal
in the evening when Miss Barrows
: ,'“rl"r *'®re '» imod condition.
Robert Jamieson is in northern
137*130
usually start with a cold. The mo
L'lST Friday, Nov. 9, between Congrega- I EL. 3.V2-W , Rockland.
dron farm.
•will tell of her work in the rural Maine on a hunting trip. He ac
ment you get those warning aches rub i tlonal Church and Maple St., b.v way of Union
FOR SALE-•Five tube Standardyne radio
Otto Olson has sold his cow to
sections under the Sunday Schools companied Capt. William Conarv of
’
and
Beech
Sts.,
a
string
of
pearls
with
white
on good old Musterole.
« N.r.ng OI pearls with white I with ltubes
.UDe? au<1
and /<«'<»chorde
Sonochorde speaker, prlc,
price
I gold
vaM clasp
•* found
»---J please notify
" ---A "New Type Furnace
Melvin Cline.
of the county.
if
THE COU- I $2,u : a’“
Deer Isle.
Musterole relieves the congestion
lllER-GAZETTE.
137-130 I l,rh‘e $30. BRENNAN S SER\ I( E STATION
David Mann is shingling Lee
Mrs. Clara Davis of Port Clyde is
Mr. and Mrs. John McIntire have
and stimulates circulation. It has all
4 New Design
—LAWES-—-—
-—
r—------------------— I -------------------------------------------Park St.
137-lJtf
LAWES
—
Reliable
stock of Jiak
> ---------------goods at
at—the
the
Mann’s house.
_______
30
visiting Mrs. Aletha Thompson.
hair
goods
moved into the Alton French house in
the good qualities of the old-fashioned
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main
Q
n.Sl.
Mall orders
FOR SALE- Soft wood slabs.stove length.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ludwig left Sea street for the winter.
Mfss Margaret Crockett spent the mustard plaster without the blister.
New Exclusive Features
Kolicfteil. HELEN C. RHODES
13l.tr
$G; Kockland. $7.
Wednesday for Hopedale. Mass. They
weekend with her parents in Rock
Mrs. Tena Cram ha< returned to
First you feel a warm tingle as the
KENNETHi-ALKS, South Warren.
136-138
port.
Wanted
will also visit in Attleboro. Their her home in Beverly. Mass., after a!
healing ointment penetrates the
FOR SALE—Nice banking brush, $1.50 a
OES the work of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Morse have re
ultimate plan is to spend the winter Visit with her sister. Mrs. S. IN.
load. E. RUSSELL, Thonnston St.
136*138
par’s, then a soothing, tooling sensa
in Florida.
turned to Gloucester. Mass. They
Butler.
tion and quick relief. Have Muster
\d<iiesk unr
4 * reference If t FOR SALE Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous articles and
several stoves, room ,
wanted. Address
BOX
b..
Tenant's
Harbor,
'
Gothlng
at
87
RAXKIX
ST.,
Xov.
14
and
conwere
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Morse
’
s
Henry Vose with his crew of paint
Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Strong will
ole handy foi emergency use. It may
Me
heaters or fireplaces. Cir
___________
137*139
until sold.
t:t«*t w
brother Philip York who is hoping
ers is at work on Mrs. Arthur Pills entertain the San Souci Club Satur
prevent serious illness.
•n
,
1
~
-----------------'
_
_
WASTED -1 bate a client who wants place
™R SALE
LE1;
to find employment there for the
bury's residence.
day evening at auction and dinner.
culates clean, healthful,
To Mother*: Musterole also
with few acres of land, within ill mile, of t":1
repalrcUwinter.
Rockland
If you have such to sell write '
4)1 Rankin Kt._______________ 136 138
Mrs. Gertrude Francis of Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey D. Coose and
made in milder form for
moist warm air just like a
DR. H L. STEVENS. 182 fchnerock St.. '
FOR SALK- Old fashion quilt tops. Price
Mr. anft Mrs. Lawson Small and
who is making an extended stay in Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chase of Rock
babies and smell children.
Rockland
* — 139 $2 on
MRS EMMA WLNG, New County
• oa I.t.y
sons Elmer and Gerald of Ash Point
Rockland visited friends in town land have returned from a hunting1
pipeless furnace. Heats
Ask for Children’s Musterole.
WANTED- -Experienced bookkeeper desires road. Pleasant Gardens.
136*138
were guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday.
trip at -the Coose camp, Coleman
J»r«
&
Tubes
position In Rockland. Write BOOKKEEPER,
the whole house. Saves
: Phil Ware..
Michael Ciampi of Rockland. For Pond.
D»R SALE- Motor boat.
Length, 32 ft.
•an The Courier-Gazette.
137*TI»-143
width 8 ft. depth 3 ft. Has house, new 12
fuel. Eliminates the ex
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard were
rest Higgins and Michael Norton of
Mrs. John L. Tewksbury enter
WANTED- Housework or cleaning by hour h. p. Palmer engine, and all boat and «n4lnc
or day. References. Address HOUSEWORK, ♦* •iiipment. ALMOND D. McLAIN, Mcdoniah.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Portland were holiday guests of tained the Friday Auction Club Tues
pense of a basement. In
136
Holmes
St..
Rockland.
•
•
137*13.4
Jesse Allard.
Stanley Kalloch at the home of his day afternoon.
Me
136*138
stalled in a few minutes.
WANTED—Work of any kind by the day.
Mrs. Callie Morrill was in town
parents. High street. The four boys
Gerald Dalzell and Capt. J. Ar
FOR SALE—Edison and Victor phonographs,
Good
references.
MAY
L.
HARVEY.
Tel.
Monday.
with records : : and radioa of all kinds at bar
motored to Waterville Monday.
thur Wagner have returned from a
Finished in porcelain en132- M.
_________ 136* 138 gain.
When the outer cabinet
C. M. COOK. 71 Tillson Ave.
136*141
George and Herbert Newbert, Wes gunning trip in the big woods and
doors
ere
opened
you
have
WANTED
Middle
aged
Finnish
woman
F(,R ^ALE One Jersey cow and a few pul
rniel, natural walnut ef
____
Ftuni.sh
Better than a muntard platter
ley Kenney, Alton Brown and Rus each brought back a deer.
t'l the cheer and glow of
wants
ants day or hour work fn Thom
Thomaston or tets. TEL. 425-14.
135-13
MARTINSVILLE
the fire—an exclusive Allen
Rockland. MRS. LINIM8TET. Box 80. R. F D.
fect. As beautiful and
sell Thomas attended the Strand
Ineah Johnston has returned from
Miss Mildred B.aehelder has re (
feature.
FOR SALE—Banking brush and loose hay
Warren.
Theatre in Portland Monday at high a short stay with relatives in Han- 1
136*138 delivered.
WILLIAM DONAHUE. Head oof
turned from a visit In New York
easy to clean as a piece of
WANTED—Position by young lady, while i Bay. Rockland
______ __Td
_________________________
noon.
K7-M.
IJ5M3
cock.
City.
|
attending school, to d<» housework, or to care ,
FOR SALE—Nlckel-In-the-slot electric playHeat
Radiating
Fins
furniture.
Miss Mildred Closson entertained
Steamer Southport of the Eastern
for children evenings for her bdanl and small , er piano in good condition : plays 10 tune rolls :
Herbert Lamb and mother of Au- i
four tableB at auction Tuesday eve Steamship Lines. Inc., is being put
An improved construction
monetary consideration. TEL. fl56-M, City.
one tune for a nickel. Bargain price. Will
gusta were recent weekend guests 1
that increases heating sur
Come in and see the
ning in honor of Miss Adelaide Kal- Into winter quarters at the Camden
136*138 soon pay for Itself In public place. MAINE
of the G. N. Bachelder’s.
VIT'LJl/’ i O.
WANTEDExperienced
cliauffeur
desires
to
MUSlc
face 100 percent—strength
leo of Boston.
Yacht Building A- Railway Company.
New Allen’s. We’ll glad
Charles Taylor is visiting relatives ;
135-137
drive party to Florida? Refei mces. KENens the castings — prolongs
Donald Rivers who has been liv
Leo Crooker brought down a big 1
FOR SALE—1920 Dodge engine with new
in
Portland.
MORE ROOMS. 29 Park St
186-138 pistons and rings, generator like new, also
the life of the heating unit.
ly explain how it gives
ing in the Brown house. Water buck weighing 210 pounds.at Duck,
I John
Mathews of Massachusetts'
WANTED—Graduate from Russian Massage transmission and rear end good condition. ExOnly in Allen's do you get
street, has moved to AIlRton. Mass.
Trap.
School wants patients for massaging. Best of Ide 12 volt battery. F. D. HAWES, Rockport,
more heat for less money.
was in town to attend the funeral of
this improvement.
Charles A. Morse & Son are laying
references
assured. CALL 1 dttk-Y.
13.5-140 Me. Tel. Camdeu 376-13.
L. Johnston is snen(|ing a few days :
135-137
his grandmother.
in a large stock of pine and oak lum with friends in Maehiasport.
A Small Down Payment Will Set An Allen Heater In Your Homs
5SS55?
FOP. SALE--Light work horse: electric
Herbert Piersons is making exten
ber. They have contracts that will
|
light
plant
In
good
running
condition.
Bar
Albert Wilson who is employed
To
Let
sive repairs on the McIntire house
AT
gains MRS HILL. R F. D 1. Box 76. Warkeep them busy until next June. A during the summer on Steamer I
tor R. IL Hupper.
51 RS. A ' ren’ Me135*137
frame is being worked out for a 90- Southport on the Rockland-Blue Hill '
Mrs. J. H. Hupper has closed the
137-139 ‘
FOR SALESALE—Man's
Man’s overcoat,
ovprnnat stone gray,
___
foot fisherman. They now have a line, has arrived in Camden for the J
TO LET—A tenement. Also three furnished heavy winter weight, practically new. Also
LOUIS MARCUS. Prop.
Bengo Farm for the winter.
Also
looms with use of bath. MR£. W. 8. KEN- boy's overcoat, navy blue, winter weight, good
crew of 30 men and are hiring other winter.
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 980
Mrs. Fred Hooper. Mrs. Earl Da
NISTON. 176 Main St. Tel 87< W
137-tf as new. will fit boy about 8 years old. Prices
help daily.
Miss Maude M. Thorndike has
ROCKLAND. ME.
vis, and Mrs. Velma Cook are visiting
134*138
TO LET Two tenements, modern Improve reasonable TEL 794-W.
Mrs. Alice Simmons of South Port bought of Bay View Garage a Chev
ments MRS J W ANDERSON. Rockland.
SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long. $6
land is visiting her sister Mrs. rolet coupe.
Tel. 1175.
137-It perFOR
cord; stove length. $8: hard wood, 4 ft.,
Mrs. Carrie George entertained the
Horace Keizer.
TO LET—Garage big enough for storage or $11: sawed, $12.50 per cord ; laths, $6 and
Mrs. Ames of Rockland is visiting Methodist Society ladies yesterday
keep 2 or 3 automobiles. Apply at 11 T $6.50 per M. L. C. PACKARD. Warren, Me.
St MRS. SHAREK
137*139
i:H-tf
her son Fred Ames. High street.
afternoon.
TO bath.
LET ^Single
8-room.
fOR
—'Near
city and bsummer resorts,
Mylon Nason who was one of the
The regular meeting of Maiden
with
Two
car
garage
Go^MocatTon*
MCr
**SALE
farni
attractive
with bath. Tw
40
acre
farm,
attractive
buildings,
State
foremen of the crew that built the Cliff Rebekah lodge was held last
ROBERT U. COLLLNS real esSte 375 M ,|n i V’a‘ bon,er’ ^nobs.nt Day.
, wonderful view
St . R( ekland, Me. Tel 77
* ’
i i- i {, K'»ckland harbor. Ideal suinme
Wadsworth Street bridge left Tues evening at 7.30.
summer home or rnnr""To
Pirdcn.
must sell.
T(>“fpT~Th7.
I PT T»«r -- -----------—_
~~■ ■! ket ------—— ! Widow
Kt"4 Karaen.
widow must sell. Low price and
day for Winthrop.
Mrs. Nason
Mrs. Elizabeth Bush of Brunswick
(Clara Lindsay) is expecting to go is the guest of Mrs. J. C. Fish. Pearl
--- .............. .
eivciricuy.
Kxcellent location. ROBERT U. COLLINS real ImikI.
later.
street.
133 38
Mt.te, :,T5 Stain Sl. KnrkUml, Mr. Tri K
~,K SALE One pair
work
At tie stated convocation of
The regular meeting of Megunti137-130
wagon,
diimp
cart,
double
sleds
and
harness,
Henry Knox Chapter, R.A.M. at cook Grange was held last evening.
..... '
s»vuK aim mi
TO LPT- -One car garage. $4.00 per month. .» A
Masonic Hall Friday evening, the
ROBERT U COLLINS, real estate. 375 Main H. C. BI BLR, Warren, Me. Tel. 6-31.
132*137
St . Dockland. Me, Tel. 77.__________ 137-139
Instati ng officers were: Comp. W.
ROCKPORT
FOR SALE—Farms, city homes, business
TO LET—Furnished heated room in private opportunities, summer hotels, shore properties,
C. Lenfest at Grand H. P : Comp. W.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gleason, son ,
family 106 UNION ST. Tel M J 135-137 etc H L. STEVENS. 192 Limerock St., RockB. Matthews as Grand C. of H.: Thurston andi daughters Eleanor and
TOLET—Five room house, llghs, furnace iand. Me._____________________________ 130-tf
Comp. J. L. Pinkerton as Grand Dorothy were recent guests of Mrs.
flush closet, garage. Fine location. DOKFOR SALE—If you want the highest quality,
Chaplain.
The ofificers installed
MAN
S SHOE STORE. Tel. 259-1
135*137 old growth, fitted wood, at a price consistent
Nellie Morton.
were: M. C. Stephenson. H. P.; M. E.
with
the quality, and in sizes to fit your needs,
Miss Fannie H. Fuller of Brook
TO LFT—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms:
Wentworth. King; R. A. Carroll, line. Mass., is visiting her mother.
adults only Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL. call Rockland.67-M. R. P. CONANT A SON,
South
Hope. Me.
127-tf
47 Pleasant St.______________________ 135*137
Scrfbe; C. E. Oliver. Sec.; R. W.
Mrs. Emma Fuller.
FOR SALE—Virgin wool yarn by manufac
Walsh. Treas.; W. B. MattheW3. C.
Tv
LhT
—
Four
room
teneinwt
on
Camden
Mrs. Effie Veazie will entertain
St. Flush tol’et and electric lights. T J. turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART“She has all the silver, clothes and plenty of
of H.; H. S. Fossett. P.S.; G. B. Hahn. the Twentieth Century Club Friday '
CARROLL Tel. 263-21.
135-137' LETT, llannonv, Maine.______________ 123-150
everything that I can think of. But I know
R.A.C.; E. W. Cook. M of 3d Vail: afternoon at the home of her mother ,
TO LET—Five room house on Grove St" n FOR SALE—Young
“u,,8 white Chester pigs.
pig:
V
what she would like—a new suite for the liv
Arthur Risteen, M. of 2d. Vail. H. W.
Modern.
EKXKST
C
DAVIS
rl’ r'- "“‘I'elder House, Vnlon. .Me. Mil. HEALD
Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham.
ing room. Only last week when we were
Davis. M. of 1st Vail: George Moore.
_------ .---------- ——-------- -I ____
120
_________________
_______________
120-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Handy of,
,1 J!' bBT—P're», O' four room,, furnaee heal.
down town shopping mother and I looked at
•Sent.; Comp. Bucklin. S. S.: Comp Bridgeport. Conn., spent Armistice i
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long, $6,5u;
nr t
.vD1 ro<”n' Renl r«‘sonabie al
a suite in Eastern’s window. She was crazy
Overlock, J. S.; W. C. Lenfest. Chap.: Day wtth Mrs. Corydon York at her ,
136 TALBOT AVE.
I)
195-tf stove length. $8 : also apple barrels and lum
ber.
L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
about it. Why not get it for her?
After the installation ceremonies a
TO LET—Seven room house. Hill St. :
131-tf
home on Sea street.
double garage, electric lights. Modern.
clam stew was served by Caterer
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thlckRev. and Mrs; A. A. Walsh who
ERNEST C. DAVIS.
“
That
’
s
the
best
idea
you
ever
had,
sis.
”
13.5-137 nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Stanley Cushing followed by Black_____
_
—
X
are just leaving Passadumkeag were
TO LET- Furnished ho,me. elclh room??.
l,r«e 10r,t.r'
etone cigars and a good time gener
129 Rankin SI Apply MRS .1. A IAMESIIX.
-A'"° ®‘her bo,t lumber.
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Philip C. '
“I’ll 0. K. that good suggestion too and be
ally enjoyed.
46 North Main St Tel. 456-R. ______ 131-1( 'PEL P WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177 14. 131-tf
Hughey
and
family
Tuesday
at
the
I
••••
sides I’ll let you go down to Eastern’s and
| TO LET—Two brand
Moody parsonage.
Mr. and Mrs. i
7
ttpar’
F0R 8ALE—ford and fitted wood; fitted soft
pick it out,” said dad as if a load had been
Last Monday, the tenth anniversary
ments. 5 rooms and bath.. ?furnished
____
or unfurwood slabs $8: also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
Walsh are wayside evangelists and
lifted
from
his
mind.
nlshed, completely modern
n In
In evn-y
evn-y respect
respect In
In- P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
of Armistice Day, the American
are enroute to Florida in a gospel
cluding electric stove, electric refrieerator.'
Legion Auxiliary had the pleasure of
131-tf
I etc. Fine central location. Apply EVERETT
pullman car where they will spend
welcoming to the annual supper 32
i L. SPEAR A CO., Maiu st. Pbone 331.
SPECIAL FOR SALE
the winter. They left Wednesday
I_______________________ ______
134-139
New 5 room bungalow, bath, furnace, large
guests. local Post members and
morning after a brief visit W’ith their
TO LET—Thoroughly modern 8-room house, let. double garage. South Main St. Muat be
others. The president. Harriet Wil
daughter, Mrs. Hughey.
hot water heat, all Improvements, excellent sold at once. Very low price.
liams. was out of town, but left the
House—Five rooms, all latest Improvements
location, garage, good yard room. PHONE
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey are ,
with flue cellar and garage. To be sold at
affair in charge of these able com
1122<M.
___________________ I
136*138 once.
at home from Boston where they i
nilttees: kitchen. Olive Brasier. Edna have been spending several weeks.
TO LET—Furnished kitchenette apartment,
House and barn, housing for 500 hens,
2 or 3 rooms, heated. Inquire ETTA H. SAN- late Improvements: 1 mile from Rockland
Smith. Anna Brasier. Avis Brasier:
Capt. Torrey will remain at home •
BORN, 86 Pleasant St. Tel. &03-AV.
132-1f Pontofflce; 9 acres best field, cut 8 tons hay
dining room, Hazel Anzalone, Eleanor
during the winter.
TO LET—Nice dry storage for furniture, this year. Very low price.
Gray. Carrie Carroll. Maryon Ben
House and barn, several acres land latest
1 automobiles atn^ boats. Call at 41 M. BLAKE
Miss Caroline Fuller is spending a I
Improvements, Warren. $2;QAS.
ner. Alary Crie. Supper was followed few days in Brookline, Mass.
WALL
PAPER
•KR STORE.
S"132-tf
------___________
Two
cottages Megunticook Lake.
by a social hour, with interesting
TO LET—Furnlsheil rooms^wiyi bath b.v day
Cash or easy terms on any property I sell.
A large number attended the re
! or week. MRS
comments by Mrs. Creighton of the ception Tuesday evening given Rev.
House. 7 rooms, hard wood floors, large
’—
LARKIN’, 2 Summer St.
Tel. Wi6-.M.
porch, fine cement cellar, good location;: easy
auxiliary and Russell Gray of tile and Mrs. Philip C. Hughey at the
44
terms. Must be sold at once, $25.00.
TO LET—Three tenements from 4 to 10
post as to past doings and future Baptist vestry, which was attract
More than value In a farm, 140 acres, fine
rooms. Inquire at 201 MAIN ST.
129-tf buildings, 8-rooin house. 25 acres, blueberries,
plans. Mrs. Gray, vice president of ively decorated for the occasion bv
TO
LET
—
Five
room
house.
Grove
St.
and
7
cuts
22 tons hay. lias lumber lot, 500 cords
the auxiliary, presented to the Post Miss Helene Dunbar, an abundance
| room house with garage, Hill and Rankin Sts. liaid wood: all farming tools, 2 horses, 4
the auxiliary check for $100 to add to of evergreen being used. The affair
ERNEST C DAVIS,___________________ 127-tf cows, hens, turkeys, house all furnished.
the Memorial Library Fund. This was in charge of the Trytohelp Club
1 TO LET—Six room tenement on Bunker St. Everything to work with. Must be sold at
once. Party going out ©f State.
; L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel 1185-W.
sum represents earnings from food which deserves much credit for its (
Land on Park St., side my office. I will sell
127-tf by front foot any size or lease for any length
sales and other efforts for this pur success. In the * receiving line were
—
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment at term, 1 lot 85x89 ; 1 lot 35x50 ft.
pose, a very substantial amount be Rev. and Mrs. Philip C. Hughey. Rev.
59 Masonic• St.: electric lights. For further
Here is just the suite for mother ! All
V. F. STUDLEY
ing from Miss Williams' sale of her and Mrs. A. A. Walsh. Deacon and
information apply 42 BEECH
124-tf
69 Park Street
131-tf
thre© pieces are built of the finest
popular home-made candy. This was Mrs. Robert Heal, Deacon and Mrs.
TO
LET
—
First
floor
tenementUifegory
block,
WHEN
IN
NEW
YORK—Remember that
grade
of
mohair
and
with
guaranteed
the best get-together to date The Arthur K. Walker. The ushers were |
708 Main St. C. A HAMILTON, <lty.
125-tf you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
jpring construction—a group that we
auxiliary has a new member, Mrs. Mrs. Mabelle Crone. Mrs. Ethel Spear
i
LET—Two garages. $5.00 month. Rents with the home news, at Botallng’s News
are
proud
to
brand
with
our
good
Agencv. Rrnadwav and 43 St
!
of
all
kinds
promptly
available.
V.
E
8TUDNewcombe; and cordially invites all Mrs. Mae King. Miss Helen Small.
name. The three pieces are included at
LE5 , 69 Park St.
123-tf
mothers, wives, daughters and sis The program included piano solos
this low price.
, . T?, LETr.’V® .r2om aP»rtmenL heated, nice
ters of Legion members to join. One by Mrs. Clara Lane and Miss Thalia
| location. 91 NORTH MAIN ST. after 5.30.
dollar paid now to the treasurer. Spear, vocal duets by Mr. and Mrs.!
Velour Suites as low as $59.00.
120-tf
CHILDREN LIME MILK
Hazel Anzalone. will cover dues for Hughey and Mr. and Mrs. Walsh,
TO LET—Private one car garage for small
You can pay for any group as
car.
Tel.
526-W
19
FRANKLIN
ST.,
City.
1he year 1929.
violin solo, Ernest Whitney with
FLAVORED WITH
»«••
convenient if desired
120-tf
piano accompaniment *by Guy Young,
■—W—■———I II ■ ■
The Cement Road
vocal solos by Carlton Porter. The
Amos Bridges & Sons. Inc., of speakers included Rev. Ernest HolMiscellaneous
Hazardvllle, Conn., have completed ! '
\
„.......
NOTICE—Those wishing cideY made, rush
the cement road for the State. The 1 0//*'
**m‘°' *' Kilborn
your apples Into tho mill. R. J. MAYHEW'S
work was begun Aug. 25 and c™,-i ’
f C: MacDonald
elder mill closes for the season Nov. 15.

The Brookside Store

ALLENS

Guard Against “Flu”
With Musterole

PARLOR FURNACE

D

u

WANTED

Experienced Stitchers

on Jackets

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

MODERN PANTS CO

EASTERN

M3

5 Mother A
Livin'
iuite
0

3 Pieces in Rich

Mohair Covering

$99

y*.__

pleted Get. 17 and for 351.700 they

\A'

°f

____________________________________136*138
BUILDINGS built, altered aid repaired.'
Painting, and paper hanging, w'ttttenlng. LE
ROY C. FIELD. Phone 851-R.S 19 McLoud
St. or 320 Main St.
134-137
“"CHIROPODY—Ail kinds of foot troubles
treated. Arch supports. R. E. COLTART, Reg.
Nurse Chiropodist. Main St., over Moor's drug
store. Tel. 593-W.
127-tf

built a mile and one half of first
jj. ' ,
f'
' Hughey
class highway, extending from the fresbn,, n,„
'?r K' ."a,ker- Re.top of. A.
-I feeshments
of cake
and eoeoa
the .....
hili on the new county'
,,
,
luu“ were
"eie
road beyond Mill river to a point just conglsted
C°™7lock
«tVu°et?o^were

ba^eu0^ ja,rgg

400 pounds each of cement. 3500
^ u je "
a
xT'
yards crushed limerock. 1800 yards pffJe veazie Mrs v?* r
?JrS'1
of sand. 5.000 yards gravel, and 187.- Hejene Dunbar Mrs
I rb8r'
000 pounds of steel with about 40 Mrg
SaIisbur
ampnej.
men employed. It is unnecessary to
_________
state. that
Portland Ce- 'fewer accidents
. ,
_
.the Lawrence
....
ment Co.,
furnished
the cement. __
The
, are, , ,caused
,
1 hv'
...
,, . ,
,
.
, ■
tramp jams than by pickled drivers
citizens are lilghlj pleased with the —Norfolk Virginian-Pilot.

PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON
work of all kinds. A. W. GRAX> Contractor
-3 Adams
• •
”
—l3Mf
St. -----Tel. 194-J.

FURNITURE COMPANY
283 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

REFINI8HING CARS by apray lyaiem. an>
color; storage. J. A. 8TEVEN8 A BON Me

Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.

j

131-tf

FARMS. C0UN1RY HOMES, COTTAGES ;
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
mr wbat you want ORRIN J. DICKEY Bel
fast, Me.
131-tf

BAKERS
VANILLA
AND SUGAR

LOANS
FIRSTOR SECOND MORTGAGES
ON REAL ESTATE

HARRY BERMAN
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
TEL. 426-M
ROCKLAND

_______________________ 113-Th-tf
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WON FIRST BLOOD

EXTRAORDINARY

SALE!
Our entire stock of new current Dodge Brothers
Standard and Victory Six Passenger Cars will be
sold at once.

All of these cars are the very latest types—big,
roomy cars, with beautiful colors and rich uphol
stery. Each the most astonishing performing car in
its class.

Outstanding values at their former prices and now
at these new prices the most extraordinary bargains
in history.

STANDARD
SIX
•K
c
New Price
DeLuxe Sedan .......................... $795.00
Sedan ............................
765.00
Coupe............................
725.00
Cabriolet ........................ ,.......... 775.00
Sport Cabriolet............................ 795.00

Saving
$175.00
130.00
150.00
150.00
150.00

VICTORY SIX
New Price
Four-Passenger Coupe............. $945.00
Sport Sedan ...............
1045.00
DeLuxe Sedan ............
945.00
Sport Roadster........... .............. 995.00
Sport Touring .......................... 995.00
Sedan .............................
895.00
Coupe............................................ 845.00
Touring or Roadster ................ 795.00 '

Saving
$245.00
260.00
245.00
250.00
250.00
200.00
200.00
150.00

Convenient terms even at these low prices !

DYER’S GARAGE
54 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Crusaders Take Swedes Into
Camp At Start of Vinalhaven League
In the first game of the newly
formed four-team bowling league at
Vinalhaven, Al Smith’s Crusaders
continu’d their winning streak by
leading tho Swedes 72 pins at the
end of the first match game of the
scheduled 12 game series.
The first and last strings were
fairly close showing a difference of
only six pins, but. the big killing
came in the second string when the
Crusaders rolled 514 and copped 66
of their 72-pin margin.
Merrlthew reappeared In the game,
punch hitting for Lyford who has
contracted football ifever and was
RtippoHed to be somewhere on the
mainland studying football schedules. The score:
Crusaders
Nichols .. ............
80 109
83 272
Merrit hew .........
82
98
84 264
Arey ...... ............
81 113
94 288
Johnson .. ............
86
86 264
92
Calder .... ............ 100 102
89 291

429
, Swedes
Carlson .. ............
72
F. Yottngquist ..
94
Anderson ...........
95
Bogren .... ............
85
B. Yottngquist .... 78

514

117
79
84
84
84

436 1379
91
93
75
86
90

280
266
254
255
252

424 448 435 1307
• *•*
The feature attraction of the league
however will be on display tonight
when Drew's Old Timers will get out
the arnica and borse liniment, and
limber up to take on “Hoss’’ Davis'
"Hosses,” an aggregation of bowlers
etch one of which has a gait (or. th«
alleys) like a ibucking broncho and
the kick of a mule in each ball. Some
are already prophesying that the Old
Timers cannot stand the pace but
they have weathered many a stormy
battle and there’s a kick in each of
toe old boys yet.
• * ♦ •

schedule of the league follows:
Nov. 13—Crusaders vs. Swedes.
Nov. 15—'Old Timers vs. Hosses.
Nov. 20—Crusaders vs. Old Timers.
Nov. 22—Swedes vs. Hosses.
Nov. 27—Old Timers vs. Swedes.
Nov. 29^-Crusaders vs. Hosses.
Dee. 4—Crusaders vs. Swedes.
Dee. 6—Old Timers vs. Hosses.
Dee. 11—Crusaders vs. Old Timers.
Dee. 13—Swedes vs. Hosses.
Dee. 18—Old Timers vs. Swedes.
Dee. 20—Crusaders vs. Hosses.
The

Announcing the

Outstanding Shoe
of Today
now on sale at our store
It is a matter of great satisfaction that we are
able to offer to our customers the Arch Pre
server Shoe. Never before has there been such
a shoe; never has any other shoe offered the
same advantages. For the first time in the his

THE

ARCH PRESERVER
SHOE
The only shoe that supplies a proper founda
tion for the foot and protects the entire foot
structure. It has an arch bridge that prevents
sagging and straining of the foot arch. It also
has a flat inner sole which allows the bones,
nerves and blood-vessels of the foot to function
naturally without being pinched and distorted.
These two outstanding features of the out
standing shoe are both patented—and can not
be successfully imitated. To keep your feet

Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.

We want you really to “get acquainted"
with this wonderful shoe—the same shoe you
have seen advertised for years in the leading
magazines. We want to explain in detail why
it is better, why it stops aches and leg weariness
and frazzled nerves. You'll discover a new en
joyment of walking.

Dorman’s
440 Main Street

HOUSEWORK IS EASY
FOR HEALTHY WOMEN

PEERLESS FLOUR

vigorous, healthy, comfortable, and smartly
groomed, you should be careful to wear only
the Arch Preserver Shoe.

UNION

The Union Community Club met at
(he home of Mrs. F. E. Burkett Tues
day and a very pleasant and profit
Headley; financial officer, Allred Saturday in honor of her mother Mrs. able meeting it proved, in two weeks
VINALHAVEN
Creed: adjutant. Leo W. Lane; his E. It. GrntTant. the occasion being Mrs. the club will meet at their rooms in
Woodcock - Cassie - Coombs Post.
torian. Ralph Brown; chaplain. A. A. Graffam's 77th birthday. A chicken G. A.R. hall.
American Legion, held its annual in
Mrs. Eva Say ward has been very
Peterson: sergeant at arms, .Alfred .1. dinner was served and Mrs. Oraffam
stallation of officers Thursday at the
Keay. Supper was served.
was pleasantly remembered with ill with grippe but is now somewhat
G.A.R. rooms. Richard O. Allen was
Dr. William Whitney of Bath was gifts, cut flowers and a large shower better.
installing officer assisted by A. A.
Mrs. Mary Luce and daughter
Peterson. Sergt. At Arms. The of the recent gueft^gf Mr. and Mrs. IL of post cards.
The Social Club will meet with Mrs. Bertha and granddaughter Mary
ficers: Commander, Parker Williams: W. Fifield.
Luce and Miss Georgia Phiibrook of
Mrs. James T. Dickerson Enter Richard Young Thursday night.
vice commander. Albert Carver:
Thomaston visited relatives here
Mrs.
Josephine
Clark
of
Ellsworth
tained
at
a
family
dinner
party
last
second
vice commander, .Joseph
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Free Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Mank have
man I., Roberts.
Imogene Carlton and Corinne moved to Belfast. Their many
Greenleaf picked six dandelion blooms friends here are sorry to have them
leave town hut wish them every hap
<■11 Armistice Day.
Mrs. Mary Noyes and her guect piness In their new home and success
Mrs. Fred Robbins were pleasantly in their new business.
George Clouse and Ernest Hunt are
surprised at the home of Mrs. Noyes
by the Hoover Club Wednesday doing quite a business trapping.
Mrs. Laura Williams is somewhat
r.lght. Cards and refreshments were
improved in health and is visiting at
teatures of the evening.
Mrs. Maude Davis has returned the home of her son J. H. Williams.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound from Lewiston and Batli.
Evangelist De Ware of Augusta
Mrs. Fred Morong of Rockport was who lias been holding a series of
Gave These Women Strength
the guest of her sister Mrs. E. C. Mc meetings at the Nazarine Church
preached a very helpful and uplift
Intosh over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Gregory and ing sermon Sunday evening to a full
E. pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
had helped her. After taking the
little daughter of North Haven who house. The special meetings closed
first bottle I found I was stronger
have been guests of relatives in town Sunday night and the regular Sunday
than I was before. Now I have taken
and week day meetings will be con
returned home Monday.
three bottles, I can do my house
Misses Lillian and Ruth Ross en tinued.
work and most every other kind of
The date of the speaking contest,
tertained at bridge Thursday night.
work that I want to do. I will rec
Mrs. F. M. White and Mrs. Charles which is to be held at Town Hall, is
ommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
Friday evening November 23d. The
Chilles were in Rockland Friday.
table Compound to anyone. I will
Herbert Mills was home from Cam date for the final contest with the
answer all mall received asking
Warren pupils is Saturday evening
den for the holiday.
about the Vegetable Compound.”—
November 24th.
Mildred
Robinson,
a
graduate
nurse
Mrs. Rosa Swiceoood, R. 1, WoodMiss Martha Jones and Miss Alice
of Knox Hospital, was home over
leaf, N. C.
Walter of Warren visited Mrs.
Armistice Day.
Benefited Beyond Expression
The following party spent the Sophia Shepard Wednesday. It was
weekend at "The Igloo:" Bruce a pleasant ocasion for although Miss
Jacksonville, Fla.—"I read an ad
Orindle. Alex Davidson. Keith Carver, Waller and Mrs. Shepard had been
vertisement of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
acquainted since childhood. They
John Stordahl and Wyman Gilford.
Vegetable Compound and have been
taking it now for four years and
Latter Day Saints District Confer had not met for more than 27 years.
Charles Shepard of this town ob
find It a wonderful medicine for
ence was held Saturday at 7 o'clock.
weak, run-down women. I do my
Elder E. T. Robinson of Lincoln, Ne served his 77th birthday Nov. 6. and
own housework and work In an of
braska. was the speaker. Sunday at celebrated by voting for Herbert
fice besides and I would get cross
11a.m. there was preaching by Bishop Hoover, our next President. Mr.
MRS. ROSA SWICEGOOD
and Irritable and too sick to work.
E. L. Travers of Boston: at 2 o’clock Shepard has the unusual honor of
R. 1, Woodleaf, N. C.
I have benefited beyond expression
the dedicatory sermon by Elder N. having cast his first vote on his 21st
Woodleaf, N. C.—"I was nervous by the Vegetable Compound and
M. Wilson of Jonesport: at 7, preced birthday, Nov. 6. 1872, when he voted
and suffered most of the time and will gladly answer letters from
ing by Elder William Paterson, for for U. S. Grant, President for his
sometimes I would have to go to anyone who is suffering and needs
second term. Since that time he has
merly of Australia.
bed. My sister told me she was in heip.”—Mas. Rose Mobbis. 2149
Mrs. J. H. Carver entertained the missed voting at Presidential elec
the same condition and how Lydia Walnut St., Jacksonville, Florida.
Needlecraft Club at her home Wed tion but once, in 1876. when he was on
ids return trip to Mattoon. Ill., from
nesday evening.
Mrs. E. I.. Glidden was hostess to a visit to his home in Maine. He
the Sewing Club held at her home has voted in 14 Presidential elections
and is proud of the fact that of a
Tuesday evening.
Two pictures were shown at Me family who came to Union from
morial hull Monday afternoon as a Massachusetts in tlie 1780’s or 90 s
part of Armistice Day program. At he is the only one who has always
tlie Legion dance which followed, voted the Republican ticket—the
about 40 prizes were awarded the others of the family always voting
holders of lucky numbers of dance Democratic.
Rev. Neil Rogers and Rev. Charles
tickets. There was a large attend
H. B. Seliger attended Monday the
ance.
Fred Robbins, keeper of Heron Knox County Ministerial Associa
Iff
Neck l.ight was In town Monday en tion. The December meeting will be
1
held in the Union Methodist Episco
route to Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Annie West and sister Mrs. pal Church of which Rev. Neil Rogers
Has been used by the housewives in this
Hattie Ames have returned from a is pastor.
territory for the last fifteen years.
Our townspeople are learning with
recent visit to Harrington. Bucks
great satisfaction of the success of
port and Bangor.
The steady increase on volume of sales
Mrs. George Newbert entertained our Modern Woodman's Camp. They
the Washington Club Saturday eve had a very successful meeting last
gives positive proof of the perfect satis
Tuesday, with more success in the
ning.
faction that "HARDESTY PEERLESS"
Mrs. Effie Geary. Mrs. J. C. Mackie, air. Frank Gorden is the venerable
Mrs. Maland Ames, Mrs. James consul with Herbert E. Messer as
always gives whenever it is once fried.
Christie 'and Miss Dorothy Ames the popular clerk of many years
were guests Nov. 9 at the home of standing. The next meeting is TuesYou cannot make a mistake by insisting
Mrs. Magaret Blssett and enjoyed , day night when the recently appointupon having HARDESTY’S PEERLESS
a birthday party given for Miss Dor- ed committee has good news to report,
othy. Dinner was served and a fine
■
. ,
■
. ■
FLOUR—“Standard of the World.”
birthday cake with its ten candles
in Montville, son of Mr. and Mrs.
graced the center of the table. The
Cyrus Davis. He was much respect
Sold by all leading grocers.
color scheme carried out was pink
ed and well known citizen and had
and white. Dorothy received some
been a resident of this town 57 years.
very pretty gifts and it was a happy
He was a stonecutter,by trade, and
occasion.
had also held the position of constable ’
••••
of this town for many years. De
Wholesale Distributors v g->
James A. Davis
ceased Is survived by his wife, also a
Funeral services of the late James brother Adelbert Davis of Rockland.
A. Davis, 74, were held Friday after Interment was made in Cumings
“ ’ ’
136-145
noon at 2 o'clock. Rev. E. C. Jenkins cemetery. Those from out of town to
cfllciating. Mr. Davis died at his' attend the services were Mr. and Mrs.
home Wednesday Nov. 7. He was born Adelbert Davis of Rockland.

HARDESTY

tory of shoemaking, there is available a shoe
that really supports the foot and insures com
plete comfort while permitting you to wear
the smartest styles—styles suitable for every
occasion.

Tel. 259-J

Rockland

“KEEPS THE FOOT WELL”

Add to the

Joy of Living
WITH GOOD FURNITURE
The True Happiness of Life is Built Around the Home and Home Life Centers in the Living Room. Build
Beauty, Permanence, Comfort and Dignity Into Your Living Room Around One of Our Beautiful Living
Room Suites.

B

E
C
0
N
0
M
Y

E
A

U
T
Y
Do not buy a Cheap Suite, one that will fall apart at the end of a few months or
be lumpy and shabby after a few weeks. Buy a True Quality Suite at a True,
Sensible Price. Economy in the Best Sense. Fine materials, sturdy frame, grace
ful design, careful tailoring, Reversible Cushions, Full Spring Construction.

CASH OR EASY TERMS

$119-75

A SMALL PAYMENT DELIVERS

Stonington Furniture Co.
Louis Marcus, Proprietor
313-319 Main Street,

Rockland,

Tel. 980
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! and Mr. Wilbur Sturrock of Atlantic,
Mass., spent the weekend and holiday
Mrs. Clarence Freeman and child with Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
ren of Tenant's Harbor were at Mrs.
Rev. H. O. Megert attended the
11 E. Wentworth’s Monday.
Methodist Conference of the Rock
Miss Gladys Flint was at home for land district in Lewiston last week.
the weekend and holiday from Port
Zenas Reed has sold his house on
land.
' the western side of the river to Frank
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Stenger of Ab- Yattaw and Merton Winclienbach
bington, Pa., have been guests of Mr. has bought Gardner Walter’s house.
and Mrs. F. A. Hovey.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Eaton of i with Mrs. M. L. Palmer Monday eveSpringfield. Mass., have been visiting ning.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Moody. Mrs. Moody
Mrs. Merle Castner has returned
returned with them. Sunday with . from Somerville. Mass,
Mr. and Mrs. Moody, Mr. and Mrs. i
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Gross have
Percy Moody and children they were * gone to Rockland where they will
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irving spend the winter.
Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. H. II. Kuhn and Mr.
Mrs. Ella Achorn has been visiting and Mrs. G. J. Ku'hn attended the
in Camden.
Phillips - Exeter - Andover
football
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Collamore are game at Exeter Wednesday. George
at home from Long Island for the ! Kuhn is a member of the Phillipswinter.
' Exeter team.
Miss Ethel Overlock of Norwood, I
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Achorn and

WALDOBORO

Frank 0. Haskell
GROCERY
PHONE 1116
Comer Water and Ocean Stre “ts
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
FREE DELIVERY

SPECIALS FOR WEEKEND
Native Pork Steak, pound................... -................ 35c
Native Fowl, pound.............................. -................ 35c
Pork Chops, (best), pound................. -................ 32c
Smoked Shoulders, pound ................ -............... 23c
Corned Beef, newly corned; pound.............15c, 20c
Liver, fresh sliced, pound ..................................... 20c
Bacon, machine sliced, pound........... -................ 35c
Veal Roasts, pound....................................... 25c, 30c
Stew Veal, pound ............................. .. ............... 15c
Veal Steak, pound ............................. -............... 60c
Veal Chops, pound ........................... -............... 45c

Hamburg Steak, pound ..................... -............... 19c
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, pound.......................... 25c
Top Round Steak, (best cut), pound ................. 39c
Rump Steak (best cut), pound.......................... 58c
Sirloin or Porterhouse Roasts, pound................. 32c
Sirloin Steak (clear of bone), pound................. 49c

daughter Esther of Thomaston have
been guests of Mr. anil Mrs. Winfield
Davis.
Norman Benner has gone to Chi
cago. where he will take a course in
electrical engineering.
At the annual business meeting of;
the Boston Marine Society in Boston
Tuesday, Capt. Millard F. Wade was
elected port warden to succeed the
late Capt. Robert I-avendar. Capt.:
Wade assumes the duties of his new !
office at once.
Mr. and Mrs Bert Coombs of China
were guests 'Sunday of Mrs. Jennie
Benner.
Miss Beulah Mank of North Wal
doboro visited Saturday Mrs. Jen
nie Benner. 1

WARREN
Percy Kennlston and family have
moved into the W. L. La wry Main
street rent.
Mrs. Katie J. Overlock returned
home Tuesday from Mrs. M. O.
Creamer’s where she has been acting
as housekeeper.
The Ladies’ Circle serve one of their
popular public suppers Thursday,
Nov. 15, at 6 o’clock in the Mont
gomery rooms of the Baptist Church.
Sunday morning Rev. H. M. Purrington will complete the series of
sermons from the topic “Some Oughts
in Christianity.” the last one being
“What Ought the Church to Be and
Do in the Community?” His eve
ning subject will be "Bells.”
Maurice Watts and Boland Starrett expected to leave Monday for
Moquhoc deer hunting.
Warren High School has an as
sembly period every Tuesday and
this week were interested to hear
their superintendent. F. D. Rowe, who
spoke on “The School and The Home.”
Tuesday of Education Week was des
ignated as school and home day.
The students enjoy the assemblies
and hope to have them every week.
T. N. Robinson has sold the N. R.
Robinson 'place at Russell’s Corner
and is looking for accommodations
elsewhere in town.
The inspection planned for Nov. 23
at the Pythian Sisters has been post
poned until Nov. 30 on account of the
High School play.
The date of the speaking contest
which is to be held at Glover Hall,

AY
Did you ever see a more beautiful Fall? Not too cold or too hot.
But cold weather is at hand. Are you prepared?
Mens Shirts or Drawers ........... ................................... $1.00. $1.50, $2.00
Men’s Union Suits ............................................. $1.50. $2.00, $3.75, $4.98
Men’s Flannel Shirts ......................................... $1.00. $1.98, $2.50, $3.00
Men's Heavy Sweaters ........ *,.......
$5.00, $7.00. $8.00, $10.00
Overcoats for Men .................... .................. $13.50, $15.00. $20.00, $25X0
Overcoats for Boys
..................................... ............ $4.50, $7.00, $10.00
Lumberjacks for Men ...................................
$4.50, $6.00, $7.00, $9.00
Leather Coats ........................................... „.......................... $10.00, $12.50
Red Coats ................................................................................................ $10.00
Skii Coats ...................... ............... .............................................. $9.00, $10.03
Heavy Pants ....................................................... :......................... $4.00, $5.03
Winter Stockings .................................................................. 25c, 50c, $1.00

Miss Mabel Moody of Union who
was the guest of Mrs. A. I. l'crry last
week, attended day session of Hope
grange, returning home Sunday.
Mrs. A. I. Berry was pained to
learn of the sad passing of Mrs. Lor
ing Dow of Camden last week. Mrs.
Dow was the daughter of an old
neighbor, Woodbury Thomas, and
was highly esteemed by the writer,
as was the whole family whose child
ren were schoolmates. Much sym
pathy is extended to the family and
relatives.

’ANITIES
OF1929
By Janet
Hello Janet6—This is Marion, will you let me borrow
your brown dress Monday to wear to the Elks Ladies’
Night?
Sorry, Marion, but I am going myself, and it is the
new dress I bought at The Fashion Shop, and it is
so different from the rest I have; but listen, Marion.
I was just (town to the Fashion Shop and they just
received1 some lovely dresses and they are very inex
pensive and in all colors.

NORTH HAVEN

Miss Leah Waterman of Fairfield
spent a few days with her parents
Thanks, Janet, I will go right down as I have heard
last week.
since they have changed ownership and under new
Theodore Beverage who under
management that their coats and dresses are very
went a serious operation ,in Knox
smart looking.
The materials are chiffon velvet,
Hospital Recently is reported as mak
canton crepes, satins, new printed stilks, silk and
ing good recovery.
wool tweeds.
.Work on the State road has been
We'd like you to come in and look our stock over even if you
completed.
Ethel Whitmore of Camden spent
don't buy. Any of our goods may be returned and money cheer
the weekend with her grandmother
fully refunded.
Mrs. Flora Whitmore.
Will Fish fell from a staging re
cently injuring his arm quite seri
ously.
Dick Stanley is having a week's
3C vacation from the James job.
Mr. Demmons of Rockport spent
has been changed to Tuesday eve cert numbers. The evening will be the weekend with I. C. Whitmore.
•*•♦
ning November 80th. The date for devoted to dancing with Kirkpat
the final contest which is to be held rick's Orchestra providing music.
Grange Contest Results
at Town hall, Unioin, has been The whole affair will be staged in the
The "five night" Grange contest
changed to Saturday evening No grange hall and a cordial invitation
vember 24th. These contests will be is broadcast to everybody, every closed last Saturday evening. Those
where to come to the fine supper winning mure than 100 |>oints were:
gin at 7.30 o’clock.
points nights
The speakers chosen at the con and stay for the concert and dance.
4
test held at the Grammar School The beneficiary is a well known fam Mrs. H. T. Crockett ..... 158
3
Wednesday afternoon were: Eliza ily whose home and contents were Mrs. Julia Beverage .... 136
George Beverage ......... 134
2
beth Moody, first and Marguerite recently destroyed by fire.
Isa Beverage .................. 129
2
Haskell 2nd of the eighth grade and
Owen Grant .................... 12S
3
Beatrice Haskell first and Richard
NORTH HOPE
Nettie Beverage ............ 125
2
Bucklin second of the seventh grade.
Mr. and Mrs. A. 1. Perry visited
2
More than fifty parents and friends Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jackson and Thelma Burgess ........... 122
2
were present. Mrs. C. D. Paul, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Jedediah Simmons in II. T. Crockett ............... 121
H. N. Burgess................. Ill
1
Mary Kerry and Mrs. Louie Drewett East Union Sunday.
Mrs. Crockett won the prize, a loose
acted ns judges.
The Hilltop quilt club met last
leaf note book. The Grange will give
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Allie
a dance next Friday evening.
Wellman , when two quilts were
SOUTH THOMASTON
knotted amid merry chatter. To the
THE ATLANTIC ,HIGHWAY
Next Monday will lie a gala time in glorious tones of the new harmonious
this place with a benefit supper, con Victrola, loaned for the occasion, a
373 Main street
President Coolidge officially opened
cert anfl dance, supper opening at program of old time songs was en
5.30 and continuing until all are joyed. Candy and cakes were served. the Atlantic Coastal Highway, run
served. The full Rockland City Band The next meeting is with Mrs. George ning from Calais. Maine, to Key The Washington celebration will be through Kittery, Portland , Bruns
West, Fla., at ceremonies held on attended by numerous prominent wick, Rockland, Bangor and. Ells
will be present and render its best con Hall, Nov. 22.
the White House Grounds this morn personages, including the Governors worth to Calais.
ing.
of Georgia, North and South Caro
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Rrmemhir lh«t
The road, traversing the 13 original lina, and Virginia.
you can buy copies of T’lenc?u1r1l*L':a??!^2
colonies, was built in seven years at
The Atlantic Coastal Highway in with the home news, at Hotallng s News
a cost of approximately $100,000,006. Maine is known as Route 1. running Agency. Broadwav and 43 St.

WILLIS AYER

The Fashion with Hat Shop
-

Pie Meat, pound .... 16c. Rib Roasts, pound .... 25c
Chuck Roasts, pound ........................................... 18c
Sausage, bag or link, pound........... -...................35c
20 pound tub Pure Lard, pound.......................... 17c
20 pound tub Compound Lard, pound ............ 15c

Here You Will Find the Best)
of Everything To

Eat

PERRY'S

Low -Prices Cover Our

Our

Entire Stock—Not Just a Few
Articles

------

Fine Granulated Sugar, 10 pounds..................... 59c
Confectioner’s Sugar, 3 pounds.......................... 28c
Brown Sugar, 10 pounds ...................................... 55c
Pancake Flour, 3 packages.................................... 25c
Pure Maple Syrup, quart ..................................... 75c
Molasses (light color), gallon ............................ 79c

Eastern’s Friendship Club! The Easy Way To
Put Maine’s Best Range Into Your Home

Delivers

Yellow Bantam Corn, 2 cans ............................ 31c
Tomatoes, 3 large cans ....................................... 48c
Shredded Wheat, package .................................. 11c
Kellogg’s All Bran, package ................................ 19c
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, package.............................. 8c
Half pound box Dainty Chocolates, each .......... 25c
Dates, 3 pounds ................................................. 25c
Royal Pure Fruit Gelatine, 3 packages.................. 25c
Matches, 6 boxes..................................................... 25c
Nice Cooking Apples, peck.................................... 35c
Squash, pound .... 3c. Cabbage, 100 pounds .... $2.50
Turnips, pound ............ 2c; bushel ............. $1.15
Potatoes, peck 23c; bushel 90c; 2 bushel $1.75
Onions, 4 pounds ................................................ 25c
Native Celery, bunch ........................................... 20c
k Sweet Potatoes, 6 pounds...................................... 25c
Carrots, 5 pounds .... 25c. Beets, 6 pounds .... 25c
Parsnips, 2 pounds ................................................ 25c

Special
Club Price
For
Star Kineo

FREE’
42-Pc. Dinner fet
Each new member of the
Eastern’s Kineo Club will
receive free a handsomely
decorated dinner set of
semi-porcelain, to serve
six people.

FREE!
15 Days’ Free Trial
In Your Home

Cape Cod Cranberries, quart .............................. 25c
Florida Oranges, dozen .............................. 50c, 60c
Large Fancy Eating Apples, 6 for..................... 25c
Crape Fruit, 2 for................................................... 25c
Concord Crapes, basket ....................................... 19c
Peanut Butter Kisses, pound .............................. 25c
Pop Corn, 3 pounds ............................................. 25c
Corn Poppers, each................................................. 35c
Coil Hods, each ....75c. Coal Shovels, each ....10c
Large size Galvanized Wash Tubs, each........ $1.00
Wash Boilers, No. 9 Copper Bottom, each .... $2.50
Clothes Baskets, each ........................................... 75c
12 Quart Galvanized Pails, each ....................... 29c

Bread, 3 loaves ...................................................... 25c
Home Made Doughnuts,dozen ........................... 36c
Formosa Oolong Tea, halfpound.......................... 27c
P G Soap, ten cakes ........................................... 38c
Cape Cod Hermits, four dozen............................25c
Cream of Rye, large package ............................ 18c
Seward Red Alaska Salmon, can ....................... 27c
Corn, Fancy Maine Golden Bantam,, 3 Buffet
cans....................................................................... 28c

Pure Preserves—Raspberry, Strawberry, 1 lb jar 29c
Three Crow Brand Pearl Barley, 1 lb. pkg......... 10c
Peas, Fancy Maine Telephone, can ................... 16c
Cream Corn Starch, pkg....................................... 10c
Armour’s Star Regular Ham, family size, lb......34c
All Round Flour, bag ...
King Arthur Flour, bag

... 89c
$1.39

A Kineo to your
home. Then you pay
$2 a week. We pay
the freight.

Because Eastern wants
you to know all the good
points of Kineo ranges be
fore you decide to buy one
we will put a Kineo into
your kitchen for 15 days'
free trial.

Beautiful
Star Kineo

Eastern

It will cook perfectly because of its perfect control by tightFurniture
Company,
fitting damper and draft checks. It will consider your fuel
Rockland, Main*
Gentlemen: —
supply, for a Kineo can cook more on less fuel than many
enclose $5 deposit
Star Kineo range
other ranges. It will fit perfectly into the scheme of
exactly
as
pictured
your modern kitchen for it is beautiful in line and
above, complete with shelf
at your reduced Friendship
simple to care for. When you consider first cost,
Club price of $65, freight
prepaid. If after 15 days free
attractive appearance, quality and workmanship
trial I am perfectly satisfied with
Star Kineo, I will begin paying $2
and economy, you will decide on a Kineo.
weekly until fully paid. Otherwise
will return the range at your ex
pense, and you are to refund my $5
deposit.

Name
Address

Your Old Range Taken In Part Payment

CHIPSO
Pkg. 20c

CORN FLAKES
3 Pkgs. 22c

Tall Cans

For Any Purpose

Always Fresh

FANCY MAINE
PEAS
Can 16c

BAKER’S COCOA
1-2 Lb. Can 17c

SEWARD SALMON
Can 27c

None Better

Red Alaska

CHEESE

ASK TO
SAMPLE IT

with

SALADA TEA

29c

CIGARETTES
10 pkg. Carton $1.17

FRE E SUGAR
□

Favorite Brands

SERVE WITH SOUPS OR SALADS

UNEEDA BISCUIT

SIX
PKGS.

3 Cakes
19c
Ivory Soap
Royal BakingPowder Vn 23cT2i“ 43c
Statler Toilet Tissue
23c
3 ROLLS IN CARTON
FRESH PACKED

Fancy Shrimp
2 Cans
27c
Full Variety of Heinz Pickles
Sirloin Steak, lb.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 35c Pdrk Steak, lb.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 39c
Porterhouse Steak, lb.. .. .. .. . 45c
Him to Fry, lb.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 39c
Rump Steak, lb.. .. .. .. .. . 45c, 55c
Top Round, lb.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 42c Whole Ham, lb.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25c
______________________________________________
Bottom Round, lb.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 35c
Hamburg, lb.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25c
PRIME RIB ROAST
Lb. 35c
BONELESS CHUCK

First Cuts, lb. 22c

Fine Granulated Sugar, 10 lbs. 59c; 100 lbs. $5.80

New Salt Ma ckerel, are in; pound ..................... 15c
Slack Salted Pollock, pound .............................. 10c

Evaporated Milk
3 cans 25c

12oz

LAMB SALE
Legs, lb....................... 29c. Fores, lb.................... 18c
Chops, lb.............. 29c, 35c. Stew, 3 lbs.............. 25c

Baking Soda, 4 packages........................................ 25c
Cream Tartar, pound ........................................... 45c

>7,

REGULAR SIZE CAKE

Your Kineo Will Do Any
thing You Ask of It!

Sec Kineo Ranges at Eastern
$65, $79, $85, $99, $110,
$125, $135

Free Spaghetti with
Hamburg Steak lb 25c

Boned and Tied

Boned and Tied
FURNITURE CO.

283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Second Cuts, lb. 20c
POT ROAST

,TUB BUTTER
Lb. 51c

i

Every-Other-Day
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Coming Next Mon., Nov. 19
An opportunity to buy Night Robes suitable for
Christmas Gifts

NIGHT ROBES
ON SALE AT 8.30 A. M. NOVEMBER 19

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mail or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................. 770

The weekend was a happy occasion
for Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow
with Miss Eleanor Snow home from
Slinmons College, Miss Frances Snow
from Tufts College where she is sec
retary, and Richard Snow from
M.I.T.

Hand Made Night Robes. Colors: Pink and Peach;
Embroidered in Colors; Very Dainty Designs

The Tuesday Night Sewing Club
was entertained by Mrs. Ralph
Brown at the apartment of Mrs.
Frances Bicknell, with luncheon at
Chisholm’s Spa.

“FIRST
EDITIONS”

Mrs. S. A. Burpee has taken an
apartment at The Lauriettc for the
winter.

Mrs. Fred True left yesterday for
a few days’ visit in Waterville with
her husband.

Miss Minnie White, who with her
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Greene spent
sister Mrs. Lucy Kennedy, has been Sunday and Monday in Portland with
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White, it latives.
FOR ONE DAY ONLY
Beech street, has returned to her
home in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow are in
£
Bangor for a few days.
**
Special Sale Price-—
*
Miss Caroline Littlefield spent
The Odds and Ends Table commit
Monday and Tuesday in Portland,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Richard tee of the Universalist Fair gave a
successful bridge party Tuesday eve
Rhodes.
ning at the home of Mrs. Oscar Ing
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Chandler and raham, with Mrs. A. E. Orff, Mrs.
children of Camden were weekend Robert Adams and Mrs. Ingraham ast
at the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Mc hostesses. There were seven tables
of cards, honors going to Mrs. Fred
Dougall in Portland.
SPECIALTY STORE
Achorn, E. E. Gordon, A. E. Orff,
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and Miss Anne McLaughlin, Mrs. Ella
Mrs. Sarah Billings of Portland were Crie, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett and Mrs.
Coffee, sandwiches
visitors in this city Tuesday. They Minnie Cobb.
were accompanied by little Eleanor and cakes were served.
Chandler on her way home from a
H. II. McIntire left yesterday for
366 Main Street
Rockland
weekend visit with her grandparents.
New Jersey where he will have em
ployment.
Mrs. Sarah C. Wood is ill at her
apartment at The Lauroe, in charge
Mr and Mrs. Walter Brltlo and
of a trained nurse.
George Britto have returned from a
visit with Dr. Charles Britto In StockMr. and Mrs. F. E. Cottrell left ton Springs.
Mr. anil Mia. Ronald K. Somes1 F. S. Pendleton of 49 Brewster
and son Robert have returned from ' street is very ill at Knox Hospital yesterday for Framingham, Mass.,
Mrs. Alice Spear is visiting in Ev
a week's motor trip to several Maine following a serious surgical opera- where they will be guests of their
son Carl.
erett, Mass.
Points.
; tion last week. >

A friend and customer of ours bought long ago a First
Edition of O Henry at less than fifty dollars, for which he

just refused thirty-six hundred.

make a similar gain by applying this same First Edition idea

85c

VESPER A.

STRRND

Home of
Paramount

Pictures

TODAY AND FRIDAY

A Publix

Theatre

SATURDAY (ONLY)

David Rollins

“Mother
Knows Best”

And

Nancy Drual

Starring
•

to one’s Christmas Shopping?

one’s gifts from the first display of Christmas Presents will
show an appreciable gain over much handled, and much

viewed merchandise.

*.-v

Madge Bellamy

I

If one gives thi^First Edition idea a little serious thought

we have a notion that the freshness of the suggestion, as of
the goods on display may make its appeal.
thing new.”

Editions are best, better even than the reorder of the initial

Dr. and Mrs. John C. Stanton and
children of Danvers. Mass., spent the
weekend with Miss Jeannie McConchie and Mrs. Harvey Crowley in
South Thomaston.

thing shown. Everything has been done to stock novel and

pleasing models in all departments.

Helen Spear, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Spear, Broadwav, is at
Knox Hospital where she underwent
an operation for appendicitis Tues
day.

—TO BE—

GIVEN AWAY
f!

To Our Patrons AI L NEXT WEEK
A bank check for $1.00 will be given to every man, woman and child
attending any performance during next week. This check will be

honored at full face value in the opening of a new savings account

of $10.00.
AT THE

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
50C0 CHECKS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED

AT THE

-Strand TheatrePARK
ONE OF THE PUBLIX THEATRES

TODAY

5 Acts Keith Vaudeville 5

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
WILLIAM

FtfSC PRESENTS

DANCING

McDonalds
ii

Dancec of the Day

BUSCH & JOY
in A Flight of Syncopation

LEWIS & NORTON
in Back To Wiscasset

TED SCHWAB
The Jockey Banjoist

CHEVALIER BROS.
Novelty Acrobatic
—ON THE SCREEN—

SIR HARRY LAUDER

A smashing story of a gangster,
A Girl and Love—with action aplonty and thrills throughout

“HUNTING TOWER”

With

A Paramount Picture

JUNE COLLYER
DON TERRY

MONDAY-TUESDAY

“TENTH AVENUE”
PHYLLIS HAVER

—AIjSO—
REEL LIFE

Two Act Comedy

“Do your Christinas Shopping Early.” Why not? Every

one of our departments is a gift shop in itself.

Mrs. Elizabeth Haines lias returned
from a three weeks’ visit with Mrs.
C. E. Weeks at Newton, Mass.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Keyes have re
turned from a week’s visit with their
daughter, Mrs. Harold W. Howe at
Concord, N. H.

I
\

——

Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Snow and
daughter Cariene of Portland were
guests over Armistice Day of friends
at their former home in South
Thomaston, and of relatives in
Rockland.

Auction players sufficient to fill
15 tables assenYblpd at the attractive
home of Miss Marion Talbot Weidman in Rockport yesterday, and the
Camden Community Hospital benefited to the extent of $50 from the
Mrs. Thomas McKinney enter event. There was a nice prize at
tained the P.&T. Club Tuesday at each table. The Rockland winners
were Mrs. A. S. Littlefield, Mrs. H.
her home on Knott street.
O. Gurdy and Mrs. Arthur Crockett.
Mrs. Charles ,W. Creamer of
F. M. Thomas. E. A. Houghton and
Winslow's Mills and Mrs. A. H.
Maxey of Lynn, Mass., were in the F. I. Shattuck were weekend visit
ors at Ronnyview Farm.
city Wednesday.

Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis, Miss
Helen McIntosh and Mrs. (Azora
Clarke motored to Portland Sunday
:wid were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Tripp for the day.

'
(
|

,

Miss Doris Young spent the week
Mayor and Mrs. James F. Carver
will quietly observe their silver wed end with her sister, Mrs. Clifford
ding anniversary the coming Satur Blood'.
day.
Mrs. Carver was formerly
Mrs. Amelia MdTntosh. daughter
Eijima C. Knowlton of Camden.
Alice and grandson Mervyn Harri
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Lightfoot man motored to Portland Sunday and
of Hyannisport and Mrs. Roy Miller spent the holiday with Mrs. McIn
tosh’s gon, Capt. F. W. Skinner and .
of Cambridge who have been guests
of Mrs. C. E. McIntire, Camden, have family.
returned to their home.
The
Congregationallst
Church
Judge and Mrs. Harold C. Haskell supper next Wednesday night will
of Brookline, Mass., were visitors in be under the direction of Mrs. Caro
F. Jones, chairman, assisted by Mrs.
this city Armistice 'Day.
G. A. Lawrence, Mrs. C. H. Duff.
Burr V. Atwood is in Knox Hos Mrs. N. F. Cobb, Mrs. F. J| Overlook, |
pital where he is receiving treatment Mrs. Evelyn Y. Snow, Mrs. Harriet
Frqst. Mrs Kennedy Crane. Mrs. Alan
for an Infected eye.
L. Bird, Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Miss
A bridge party was given Monday Annie Frye.
evening at Grand Army Hall under
Mrs. Margaret Tripp Greely was
the auspices of the auxiliary of Sons
operated on Monday at Knox Hospi
of Union Veterans, with Mrs. John
tal. She is resting very comfortably.
Beaton as hostess. There were three
tables, favors being awarded to Mrs.
A three-months’ cruise Into the
Olive Sylvester, Mrs. Alice Robbins,
Orient is the happy lot in store for •
Mrs. L. F. Chase and Miss Ruth Clarence E. Daniels, who leaves the
Blanchard.
first of the year on a voyage to China
An all day session of the Woman’s and Japan.
Association of the Congregational
Edward O. Atkins of Pittsfield vis
Church was held yesterday in the
ited liici former Rockland home yes
vestry for relief sewing, with lunch
terday.
eon served at noon.

L. F. Young of Portland is in the
Frank Daley who has been the
guest of Capt. and Mrs. A- W. Hutch city to attend the funeral of his
inson at The Highlands has returned father-in-law, Thomas It. Benner.
to his home In Portsmouth, N. H.
Recent visitors in the city were
Miss Norma Hutchinson who at Mrs. 6. F. Pomeroy and daughter
tends Burdett’s Business School In Cora of Galveston, Texas, who were
Saugus, Mass., was home for the guests of Aaron G. Jones and Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. McLellan. They also
weekend.
made a visit to Stonington, to an-'
Miss Edith MarAlman left Monday other brother. Robert Jones. Mrs.
Pomeroy was born in -St. George, go
for a week's stay in Boston.
ing thence to 'Boston at the age of 13
Mr. and Mrs. Fred O’Brien and and eventually reaching Texes for
child and Mr. and Mrs. Jennings of her place of abode. Her return to old
Providence, were weekend guests bf scenes and the enjoyment of the peo
ple and the scenery of these coasts
Mr. and -Mrs. Walter Davis.
brought much joy and led to a de
termination to return by motor an
’’Hello! Going to Elks Monday other year.
The daughter, Texas
night?" “You bet, I have waited ail horn, had never seen snow and
season for it.”
137-138 hoped for a storm but had to leave
with that novel sight denied her.
I
Patchwork pieces, percales, prints,
sateens, broadcloths and rayons. As
Thp regular baked bean supper
sorted In pound bundles. 25 cents per will he served In American Legion
pound. Basement Dept. Fuller-Cobb- Hall. Saturday, Nov. 17, from 5 to 7.
135-tf

It’s a good

idea, and First Editions are the most valuable.

Mrs. Sarah Parsons who has been
Miss Florence Kaler is spending
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ron
ald K. Somes, for a !few days, has the week in Portland, guest of rela
tives.
returned to her home in Newcastle.

Davis.—adv.

In the tabloids—

through the air—over the wire—we hear this admonition:

Mr. and Mrs. E. Htuart Orbeton en
tertained the Playmates Armistice
night.

a

We are very likely at the day before Christ

mas to despairingly take anything, and believe us the First

Mrs. S. O. Hurd of South Thom
aston entertained at dinner Wed
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clay (Idamae nesday Mrs. Orrin Pierce and Mrs.
Wotton) of Bangor were weekend Harvey Crow-ley.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Mun
Miss Gladys Seavey spent the
sey. Mr. and Mrs. Clay and Mr. and
Mrs. Munsey attended .the Bowdoin- weekend with friends in Revere,
Maine game at Brunswick Saturday. Mass.

s n

We all get-so

wearied searching for “something different” and "some

The annual banquet of Opportunity
Mrs. Herbert Hall went yesterday
to Auburn where she will be the ; Class of the Baptist Church is in
definitely postponed.
guest of Mrs. James H. Record.
Mrs. J. N. Southard and mother
Mrs. Euretta Anatoyne left yester
day by train. Mrs. Anatoyne went
direct to East Norwalk. Conn., where
she will spend the winter with her
sister. Mrs. Southard after a brief
visit in Winthrop. Mass., with Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Taylor, goes to New
York to lie the guest of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Bennett R. Speer, then con
tinuing to Grand Rapids, Midi., to
visit her brother. Bruce Anatoyne
Mrs. Southard will be away about
four weeks.

Even though it is a ’’far

fetched’’ idea it is better than no idea at all, and to select

LEACH

Dr. William Whitney of Bath was
the guest Tuesday of his cousins,
Mrs. Mary Brown, Mrs. Annie
Thomas and Mrs. Margaret Smith
at The Highlands.

Don’t you think one could

—adv.

CUTLER-COOK CO.
5th ANNIVERSARY SALE
NEW FALL
Of Finest Satins, Crepes, French Crepes, Jerseys, Tweeds and Wool
Jerseys.

Owing to extra price concessions we got from the makers

of these fine dresses they show a very exceptional saving In each
group.

Positively the newest models.

Group (1) New Fall Dresses in
French Crepes, Satin*, Georgette*,
Velvet Trim, etc., in all the popu
lar fall shades. Selection of sizes is
complete.

Wool Jersey Dresses
i Wonder Value at
this price

Group (2) New Fall Dres<?s

New Colors
New Styles

of Georgettes, Satins, French (
Crepes, Velvet Trim, etc. Exclu
sive models, new colors. Now
priced at—

Printed & Wool Jerseys
Satins, Silks,

Flat Crepes

Group (3) New Fall Dresses

New Styles
New Co'ors

French Crepes, Georgettes, Satins, j

Velvet Trim, etc.

Dresses in Half Sizes

Plenty of dark,

shades among them.

1S'/2 to 28'/2 in Silks, Flat
Crepes, Satins,
etc.
We can fit any
Short Stout Per|
son

Group (4) New Fall Dress :
Satins, French Crepes, Georgettes
French Satins, etc., in the wanted^

Our dresses have all the new features such as snug hip line, circular
skirts, uneven hem lines, chic draped effects, cape styles and unusual
collars and cuffs. The colors are Black, Brown, Tan, Wine, New Red,
Independence Blue, Navy and Novelty Plaids and Stripes.

shades—many one-of-a-kind mod
els.
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FULLER - COBB - DAVIS
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT

BED BLANKETS
Prepare for the cold winter nights.

66x80 Wool mixed extra heavy, block plaids, Blue, Rose, Tan, Gray, col
ored bindings to match; per pair ....................................................................... $3.95
72x84 Part Wool, colored plaids, and ribbon bindings; pair....................... $5.50
60x80 All Wool twin bed size, popular shades—a real value ..................... $10.00
70x84 All Wool, made in Maine. Buying direct from the mill enables us
to offer this exceptional value at............................................................. $9.95 a pair

DINNERWARE

THE COUNTRY CLUB

THIRTY PRESENT

Annual Meeting Closes High
ly Successful Year—James
F. Carver New President

At First Noonday Lunch of

Also—exquisite furniture motki;
designed by expert craftsmen.
Come in and see them.

all and See!

• 7 « Neutrodyne - Plus

OW, for the first time, radio in color! Vivid colors to
harmonize with your home! Your choice of five exquisite,
hand-decorated table models. Come in and see the beautiful
Philco Electric Radio in cabinets of color 1

N

Free Home Trial

Philco engineers h«ve used Neutrodyne,
famous for purity of tone, and have com
bined with it super-power, which gives
marvelous distance range, selectivity and
volume —a combination new to radio.
’•Neutrodyne-Plus.”

AlPElectrie
Philco is an all-electric A.C. set. No
batteries, liquids or acids of any sort.
Merely attach it to your light socket. Even
an aerial is not essential. This means that
the Philco is portable, and can be moved
from one room to another with ease.

At a Price

Yes. we’ll deliver the new Philco for you to try in your own home free!
We .1 just plug it into your light socket and leave it. Then operate it
you self—see how “Neutrodyne-Plus” gives you better performance and
gret ter pleasure than you’ve ever had from radio before. If you’re not
delighted, we’ll take the Philco back and that ends the matter. No obligatio:.—no charge for the trial. It’s freel

Exquisite furniture models at surpris
ingly moderate prices. And—the same
Philco instrument in table cabinets at popular prices. Maximum Philco perfoi
i matter what price you pay.
,

Easy Payments

Trade In Twi2SU

If you decide to keep the Philco, wc make
it easy for you to own. Only a small down
paym ent—the balance in easy monthly payjnents you’ll never even miss! Come in—let
us tell you how you can.buy the Philco and
enjoy it while you are paying for it this easy

We will make you a liberal trade-in allow
ance for your old, out-of-date radio. Now
you can have what you’ve wished for—-the
latest and best in radio—without taking a
dead loss on your old set. Come in and see
how much your old set is worth in trade. No
obligation.

way.

“neirtrodyne-plus

RADIO

Come In, Phone or Send
Philco.
Come in—see and hear the Philco,
or send this coupon. Get the full details
of our liberal offer. No obligation.

?

■■■■■■■■

■■■ er

Please send me descriptive literature on the Philco

F. W. FARREL CO.
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR

643 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 661

'I
i
I
A

New

Lions

Radio, without obligation. Also the complete details of
your special Free Trial, Easy Payment, Trade-In offer.
NAME.

ADDRESS.

‘ I

Just Like

Club

Sixty members of the Rockland
The first noonday lunch of the
Country Club last evening sat down newly organized Lions Club was held
to the chicken dinner which was the at Hotel Roeklan.l yesterday and was
first item in the ceremonies that attendeil by all of the charter mem
always accompany the annual busi bers—30 in number. Landlord Keat
ness meeting of the club. It was a ing had provided a menu suitable for
more than excellent dinner, in Mrs. the occasioin and the attractive din
McRae's best manner, and was served ing-room was fitted with a special
under the auspices of the retiring banquet table extending along the
board of directors, who had charge entire northern side; the regular
of the social features of the evening tables being used by guests who ap
and were a'bly assisted by their wives.1 parently found the Lions splen
Numerous small spruce trees gave did companions. This arrangement
a pretty note of color to the club will continue until the new dining
rooms.
room. now in course of construction,
President Harry (A. Buffum con-' is completed. The club will then
ducted the business meeting that im have the privacy of a fine accommo
mediately followed the clearing of dations of ample proportions, beau
the tables. The reports of Secretary tifully furnished and decorated, ad
Burpee and Treasurer Lamb suggest - ' joining which will be a combined
ed the affairs to be in satisfactory kitchen and serving room. From
condition, closing a gratifying season progress now being made the new
of summer activities. In this con-' quarters are assured for use In con
nection the improvements of the golf nection with the main dining room
course now under way came in for for "Charter Night" which will take
place late this month, and to which
favorable comment.
These for the chief part include all Lions Clubs in the State are to
changes in the N’o. 5 hole by the in- I send sizable delegations.
troduction of a dog-leg; the change I Maurice Orbeton of the Rangor
of No. 6 to No. 7 where a new tee Club has the distinction of l>eing the '
will be used from which to reach a first visitor to the Rockland "Den"
fine new No. 7 green, close to the and "Doc" Wasgatt paid the first fine
present No. 6. which has already been for tardiness—a fund, by the way.
built. From that point the No. 8 hole which will later be used for purposes
will be driven, lengthened to some- 1 which will he of puhlic interest. No
thing more than 500 yards, the long- . good Lion is supposed to be called by
est hole of the course. These changes his Christian name and those unfor
will bring the coarse up to nearly tunate enough to be wanting in the
3.000 yards, where it ought to be. and necessary qualifications of an appro- ,
will be ready to play upon when the priate "nickname" are at the tender
mercies of a committee which will
1929 season gets into swing.
The election which closed the of attend to their several cases and re
ficial year saw this board of offi port at the next meeting.
cers chosen;
,
I
President—James F. Carver.
take its place in the activities of the j
Vice President—Kennedy Crane
Secretary—William P. Burpee.
Treasurer—Arthur F. Lamb.
Directors—Ray E. Eaton, B.
Mathews. E. S. Levensaler. W. A.
Glover, L. E. Wardwell, H. A. Buf
fum. Homer E. Robinson. Henry B.
Bird.
Ten tables of players took part in
the auction playing, the favors of
which fell to Mrs. A. C. Jones. Mrs.
Alice Hicks. Miss Marion Weidman of
Rockport. Herbert Mann. W. W.
Spear and J. Fred Knight.

their return home Sunday they were
A rural community in Idaho
accompanied by Mrs. Conant who will worked up the novel plan of a re
Perley Cunningham of Appleton
spend the winter months with the ception tendered to all the graduates
assisted by Eddie Edgecomb, has!
of the season from the high and
Rolfe family.
been doing carpenter work on the
grammar school grades. The young
Visitors Saturday at Bernard Pit people came 100%, an elaborate ban
house of Mrs. Jennie Waterman.
I
Mrs. Ada Conant who has been man’s were his brother .1. Asbury! quet was served, and then a choice
spending the past week with relatives Pitman and Mrs. Pitman of Salem, program of musical and literary
Mass., and his cousins Mrs. Mary | numbers, which the young people
in Lincolnville has returned home.
Mrs. Philip Rolfe and sons Bernard Beaman and Miss Emma Pitman of I themselves
Even though you get in the public
liberally
Contributed,
end Clarence of West Bethel spent Taunton. Mass.. Mrs. Ella King of | while timely counsel on various life eye. you may he just a little squirt.
several days in town last week the East Taunton and Mrs. Page of I subjects was given to them by se Look at the grapefruit.—Corvallis
pnests of Mrs. Ellen A. Conant. On Taunton.
lected speakers.
X (Ore.) Gazette-Times.

NORTH APPLETON

Rockland’s

HOME BAKED BEANS
BAKED IN OUR OVENS
YELLOW EYED, CALIFORNIA PEA, RED KIDNEY BEANS

BAKED IN POTS
♦
PLAIN AND RAISIN BROWN
BREAD
-

<

LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

PACKED UNDER THE KID GLOVE BRAND
By

BLACK 6 GAY, Canners, Inc.
THOMASTON, MAINE
137-139
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Hosiery
euooeN-HYoe coMPAMY-aamw

'Women’s Full Fashioned
ALL NEWEST COLORS
Square, pointed and the new
TRIPLETOE FRENCH HEEL
Chiffon, medium and service
weights.
Tripletoe 34 years
reputation your guarantee.
Full value.
Popular prices.
,•> Tripletoe Hosiery for the
• whole family at Best Shops.

AUTHORIZED DEALER

All Electric Sets
SIX TUBES

$77.00 less tubes

TAKES A FIRM STAND

FOUR NEW FACES

National Grange Master Wants Tariff Adjustments, Organ
ized Marketing and a Land Policy

Will Be Seen When the Sen
ate Convenes—New Mem
bers Republicans

In the opening portions of Ills ad
dress in Washington. D. C. yesterday,'
National Master Louis J. Taber em
phasizes the fact that agriculture has
shared in the national progress of
the past half century—In the crea
tion of an active Department of Agri-'
culture, in the development of the
agricultural colleges and experiment
stations and in the spread of such
helpful agencies as rural mail de
livery, parcel post and good roads;
In the financial benefits due to the
establishment of the Federal Farm1
Loan System; and in the great In
crease In improved farm machinery
and household conveniences. "Espe
cially significant," lie says, “is the
fact that during more than a half
century tlierf has not been a statute
enacted, a program advocated, or a
piece of constructive achievement for
the betterment of rural life cdmpleted. without Grange influence some
where along the line having touched
the movement and brought it wholly
or partially to final fruition. Mil
lions of rurally-minded people have
received the Grange obligation, paused
at the Grange altar, and appreciated
anew the relation of organization to
.their own welfare."
Attention is called to the fact that
the Grange liegan its life fighting
for equality for agriculture, has al
ways had to keep up the battle, and
still has the same task on its hands,
even though in constantly changing
form. There is much truth In Mr.
Taber's assertion:—“The agricultural
problem cannot be permanently
solved, because It is not a problem—
it is a series of problems, each one
requiring a separate solution. The
work of the Grange and similar
agencies is therefore as continuing
as the work of the school or of the
church."

• • • •,
SEVEN TUBES

$106.00 less tubes

JOHN A. KARL & CO
________________________ 118-152

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION
A Battle Creek physician says,
•‘Constipation” is responsible for more
misery than any other cause.”
But Immediate relief has been
found. A tablet called Rexail Order
lies attracts water from the system
tBto the lazy. dry. evacuating bowel
called the colon. The water loosens
the dry food waste and causes a gen
tle, thorough movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the
dose.
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexail Orderlie at night.
Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c today
at Charles W. Sheldon's or at the
nearest Rexail Drug Store.

“The relatively small share of the
nation's Income which the farmer
receives, and the unequal exchange
va ue of the product of his toil with
tl e products of industry, must be
j .ore widely realized than it Is.” says
dr. Taber, who significantly adds: —
While farm population has de
clined. the increased production per
man has prevented any general de
cline in ‘the nation’s food supply. It
is evident that we have reached a
point where farm population must
be stabilized and net farm income In
creased. or every citizen in the nation
will suffer from the consequences.
Positive declarations made by Mr.
Taber on prominent present-day is
sues may be thus concisely summar
ized:—
Corporation Farming

The Grange strongly opposes the
plan of diverting the nation's agri
culture into "Corporation Farming,”
with large investment of capital,
mass production, reduced overhead
and intensive methods expected . to
result In cheaper food for the masses
Mr. Taber warns the country that
even though thane results might to
some extent he attained, “We may
yet lie paying a greater price for this
advancement than rural life or the
nation can afford. Agriculture in our
land is both a “business and a mode
of life. Where there is proper bend-

Ing of industry, independence and
self-reliance, the family unit makes
for the best things, not only in agri
culture, but In national existence.
Destroy the independent farm unit
and we have destroyed the backbone
of American agriculture."
Export Debenture Plan

This is the project which the Na
tional Grange has vigorously advo
cated as a substitute for the equali
zation fee and other ideas embodied
In the McNary-Haugen measure, and
Mr. Taber urges all agricultural '
forces to get behind the Export De
benture Plan, which he predicts will
“help solve the surplus problem, as
a necessary complement to the tar
iff structure: and without it or its
equivalent many branches of Ameri
can agriculture cannot permanently
prosper.”
Transportation

Discussing the changes that have
been so rapidly taking place in the
nation’s transportation, Mr. Taber
raises this Interesting question: —
We are probably approaching a
time when super-highways for mo
tor transportation may be necessary.
Just as the principle of a gas tax takes
care of road maintenance, so some
special form of taxation applied to
freight carrying trucks must be
utilized- for construction of freight
highways, should experience and
continued motor congestion demand.
The railroad, however, remains the
basis of the long freight transpor
tation of farm products and some
revision and adjustment of the rail
road rate structure is Imperative.
Super-Power

The water power act has demon
strated its wisdom, but it needs
strengthening and improving. It is
certain that those who control the
world's electrical 'power a half cen
tury hence will practically control
our very existence, and we must
make very sure that the power in
terests of this nation are not per
mitted to inaugurate a policy con
cerned only In dividends, in expan
sion and exploitation, and utterly ig
noring the rights and comfort of the
public. The Grange has long favored
the leasing of great water power re
sources only when the public Is
amply protected by limiting the life
of the lease to 50 years, amortizing
the Improvements and reverting the
property to the public at the end of
the lease term. The Grange favors
the leasing of water power sites un
der proper terms, but opposes the
general practice of the entrance of
the government Into business. Nev
ertheless, we must recognize a sharp
line of demarcation between water
supply, water power and -the other
general activities of business and
government.

Here are Jolly Bill and Jane who go on the air every night over stations
associated witli the National Broadcasting Company. Jane is only nine
years old hut Jolly Bill has attained his majority. This feature, Judging
from letters received by radio listeners, is one of the most popular on the
air for youngsters.

SEES WET TREND

THE SPUD CROP

President of Association Many Small Sized Ones
Came From the Late Plant
Against Prohibition Easily
ed Seed
Satisfiied it Would Seem

Four new faces will appear in the
Senate when it reconvenes next
month for the short and last term of
the present Congress. The new Sen
ators, all Republicans, were chosen
at this election to fill unexpired |
terms of deceased members and one
vacancy caused ‘by resignation.
An additional eight new members,
seven of whom are Republicans, will
be sworn when the newly elected [
Congress comes into office after next
March 4. These members in most
instances defeated incumbents but
one will fill a seat voluntarily relin
quished.
The new members who will take
office immediately are John Thoms
of Idaho, succeeding the late Frank
R. Gooding; Representative Theodore
Burton of Ohio, succeeding the late
Frank B. Willis. Octavino A. Lar
razolo of 'New Mexico, succeeding the
late Andrleus A. Jones; and Otis F.
Glenn of Illinois, who takes the seat
vacated by Frank L. Smith. Thomas,
Burton, and Glenn will serve until
1932 when the regular terms of their
predecessors would have expired.
Larrazolo will serve only until March
4, the conclusion of the term of the
late Senator Jones.
New Republican Senators who will
displace Democrats and who will be
among the eight taking office when
the new Congress reconvenes are:
John G. Townsend, Jr., who defeat
ed Senator 'Bayard of Delaware.
Phillips Lee Goldsborough; who de
feated Senator Bruce of Maryland;
Hamilton F. Kean, who defeated
Senator Edwards of New’ Jersey;
Felix Herbert, who defeated Senator
Gerry of Rhode Island; and Henry D.
Hatfield, who defeated Senator Neely
of West Virginia.
Others of the new’ group entering
the Senate in the next Congress will
be Roscoe C. Patterson of Missouri,
a Republican, who was elected to fill
the seat which the veteran Demo
crat, Senator James A. Reed is re
linquishing, and Rep. Tom Connally,
a Democrat of Texas,, who defeated
Senator Mayfield for the nomination
in that state and w’as subsequently
elected.
Senator Cutting, Republican, of
New’ Mexico, who was appointed to
succeed the late Senator Jones did
not run for election to complete Sen
ator Jones’ term but was elected as
the new Senator from that state for
the term beginning next March 4.

Feminine feet
keep step with
FASHION

keeping
dry in snow
or rain

tr/ti/e

TOP NOTCH
SMARTICS

F you want to sec how smart your feet
can look despitethe stormiest weather,
try on a pair of our Top Notch Smartics.

I

Note the beauty of the fabrics—the very
latest patterns and the most fashionable
shades of tans, grays, browns and black.
See how snug and trim they Gt across
the instep and at the ankle. Come in
today—while our stock is complete and
you have a wide choice of styles.
"Alwaya the latett in fashionable footwear”

A New England potato crop of
Results of the prohibition referen
McLAIN S SHOE STORE
dum tests in Massachusetts and Mon 46,483,000 bushels was forecast Tues
tana were strongly emphasized Tues day by the New England Crop Re
Rockland, Maine
day by Henry H. Curran, president
porting
Service.
of the Association Against the Pro
This compares with 46,508,000 bu
hibition Amendment, in commenting
on the significance of the national shels indicated a month ago, 45,598,election.
000 harvested last year, and 47,240,Mr. Curran pointed out that in both 000 bushels, the five-year average.
Spend tkeWinteiin
ol these tests the drys were defeated
In Maine the outlook is for 37,840.and that in Massachusetts they were
MIAMI, FLORIDA
beaten by an overwhelming vote. He 000 bushels, compared with 38,406,000
said the association of which he is expected a month ago, 37,288,000 har
fhe time jw^ij from the chilling co'd jnd give
tlie head took no part in the contest vested last year, and 36,9814)00 bush
uoyr family a comfortable winter where every out
over the Presidency and that some of els, the five-year average.
“.While total production in Maine is
qooi'recreation may be had including ocean nafhinq
its members voted for Herbert Hoover
close to 'that oJ last year,” the bulle 964,000 harvested last year, and
and some for Governor Smith.
you can liveJar less here than at home-stop at
There is no doubt Mr. Curran said, tin said “The volume of potatoes of 384.491,000 bushels the five-year
merchantable
quality
is
much
small

average.
HOTEL
about the trend of opinion of the I
American people. He believes it is er than a year ago. Late planted
par oar
STATE OF MAINE
against the Eigthteenth Amendment, crops have produced an unusually
lUustmfnJ booklet
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE
which he calls “this constitutional large volume of small-sized potatoes.
and
rotes
Augusta, November 5, 1928.
A beautiful hotel conducted upon
cancer that still works such evil in At present prices there is little pos
la hereby given that a Petition for
sibility of these potatoes being thoNotice
Pardon of Tony Perloup a convict in the
out American life."
European Plan Outy
shipped."
Maine Stato Prison at Thomaston under sen
Mr. Curran’s statement follows:
Little change was reported during ten re for the crime of Assault with Intent to
"The election results give ground
the past month in the prospects of Kill is now pending before the Governor and
tor sound encouragement to the mil the nation's potato crop as a whole. Council, and a hearing thereon will be granted
Muscle Shoals
the Council Chamber at Augusta, on Tucs
lions of Americans who believe in This is now expected to total 465,651,- in
day the twenty-seventh day of November. 1928
Declaring that the ifcrtilizer value temperance as opposed to prohibition, 000 bushels, cotfipared with 463.- at 10 o'clock A. M.
BDGAR C NMITW
of Muscle Shoals has been yver-estl-. and our association begins its work 722,000 forecast a month ago. 406,134-141
Secretary of State.
mated. Mr. Taber demands that of the next four years with a better
"The k "ernment should at once put start than we ever had before.
this gre..t plant in operation and the
“We took no part in the contest for
surplus power should be used in a the Presidency, because prohibition
manner protecting the Interests of was only one of thA many issues in that
the taxpayers.”
complicated affair. Many of our own
members and directors voted for Mr.
Irrigation and Reclamation
Hoover and campaigned for him.
Additional puhlic lands should he Others did the same for Governor
brought under cultivation only when Smith. All of them are opposed to
there Is a need for their products, prohibition. To carry the point fur
and only when it has been demon ther Mr. Hoover carried Baltimore
strated that the project in question and Chicago. Does anybody think
will be profitable to Its farm opera that Baltimore and Chicago are in
tors. It is time to turn from a favor of prohibition? Also he car
policy of exploitation and speculation ried the State of New York, which,
to one of Intelligent Irrigation, and a only two years ago, 'went wet’ by
step in this direction will he the three to one on a referendum for Vol
transfer of The Bureau of Reclama stead act modification. These incon
tion from the Department of the In sistencies illustrate the difficulty of
terior to the Djpartment of Agricul analyzing the Presidential result from
ture, where by all rights and consist the point of view of prohibition.
ency it belongs.
"The most remarkable incidents of
National Master Taber also vigor the whole election, however, are the
ously discusses tariff adjustments 'to ■prohibition referendum results in
WHAI are the costs that vex the metropolitan factory?
provide equality for agriculture: the Massachusetts and Montana. These
possibilities of organized marketing two straightway tests are not being
through cooperative endeavor, and advertised by prohibitionists.
LABOR—inflated by high metropolitan costs of living mid frequent
strict farm control of such activities.
• • • •
turnover.
He puts the Grange strongly on rec
“In Montana there was a referen
ord in support of the K"IIogg
TAXES
—
mounting
with each new assessment.
Treaties, and significantly stresses dum on the question of reinstalling
the
slate
enforcement
act
which
was
LAND—constantly becoming scarcer and more expensive.
the peaceful relations so long existing
between Canada and the United abolished two years ago. The pro
hibitionists
had
made
the
most
ex

ALL
THE COSTS induced by congestion with its attendant delays and
States. The Grange attitude on law
inconvenience of traffic and shipping.
observance, support of the Eight haustive preparation for this refer
eenth Amendment and advocacy of endum. It was a wet-and-dry ref
erendum
pure
and
simple,
and
the
all moral advance, receives liberal
And another cost, perhaps unseen, but
which offer a variety of territorial charac
treatment in the address and 'the State of Montana, which on the same
none the less at work—the draining of hu
Grange position on the temperance day went for Mr. Hoover by 33,000.
teristics.
question especially is thus forcefully refused by a majority of over 10.000
man energy sacrificed to congested living
votes to reinstall the slate enforce
declared: —
ASK FOR INFORMATION ON
ment act, which had been thrown out
conditions.
Support 18th Amendment
two years ago. Montana is still with
“SMALL TOWN FACTORY SITES”
The Grange will never change its out a state enforcement act and has
In the small centers of population labor
now,
for
the
second
time
in
(wo
years,
position on temperance. We must
Whether for main or branch points, any
costs are lower because the wage dollar
therefore struggle toward the goal of protested in this way against prohi
honest and efficient law enforcement. bition.
industry alive to the importance and strat
will buy more. Production is more spirit
“In Massachusetts our victory was
The Eighteenth Amendmet will not
egy of its location will be interested in the
ed, more interested, because living condi
be changed, the saloon will never re overwhelming. The question there
turn to America. Social,, moral and was as follows:
information on
Small Town Factory
tions are more pleasant and fatigue is less
’• ‘Shall the Senator from this dis
economic conditions are all against
Sites
supplied
from
the specific standpoint
ened.
Taxes
are
lower.
Land
is
cheaper.
the return ot the liquor business. trict be instructed to vote for a reso
of your particular business. Correspond
The friends of temperance and prog iution requesting Congress to take
Present day transportation and the wide
ress must recognize that ceaseless action for the repeal of the Eighteenth
ence is invited. Address, INDUSTRIAL
warfare is essential; education must Amendment to the Constitution of the
spread interconnection of electric power
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, CEN
be continued; public opinion must United States, known as the prohi
have given the small town a metropolitan
bo quickened: and three essential bition amendment?'
TRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
“With this question before her pco
steps must immediately be taken: —
status with respect to markets and access
AUGUSTA, ME.
(I) Increased national appropriation pie for decision. Massachusetts, which
to raw materials. Such is the case with the
and efficiency in enforcement. (2) was carried by Governor Smith by
This advertisement is .similar to a series
Proper state enforcement and sup only 20,000, went on record in abso
hundreds of small communities to which
which lias appeared in Harper's, Scribner's,
port. (3) Community Interest suffi lute opposition to the Eighteenth
ample,
economical
hydroelectric
power
is
Forum, Chemical and Metaiurgical Engi
cient to develop public opinion that Amendment by a ‘yes’ majority of
neering, iron Age and other national publi
provided by the interconnected lines of the
will support law enforcement and over 250.000. There were thousands
cations in tlie interests of bringing indus
frown upon continued law violation. and thousands of Republican men
Central
Maine
Power
Company
system,
tries to Maine.
Tho church, the school and the and women who voted for Mr. Hoover
Grange must remain on the battle- hut who voted against the Eighteentli
front for decency, sobriety and re Amendment on this referendum.
Furthermore, this is the first time we
spect for law.
National Master Taber also dis have had a referendum on the single
cusses from the Grangfe standpoint question of repealing the Eighteenth
the increased mortgage Indebtedness Amendment. There is no doubt about
of the farmer, taxation, gasoline tax. where Massachusetts stands. In 1888
flood control and Internal water she rejected constitutional prohibi
ways: also the benefits resulting tion: now, 40 years later, she requests
from the extension of The Grange Into relief from Federal constitutional
is well known for its
many new fields the past year. At prohibition.
conservative, permanent
“Neither is there any doubt about
tention is also called to the fact that
labor. Strikes are almost
this has been the banner Grange year the trend of opinion of the American
unknown. Labor, both
of tho past two decades, with 212 people. Just as soon as we can pass
skilled and unskilled, is
General Offices, Augusta, Me,
new subordinate Granges organized, on the question of Federal prohibition,
plentiful. Power is cheap
a new State Grange instituted and sufficiently free of other issues, wc
and the supply plenti
great progress for the Order, in all shall rid ourselves of this constitu
ful. Maine’s policy to
tional
cancer
that
still
works
such
directions.
ward new enterprises it
evil in our American life.”
one of encouragement
Wc don't accuse him of commer
and active cooperation.
Albert D. Fall says he isn’t taking
cializing art, but the other night a
Maine's climate favors
California undertaker played ''Wait- any interest In politics this year, and,’
health, energy and phy
ing for You” on a trumpet at a lodge Just to even things up, politics Isn’t
sical labor.
function.—The “Thomas E. Pickerill taking any interest in Albert.—New
tlnrirlna
York Evening Post...............................

GRALYNN

MANUFACTURERS

Can Reduce Such
Fundamental Costs as

Securities for Savings

ARTHUR PERRY &. CO.
Masonic Temple, Portland, Me.
Telephone Forest 9230
WORCESTER

HARTFORD

BOSTON

C. J. STOCKMAN,

PROVIWNCB

Representation

t
I like my job, But—
nr* HERE isn’t anything I’d rather sell than
A Delco-Light. People like ’em—know they get
their money's worth and then some. The only
trouble is that the folks who are the most en
thusiastic about Delco-Light electric jilants are
those that already have ’em. If the people that
didn’t have Delco-Light were as eager about it as
those that have, my only job would be to get
enough plants to go around.

What I’d like to do now is to tell ydu some of
the things Delco-Light users say.

ROY H. GENTHNER
Waldoboro, Maine
Juir phone or drop me « cord and nt bring
Betco Light to foar home for a night demonttfatuot

DELCO-LIGHT
ELECTRIC
PLANTS

242

?tr

/f3\WATER
^SYSTEMS

PRODUCTS OP OENEAAL MOTORS
Made and Cuannteed by Delco-Light Company, Dayton. Ohio.

Labrfr
Taxes
Land

Central Maine Power
Company

by locating in
the smaller centers
of population

MAINE
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THIRD GENERATION

The whole world knows Aspirin as an effective antidote for
pain. But it's just as important to knozv that there is only one
genuine Bayer Aspirin. The name Bayer is on every tablet, and
on the box. If it says Bayer, it’s genuine; and if it doesn’t, it is
not! Headaches are dispelled by Bayer Aspirin. So are colds,
and the pain that goes with them; even neuralgia, neuritis, and
rheumatism promptly relieved. Get Bayer—at any drugstore—
with proven directions.

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;
it does NOT affect the heart
4.spldu la the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Mouoaccticacidester of Saltejlicacid

Papes

COLD
COMPOUND

Cold

Snaps Out of Cold
In Record Time!
T>i<l you ever hear of a five-hour
remedy for colds? There is one. and
it really does bring you out of it
completely. Even if it’s grippe, this
method works only takes longer.

$ ..

It's a simple compound *he drug
gist has in tablets. Pleasant-tasting, but it surely has the ‘‘au
thority!”
Plenty of people with a bad cold
in the morning have been rid of it
by night; ami the secret is Pape's
Cold Compound. You’ll think it just
luck the first time, but it always
goes to the spot. Druggists have it
for 35c.

The Sullivan granite Industry is
now in the hands of the third genera
tion. It began as a commercial in
dustry during the American recon
struction era after the Civil War.
when navigation was (he paramount
mode of tratrie and called for light
houses. breakwaters, and building
foundations in the cities being built
of brick.
Hancock and Sullivan men. asso
ciated with outside capital, devel
oped small quarries hear as possible
to the river, as there were no roads
to haul on. and only oxen with oldtime home made wooden axle wagons
and drags were available fhr power.
Hopewell quarry, the Porcupine.
Whalebick and small nearly ledges
got their start on government work
They are but memories now. Later
property and business changed hands
ami the Stimpson. Pettingill, Abbott
and Crabtree ahd Havey concerns
came into being, opening new quar
ries farther from the rlvCr. They all
are only a memory how.
The real erft of Sullivan granite
hegan when the seaboard cities be
gan to call for street paving and
curbing. This era started a paving
boom in the' early 80s. when Stimp
son .<• Eaton went in big and huilt
three or four mites of real railroad
errydoved hundreds of men who made
paving by ‘motions.” A motion was
any small ledge of granite where one
to three paving cutters could quarry
and make blocks on contract—say
$20 per 1.000. This scattering of men
over hundreds of acres of stone land
opened up all the hig quarries of
later years. It also gave us a lot of
“contraefors." who undertook to do
business On their own hook.
This period of the business created
a lot of rivalry and Sooh got down to
weeding out the “fit and unfit" In
real business and resulted in the sur
vival of only five or six concerns who
made good flhanelally.
Crabtree A Havey, Alonzo Abbott.
Dunbar Brothers, Robertson A Ha
vey. and Hooper. Havey A Co., stand
out as the permanent successes for
25 years Up to about 1910. The story
of ihetr successes sfand out among
the best ih Hancock county’s busi
ness developriient. from the naviga
tion. fishing, lumber, mining and land
booms to the established granite,
farming and summer f-esort period
of the last 50 years.
Since the World war the third
generation of stone men have de
veloped the prCseht operators, who
are doing a good business, in an upto-date way and eouid show the old
fellows many things they never
dreamed could be so—making more
money, and paying the labor stand
ard union wages. Reminiscences of
bygone days, men and methods,
would make unique historial data but
in any national period of prosperity
such things lapse and die. benee
'dark ages" in a real connected his
tory, happen unaware until ton late
to restore.
.

Grange members in Massaenusetts
are very enthusiastic over the ap
pointment as Commissioner of the
Bureau of Animal Husbandry of one
of the most active Grange workers
in the State. Evan F. Richardson,
who served four years as Plate lec
turer, who las long been at the head
of the Educational Aid Fund of that
State and wftbse activities In Grange
lines extend hack a full generation
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THE JURY SYSTEM

GOSSIP OF THE TURF

Now Has Charge of the Gran Horses Now In Winter Quar
ters, But the Writers Are'
ite Industry In Sullivan
Busy
The horses are now in winter
quarters in most instances aft^r a
busy season, writes "Milton” in the
Bangor Daily News.
It looks like a lot of new material
will be needed among those who wish
to be in the money in 1929. This re
fers of course to the expectations of
Maine trainers, but will apply to
equines elsewhere as well.
Bert Wells has stated that he will
not train next season but will deal
in cattle which has for years been
one of his side lines.
T. S. Wheeler of Augusta has indierted that he will no, follow ice rav- ;
mg ths winter tint will take his ou,
door pleasure on the snow path which
means without doubt that the activi
ties of the Augusta Driving Club will
be greatly curtailed.
That item in the turf notes of
American Horse Breeder, relating to
Luke Bell equalling his record at
Lewiston, was of course incorrect.
He cut down his previous best by onefourth second and this time there
was no doubt as to its correctness al
though The Horse Breeder as we re
call. was the only paper to question
that Rochester mile in 1927. The of
ficial time of his quarters at Lewiston
was 30%.31%, 31%.. and 33 or the full
mile in 2.06%.

♦••*

Walter Dear 2.05 driven by Walter
Cox is the fastest two-year of the
year, but close behind him are Trusty
Brewer and Contender with markrs of
* 05% and then Yolomite 2.06. Trusty
Brewer carries a little of good Maine
blood, his sire Peter the Brewer
02% tracing back to Montjoy. a son
of Gen. Withers, the son of Almont,
owned by G. .1. Shaw of Hartland. Me.
Contender and Trusty Brewer are by
the fastest entire sons of peter the
treat and ore the first to make really
reditabie records the first named
being by McGregor the Great 2.03%.
The fortune dealt out by fate is
hown in the fact that Contender and
Volomite were 249 and 250 in the
New York sale, the former bringing
$125 and the latter $5,800 at auction
as was perhaps tiefitting as he was by
Peter Volo 2.02 and out of a full sister
to Mary Putney (4) 2.04%, a one time
world’s record holder for her age.
Abbie Putney (3) 2.06%. etc.
There have been few seasons when
there were so many sensational
performers tracing back to Maine
blood, another instance being Gratan
Bars 1.59%, winner of three ’ $25,000
stakes in one month’s time.
Rather a notable performance that
will be of interest to J. H. Crandall of
HarrlsOn. and Irving Pottle of Port
land. occurred at Indianapolis, Oct. 11.
when the four-vear-old Hedgewood
McKay starting to beat 2.25% pa ing was the mile in 2.OS and he is a full
brother to Jenny IL. 2.05% that Mr.
Randall owns and Mr. Pottle has so
successfully trained and driven.
Jenny H. was a mile in 2.07 as a fiveyear-old. Jenny IL. one of the most
reliable of racing pacers, has at lens’
two crosses to Nutwood 2.18% who
was from the same dam as Maud S.
.08% and it has been said the Xu:woods were likely to ’ jump” any time.
The breeding of Hedgewood Boy
2.01 (full brother to Lady Maud C..
2.00%) is of course well known, and
the dam of Jenny H., 2.05% and
Hedgewood McKay is Pet Moser, by
Ashland Cassell, a son of Ashland
Wilkes 2.17% who sired John B.
Gentry 2.00%. her second dam being
by Reserve Fund, a pacing son of Nut
wood. who was out of Lizzie \Vilkesr
by George Wilkes.
As Jenny H. is now at the home of
Single G., 1.58% to be bred, all these
little items of breediqx and record
are of interest to the Maine folks as
it has not been until recent years that
there have been good mares sent to
the court of the most highly regard
'd stallions.
Charles B. Gilman of Waterville,
sent a Gideon mare to Axtell (3) 2.12
upwards of^5 years ago and as we re
call at a service fee of $1,000 and this,
was an untried mare though nearlyl
related to some good Maine perform
ers of those days.

“Helped Restore My
Sen’s Health”
— writes a mother
“He was In poor health generally
and not gaining weight as he
should.

1

How the Years Have Seen Its
Spread Throughout the
World

Since October 1. 1928, any Japan
ese accused of a capital or similarly
serious crime has the right to de
mand trial before, “twelve good men
and true?'
X'
Although the jury law passed the
i Japanese legislature six years ago
adoption has been postponed until
the court rooms could be rebuilt and
a thorough study made of (he Work
ings of Juries in other lands.
“Japan's action adds another na
tion to the lengthening list of coun
He suffered from nervousness, tries that have welcomed the jury
sleeplessness, twitching of the eyes. system," says a bulletin from the
threw
h|# food.
had
Washington, D. C., headquarters of
toms J worms . . . Giving’him
hin
the National Geographic Society.
~
- resulted
- - -In -his
- -■Im
Dr. —
True•’s —
Elixir
Jury System Widespread
proving so rapidly that I felt grate
“The seed of jury justice, found
ful to your Elixir ever since. It cer in France, nurtured In England, .-end
tainly has been the cause of his transplanted to every continent, now
having continued good health thrives over two-thirds the land area
since.” — Mrs. R. W. Winchester,
of the world.
Essex St., E. Lynn, Mass.
“Employed originally by King
Charles of Burgundy to collect taxes
and later by William the Conqueror
to take the first English census, the
jury system has finally become, in
this day. a synftbol of Justice to men
t and Worm Expeller <
in many nations.
Family size $1.20; other sizes 60c & 40c.
A woman charged with murdering
her husband now has her day in
court. A woman charged with mur
der In the England of Henry I was
ORIGIN OF FLAPPER
required to grasp a red hot Iron
rod. If her burned hand healed she
Oxford Dictionary Shows "’s innocent. If gangrene set In She
died. Heaven had Judged her guilty.
"An alternative to the blood poison
Use As Far Back As 1773
court was trial by water. Meh and
“Flapper” as the slang designation women charged with crime were
for girls of a certain type was bor hound and thrown Into ft pond or
The innocent floated, the
rowed from England, where it was river.
applied during the World War to guilty, weighted hy sin. sank.
young girls who defied conventionA Trial by BattW
allies hv bobbing their hair, dressing
“A man who charged that a neigh
in boyish costumes, smoking ciga bor had usurped property rights
rettes, and substituting for men in could bring him to trial hy battle,
driving trucks and other labor. The hut not by Jury. Plaintiff and de
term came into general use in the fendant hired armed knights instead
United States about 1920. when “Flap of lawyers. Court sat when the
pers and Philosophers.’’ a novel by scarlet-robed judges of the Court of
Francis S. Fitzgerald, was first pub Common Pleas at sunrise entered
lished. Gradually the term has come their stand facing an open field.
to mean any worldly wise, venture They called upon the Sergeant-atsome girl who goes to extremes to at lnw to read a proclamation naming
tract attention, especially In matters the parties to the suit and their re
of dress. The origin of “flapper” is spective champions. The latter then
disputed. Literally a Mapper is some rode into the lists or fenced area fib
thing which moves with a loose flap feet square and took this oath: 'Hear
ping motion.
this, ye justices, that I have this day
Therefore, some authorities sup neither eaten nor drunk nor have
pose. girls were so called in allusion upon me any bone, stone, or grass nor
to the flapping of their bobbed hair. any enchantment, sorcery or witch
It is more probable, however, that it craft. whereby the law of God may
was suggested by “flapper” in the i be abased or the law of the devil
sense of a fledging bird. In British exalted, so help me God and hia
sporting slang, “flapper” is applied Saints.'
to a young partridge or wild duck
"Then the fight hegan. If either
which has wings but which cannot fly, champion were killed or if either
being merely able to “flap.” Accord yielded, pronouncing the loathed
ing to the Oxford dictionary, the term word 'eraven.' judgment was given to
was employed in this sense as early the man whose knight was victorious.
as 1773. Curiously in the 19th century
If they fought ail day. fought ‘to the
"flapper” was applied to young girls stars,’ then the court declared a draw
of questionable morals. In "Passing and gave judgment for the defendant
English of the Victorian Era.” James
because he was in possession.
‘Redding Ware defines "flapper” as
Honry II “Father of Juries”
‘A very immoral young girl in her
The people of England welcomed
early *eens.” “Flapper’s Delight” was
applied in England during the Work] the laws of Henry II which gave a
War to army officers who prided party to a lawsuit the right to demand
themselves upon their popularity trial by Jury in place of trial by battle
with the younger generation of the which so often gave the verdict for
the party rich cough to hire the
fair sex.—The Pathfinder.
brawniest brute.
"Trial by jury, successful in the
Rrilish Isles, became an instrument
of injustice when first it was trans
planted to the Continent. France in
the fervor of her new freedom from
monarchy, adopted the jury system
a face powder like this new wonderful in 1792. But soofi the leaders of the
French Process Powder called MEL- Revolution debased it. They packed
LO-G-LO—stays on longer—keeps that Julies and made them the engines of
ugly shine away—gives the skin a death in the Reign of Terror. It is on
soft, peachy look—prevents large record that a Paris jury In 1794 tried
pores. You will be amazed at the and condemned to the guillotine 7B
beautifying qualities and purity of persons in a single day.
MELLO-GLO. You will be glad you
"Despite hPb unhappy experience
tried it. Comer Drug Store and all France has kept the jury system, but
other good stores.
in a modified form. Civil suits never
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Once your home is jxtipetly
painted it is insured against de
caf, Decay is just as destructive
asfire.
Paint, to serve its real

I

SWP
(Sharwln-WillUim Hove
hu In It the •tayinf, weather-mbtfaif prepertfae
give a house protection. It has wonderful
its color and it everlasting?
Stielte twite
power,, it holds
n
,
rtfcpmlfci
Job. It is real insurance. It insures protection
I
elements: it insures value in your propertyi U
II
beauty and distinction.
There is a special Sherwin-Williams product far eVUiy
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tcfci
for walls. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, ete.
Tell ut what you want to paint and we will seQ you the
best for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints S-Varnishes
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
453 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
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INTONATlONAl SVNOlCATt

HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-e. Stats (abbr.)
45- Glrl'e name
17-A fragment
4-A meadow
46-And yet
18- Maetdr (French)
•
7-Early Inhabitants
48-One of the metals 19- Dread
of Scotland
49-A marsh
22-A weapon
12-A eod-llke food fiah 61-Movlng In the
23- Oecurring at
13- A hunting cry
direction of a
Irregular Intervale
14-To flow back
tangent
24- At the present time1
15-Somethlng directly 54-A female servant
25- A hint
observable
(India)
30- Medla-val silk fabrlo
i»-rr
19-Pre'flx.
From
56- Town in Greenland 31- Exiat
Slrt’e name
20- qii
57- An English
32- Muelcal note
21- To
fo pull
archbishop burned 34- To name or style
22-Setow (Naut.)
•it the stake
35- Pereonal pronoun
24- Attentton
58- A sacred memento 37- A visionary
2#-A cereal grata
59- To shut In
38— Cutting-tool
t7-p poh
60- Man’s npme
40- An Indentation
28-A large catk
41- To gain
VERTICAL
25- A prefix of Scottleh
42- To aend forth with
namet
1-A mimic
audible sound
3O-An old maxim
2- A well known plant 44-Noiee
32- To worrjf
3-A priest’s vestment 47-Anlmoeity
33- Mankind collectively 4- Natlve of Lapland 49- To travel (PoeL)
9S-Have (Scot.,
5- To reverberate
50- A kingdom south ol
30-The htgheat
8- Same at “ache’’
Ateyrla (Bible)
mountain in Crete S-Sufflx used to denote
52- An oil from clarified
3»-Tha whole
condition
butter (India)
40-Pfeflx. two
9- Strlfe
53- German for “I"
41- A communication
10- Personsl pronoun
43-ln the aamo place
11- Lyrlce
54- Frlend (French)
(Latin,
1S-Twelve o’clock
65-A constellation
Solution to Previous Puzzle

Rn before juries in France and three
judges sit on the bench instead of the
single jtidRe required in the British
Empire and the Vrtlti'd States. Na
poleon. marching up and down Eu
rope. carried the jury system in hid
knapsack and installed it here and
there. The uprisings of 1848 brought
the big German states into line. Aus
tria. Italy. Belgium. Switzerland and
others also adopted the Institution.
Just before the turn of the century
the Russian Tsar proclaimed it
throughout his broad domain.
Juriee Only In Libel Suits

“Mexico, San Salvador. Colomhia,
Ecuador, and I'ruguay use the jury
system, although some of their Latin
neighbors do not. The Scandinavian
countries employ juries only in libel
suits.
"Emperor Charles the Great, better
known as Charlemagne, has been
given a complimentary handle to liis
name for his military conquests but
a better measure of his greatness is
his act of planting (tie seed of the
modern jury. When almost no lands
were left to conquer Charlemagne set
out to consolidate his victories. He
sent out commissioners to every vil
lage and town to tirffl out how much
land lie. the king, owned, how much in
taxes he was entitled to, and who were
Ills local agents.
A “Royal Questionnaire”
“After his death, his grandson.
Charles. King of Burgundy, developed
the inquisito of 12 men in each com
munity to supply the same data. Wil
liam the Conqueror took the idea with
him to England. He ordered inquisitos assembled to fill out an elaborate
royal questionnaire wldch became the
Doomsday Book, jealously treasured
to this day as the original deed sur
vey in Great Britain?" One hundred
years later Henry II. 'Wiiind the royal
and church courts at loggerheads over
property claims. He decided to solve
the dilemma by letting the 'inquisi
tion' of 12 men of the neighborhood
decide the eiainis in the presence of
his Judges. Henry II thus created the
assize utrum. the first true jury trial.
“Yet evolution of the Jury was not
complete. The ‘twelve good men and
true.’ of th^ first juries were selected
because they knew Snore about the
crime and the participants than any
one else in the neighborhood. They
were Jurors and witupgses at one and
the same time. NoiMkdays intimate
knowledge of a case ^events a man
serving on the jury before which it is
tried.''

MUBJL, HERS ( AM AGAIU WITM
THE 6AME OLD TUWE," IT
RAVS TO AOVERTtSE." GOLLY
IF OUR. BlZHESS MEW'D &AGET Bitty AMD DO SOME
REGULAR ADVERTISIWG (M
THIS GREAT pueuenv
MEDIUM, WED AU. GET RICH
TOGETHER
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SIMON K. HART
Manufacturer of

CEMETERY WORK
And Dealer In

NATIVE AND SCOTCH
GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,
•ETC.
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets

TEL. 911-M

ROCKLAND
95Th-tf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard 'rime
Trains Leave Rockland eon
Augusta, t8 00a.m..t2.20pm,S2.40p.in,t.>.70p.m.
Bangor, tS.OOa. m., 15.50 p. m.
Boston, 18.00 a. m., ,2.20 p. m., (2.4(1 p. m.,
15.50 p. m.
Brunswick, J8.00 a. m , ,2.20 p. m., ,2.40 p. m.
t5.50 p. m.
•
Lewiston, 18.00 a. m , 12.20 p. m , ,2 40 p. m.
New York, 12 20 p. m , 12 40 p. in.
Portland, 18.00 a. m , 12.20
" ' p. m., ,2.40 p. m.,
15.50 p. m.
z
Waterville, t8.00 a. m., 12.20 p. m., ,2.40 p. m„
15..50 p. m.
1 Daily, except Sunday.
, Sunday only.

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
Chiropractor
111 Litnerock Street
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady in attendanee
Phone 1183
Painleee System
of Adjusting

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray end Olagneele
Office Hours: 8 to 13—1 te 8
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardsott
Dentist
400 Main 8t.
rsocxlend
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel.
Offlne Hours—9 to II—1 to I
Evenings by Appointment

838-M

DR.E.L.SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L>. McBeeth)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 136
35 Limeroek St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 1285; Reeideneo 263-M
78-t»

E. W. HODGKINS.
TEL. 14
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Dr.Trues Elixir

Jenny H. should be valuable as a
producer of speed coming from the,
lines she does in fact can hardly fail
of making good as a brood mare.
E. J. Kirby who drove Plucky 2.07%
when he achieved the then world’s
record over a half mile track has
been buying a couple of year-olds on
his own account and has added some
others to his string that should be in
the fore front in 1929 and all will be
glad to see the former Maine trainer
meeting with success.
The performance of Winnipeg,
1.57% in racing to a world's record
for geldings formerly jointly held by
Sir Roch and Frank Bogash. Jr., at
1.59%, recalls the dam of the latter
in the<how ring at Sherbrooke where
she was placed lower than she would
have been later after her son had
shown his ability on the race track.
She was called Phyllis Stanford, a
rather plain looking, chunky mare by
Stanford, a grandson of Almont and
out of a daughter of Oliver W., as I
given in Wallace’s Year Book, Yol. 30.]
As Oliver W. was there given the
registered number of 4,135 and as that •
number appears to belong to Oliver
Wagner who has a trotting record of j
2.24 and was inbred to the family of
Raftltaw 50. we may safely conclude'
the yfcar book lias made a miss-step.
The White Brook Stable of Bangor 1
made a good investment in its pur- I
chase of Kinney Silk and it looks like
a good wintering might make the son I
of Bingen Silk (3) 2.07% a real good'
candidate for racing honors in the'
coming season as lie is but eight years
old and took his record of 2.07% when
but three years of age. His dam
Bertha McKinney is by McKinney,
2.11%, whose get have seldom been
found among the colt performers and
she was out of Bertha Derby by
Charles Derby 2.20. Bertha Derby
had a dam, Bertha, who was a full sis
ter to the former well known racing
pacer and sire, Bayard Wilkes 2.11%.
That Kinney Silk took so fast a rec
ord at three indicates they were try
ing to put Bingen Silk on the map
as a sire -and the fact that it was
made so early is an indication that he
can make a come back with the right
sort of treatment. With Kinney Silk
2.07% and Peter Patch 2.08%, the
White Brook Stable has a couple thoft
should make good the coming season
and no doubt but the sales will bring
a few more.
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Every-Other-Day

M.

D.

Office Hours; 1 to I and 7 to I P. M
Residence until 8 A. M., and by
Appointment.

Telephone 116

THOMASTON, Ml.

!

Every-Other-Day

APPLETON

BUYING ’EM HATCHED
u
—
Here’s a New Order of Things
People afflicted with bad breath find
Among Poultry Raisers

STOP BAD BREATH

ouick relief through Dr. Edwards’ Olive
Tablets. The pleasant, sugar-coated
Hatching" of chicks In Egypt has
tablets are taken for bad breath by all
been
conducted on a commercial basis
who know them.
, Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets act gen- for so ntlby years that hens there
" r but firmly on the bowels and liver, have cotnjjjtely abandoned the Idea
nutating them to natural action, of wanting to sit on eggs, we are told.
iring the blood and gently purifying
the entire system. They do that which Whether or not hens In this country
dangerous calomel does without any of will ever rdach that stage la hard to
the bad after effects.
say. hut certain it is that more and
Olive Tablets bring no griping, pain
more farms each year are being
or any disagreeable effects.
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the stocked with chicks which first saw
formula after 20 yearsof practice among the light B day in an incubator.
patients afflicted with bowel and liver
Fifty y*Fs ago, hens did most of
complaint,withtheattendant badbreath. the hatchiAg of chicks in this country.
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetable Thirty-four years ago the first ship
. compound mixed with olive oil; you will
' low them by their olive color. Take ment of biiby chicks was made, and
ghtly for a week and note the effect. the hatchery industry became a reali
ty. in the years since then, there have
c, 60c. AU Druggists.
STATE OF MAINE
ftepnebec, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court
In Equity
JOHN G. SMITH, Bank Commissioner
and
RICHARD* 0. ELLIOT
CHARLES A. CREKiHTON
DONALD P. GEORGE
HENRY E. MCDONALD
RICHARD £. Dl’NN

CHARLES M. STARRETT
LEVI SEAVEY
Trustees of Thomaston Savings Bank,
vs.
THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court:
Respectfully represent John G. Smith, Bank
Commissioner of Maine, whose official resi
dence is in the City pf Augusta, in said County
cl Kennebec, and Richard 0. Elliot, Charles A.
Creighton. Donald I*. George. Henry E. Mc
Donald, Richard E. Dunn, Charles M Sur
rett, Levi Seavey, all of Thomaston In the
County of Knox and State aforesaid, who
coipplain against the Thomaston Savings
Bank, a corporation organized under the laws
of said State of Maine and located at Thom
aston In said County of Knox ;
First: That said John G. Smith is the duly
qualified Bank Commissioner of Maine, that
said Richard O. ElHot, Charles A. Creighton,
Donald P. George, Henry E. McDonald, Rich
ard E. Dunn, Charles M. Starrett. Levi Seavev,
constitute the entire Board of Trustees of Raid
Thomaston Savings Bank : that said defendant
corporation is a savings hank organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Maine:
that this action is brought under the provis
ions of Section 50 of Chapter 144 of the Pub
lic Laws of 1023:
Second : That tlie said Plaintiffs are of the
opinion that It Is inexpedient for said Thom
aston Savings Bank to continue the further
prosecution of Its business:
Third: That at a meeting of said Board of
Trustees of said Thomaston Savings Bank held
on the eleventh day of October, 1928. the fol
lowing votes were unanimously passed by the
full Board :
"Voted : That in the opinion of the Trus
tees of the Thomaston Savings Bank, it is in
expedient to continue the further prosecution
<»f its business as said savings bank, and that
the said Trustees are hereby authorized and
directed to join witli the Bank Commissioner
of the State of Maine in an application to any
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court for
authorization to them, the said Trustees of said
Savings Bank, to liquidate its affairs, and for
a dissolution of said Savings Bank.”
"Voted: That the Trustees of this bank,
be, and ire hereby, authorized and directed to
do and perform any and all acts, and to sign
any and all papers necessary to enable the
Trustees to liquidate the affairs of said Thom
aston Savings Bank, to dissolve said corpora
tion In accordance with the provisions pf
Section 50 of Chapter 144 of tlie Public Laws
of 1923, and all acts additional thereto awl
amendatory thereof and in compliance with
any orders of tbe court.”
Fourth : That at a meeting of tbe Board of
Directors of the Georges National Bank held
on the llth day of October, 1928, being a duly
organized National Bank existing under the
laws of the United States awl located in said
Thomaston, the following vote was unanimous
ly passed by the full Board:
"Voted: That this bank purchase all of
the assets of the Thomaston Savings Bank,
paying therefore such an amount as will en
able said Thomaston Savings Rank to pay nil
its liabilities in full, including ail deposits
with interest thereon (Christmas Club in
cluded) und $20,000 additional, said $20,000
to be used to pay the September State Tax, if
any. expenses of liquidation, and the balance
to be divided up wf a special dividend.”
Wherefore, the plaintiffs pray :
1. That this Honorable Court will deter
mine that It Is Inexpedient for said Thomas
ton Savings Bank to continue the further
prosecution of its business, and authorize the
President and Trustees of said hank, now in
office, to liquidate its affairs under the direc
tion of this Court.
2. That this Honorable Court will direct
and authorize .aid President and Trustees of
said Thomas* n Savings Bank to accept the
offer of the Georges National Bank stated in
this Bill in Equity, and to deliver all of the
assets to the Directors of said Georges Na
tional Bank upon the duly executed agree
ment of said Georges National Bank to assume
all liabilities of the Thomaston .Savings Bank
in full, including all deposits with interest
thereon. 'Christmas Club Included) and pay
$20,000 additional, said $20,000 to be used to
pay the September State Tax. expenses of
liquidation and the balance to be divided as a
special dividend.
3. That this Honorable Court will decree
that the corporate existence of said Thomas
ton Savings Bank be dissolved.
4. That this Honorable Court “will grant
such further equitable relief to all parties in
Interest as it may determine that they are in
law and equity entitled to, and that such
processes may Issue as may be necessary to
carry Into effect such relief.
Dated this twenty-second day of Oct obex,
1928.
JOHN G. SMITH
Bank Commissioner of Maine.
RI< HARD O. ELLIOT
CHARLES A. CREIGHTON
DONALD P. GEORGE
HENRY E. MCDONALD
RICHARD B. Dl’NN
CHARLES M. STARRETT
LEVI SEAVEY
Trustees of Thomaston Savings Bank.
STATE OF MAINE
Kennebec, ss.
October 22, 1928.
(Personally appeared John O. Smith, Bank
Commissioner, and made oath that he has read
the above bill and knows the contents thereof,
and the same Is true to his own knowledge, ex
cept the matters stated to be on Information and
belief, and that, as to those matters, he be
lieves them to be true.
Before me,
SANGER N. ANNIS
Justice of the Peace.

sprung up about 10.000 hatcheries
throughout the United States, selling
annually fttotal of about 500.000.000
chicks. Albnugh poultry raisers take
many of tSbse chicks, the larger port
of them go to farms, because the farm
er is finding it a far more economical,
more convenient and a much safer
plan to purchase his chicks already
hatched, (Tian to try to hatch them
himself.
Tlie hatgjtary. with skilled men in
charge, turns out thousands of chicks
at one time. By this use of the mass
production Idea, the cost of chicks is
lowered. In'addition, because tlie re
liable hatcheryraan uses the utmost
care in breeding, the quality of the
farm flocks is being raised to a place
when the ffibmer may expect to reap a
handsome profit.
in order to further this idea and to
insure befter quality in chicks, re
liable hatcherymen throughout the
nation recently combined into an or
ganization io promote belter relations
between hatcherymen and farmers.
These hatcheries, operating under the
slogan, "Hatchery Chicks For Greater
Profits," are pledged to produce bet
ter quality chicks, and to use only
sound business methods in their deal
ings with customers.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Everett Gross gave a party on
Tuesday evening of last week for her
Sotiday seized class of 11 boys. There
were games, singing liohbing apples
and a lunch. Tlie table anil dining
room wer« beautifully decorated in
lavender and blue erepe paper, each
place at table marked with n place
card and a toy automobile. The hoys
gave their teacher a rising vote of
thanks. Those present were Robert
Holmes. Richard Holmes. Elmer
■Withee. Jr., Herbert Withee. Robert
Joyce. I.leqellyn Joyce, Alton Jellison. Mattricq Sprague. Charlie Burns.
Norman Burns and Johnnie Wlieaton.
Mrs. Myra. Bridges and Mrs. Mary
Butman assisled Mrs. Gross in enter
taining.
..
Mrs. Nelson Morse opened her home
last Thursday evening to the Ladies’
Aid. Two comforters were soon tied,
followed by pen soup, bread and
butter, nut» icake. chocolate cookies,
coffee jelly and cream, tea and coffee.
Then came ,tbft regular meeting.
Mrs. Beatrice Moulden of Massa
chusetts Is'the guest of her mother
Mrs. Flora Smith.
Mrs. Lewis Butman has been con
fined to the house with a bad cold.
BIG INCOME TAX FIGHT IN ORE
GON
Granfle on the Firing Line For the
Farmers’ Interests.

The Grange in Oregon is up at the
liead of the firing line in a big income
tax fight, tylilch has been increasing
in intensity ,until it has become the
chief issue before the electorate of
that State. .The Grange is sponsor
ing an income tax measure designed
to reduce all direct property taxes
about three*mills on the dollar, by
extracting reasonable tax payments
from millions of property now escap
ing taxation* altogether.
President’'Coolidge is expected to
add ress one of the sessions of the
National Grange in Washington. D.
C.. November 14-23.

Proposals!
A glance nt her blonde loveliness,
tells better than words why this
beautiful New York Oity girl has
received such flattering proposals
front kings of movie and stage land.
Site's Collette Francis, of Jiao Fast
26th St., Brooklyn-, now one of the
charmers in the Broadway hit, "Rio

Rita.”
Miss Francis says: “Since I’ve
been on the stage, so many people
have asked me whatal do to get the
beautiful golden glelfn and sparkle

in my hair that I am beginning to
think I'm really taking wonderful
care of it. I really never ^bought
much about it. What I do is so
simple. Like so many of my girl
friends here in New York, 1 just
put a little Danderine on my brush
each time I use it. That keeps my
hair silky and gleamy, makesi it
easy to dress and holds it like I
arrange it,'for hours. My scalp was
very dry and I had a lot of dandruff
when I first started on it, but all of
that trouble stopped quickly. And
Danderine keeps my hair so clean I
don't need to shampoo half as often,
now.”
Danderine removes that oily film
from your hair1 and gives it qew life
and lustre. It isn't oily and doesn’t
show. It gives tone and vigor to the
scalp. The generous bottles are just
35c at any drug or toilet counter. A
delicately fragranced necessity far
1 the well-groomed girl,

!

ORFF’S CORNER

;

Harold Ralph returned Saturday
from a week’s visit in Lynn, Mass.
He was accompanied by his brothers
Willis and Louis, also Alvin Griffin
who returned Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell and child
ren of Unity were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler and son
of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. William
Moody of Augusta were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
Mrs. Harold Achorn visited her
mother Mrs. Annie Orff in .Jefferson
Sunday.
xMr. and Mrs. Allen Canary of Ten
ant's Harbor were Sunday gues s of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
Harold Achorn and Q. J. Achorn
were in Wiscasset on business last
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ludwig and Mr.
and Mrs. William Smith and son Wil
liam of Thomaston were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leonard.
Edwin and Sydney Walter of Gardi
ner were guests Monday of their par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Walter.*
A very enjoyable’ Halloween party
was held at the Community House last
w eek. Nearly all the youpg folks were
in costume adding much to the
merriment of the evening. Apples,
randy. peanuts and Ice cream were
served.
The ladies of the Farm Bureau met
Thursday with Mrs. Carolyn Achorn in
her new and attractive home, with 10
present. A very pleasant day was en
joyed.
Rev. C. C. WTiidden of Brunsw ick be
gan his pastorate with this church
Sunday.
Next Saturday evening there will he
a baked bean supper for the benefit of
the church at the Community House.

D’
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8TATE OF MAINE

Knox, ss.
October 27, 1928.
Personally appeared Richard O. Elliot,
Charles A. Creighton, Donald P. George, Henry
E. McDonald, Richard E. Dunn, Charles M.
StarrHt, Levi Seavey, Trustees of the Thom
aston Savings Bank, and made oatii that they
have read tlie above hill and know the con
tents thereof, and that the same is tri,e *0
their own knowledge, except the matters stated
to be on Information and belief, and that, as
to those matters, they believe them to be tri|g.
[L. S.J
J. WALTER 8TROUT

Notary Public.
My Commission expires August 5, 1932.
STATE OF MAINE
Kennebec, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court
In Equit)'
JOHN G. SMITH, Bank Commissioner
and
RICHARD O. ELLIOT
CHARLES A. CREIGHTON

DONALD P. GEORQE
HENRY B. MoDONALD
RICHARD E. Dt’NN
CHARLES AI. STARRETT
LEVI SEAVEY
Trustees of Thdmaston Savings Bank,
vs’.
THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
Upon the foregoing petition It Is ordered
that the petitioners give notice to the de
positor* of the said Thomaston Savings Bank,
and to ail other parties interested, by publish
ing an attested copy of said petition and
notice thereon ohee a week for three successive
weeks in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
of generSl circulation published in Rockland
In the County of Knox and State of Maine, and
In the Portland Press Herald, a newspaper of
geueral circulation published in the City of
Portland, County of Cumberland and State of
Maine, the last publication to be at least one
week prior to the twenty-sixth day of Novem
ber. ID28, on which date at ten o’clock A. M.
all parties interested may appear at the Ken
nebec County Court House in Augusta, Maine,
atld there show cause why tlie prayers of the
petitioners should not be gi\nted, If any J here
be.
• , .
Dated at Augusta, Maine, this twenty-ninth
(lav of October, 1928.
W. R. PATtANGALL
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy. Attest:—
Jji-Th 13*

C. W. JONES, Clerk.
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A No wonder the old pave

ments fail—they were not
designed for the heavy loads

of today. Motor cars and
trucks require smooth,
% strong pavements. Repave
with portland cement con

crete—it stays smooth be
cause it has the strength
to carry heavy loads.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
10 High Street
BOSTON
A National Organization to
~Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete
Office* In 32 Cltlea

RIDGE

Mrs. Ethel Moody and son Nelson
spent the weekend with relatives in
Augusta.
Miss Laina Niskanen spent the
weekend in Searsmont guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Marriner.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and daugh
ter. Miss Ruth Moody. Mrs. Hazle
Perry, Robert Perry and Marie Perry
motored to Bangor Saturday.
Russell Baldwin of Watertown, and
Frank Carlson of Danvers, Mass.,
were guests of A. H. Moody and fami
ly over the weekend and holiday.
At the Baptist /Church Sunday
morning the specia/music was a solo
hy Mrs. Ada Barnes and at the eve
ning service Miss Ruby Martz and
Merrill Drink water were extended the
right hand of fellowship by the pastor
Rev. C. A. Kinney.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Elms of Lin
colnville were recent dinner guests at
A. H. Moody’s.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Conant of War
ren were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
Everett
Whitney.
Sunday
guests at the same home were Mr. and
Mrs. Oeof^e Ryder of Camden and
Miss Susie Hansen of Belfast.
The Farm Bureau held an interest
ing meeting at the home of Mrs. Alice
Hall last Thursday with nie members
present.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Plummer
of North Appleton were guests Tues
day of Mr. and Mrs. Perley D. Perry.
Misses Helen Waterman and Doris
Milliken of Camden visited High
School last Thursday.
Mrs. Hazle Perry, Elizabeth Newbert, Elizabeth Stanley and Alice Hall
rttended inspection of Rosewood
Chapter, No. 172, Searsmont last week.

THORND1KEV1LLE

SOUTH WARREN
A pie contest will he a feature of
the Grange meeting Thursday eve
ning. Every lady is asked to furnish a
pie.
Earle Swett vtfiited liis parents in
Brunswick over Armistice Day.
C: E. Overlook, who was critically
ill of acute indigestion is now able to
he out.
Lawrence' Weaver who has been in
the West for several months has re
turned home.
Mrs. Mary Libby has closed her
house for the winter.
Mrs.'Amanda Grafton is much im
proved since her recent attack of
illness.
Mrs. Alice Spear accompanied Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Spear of Thomaston
on a motor trip to Phillips last week.
Mrs. Edna Beal and son Frank re
turned with them for a few days
visit.
Li nW nod Beal of Phillips was a
weekend guest in this placp returning
-’unday, accompanied hy Mrs. Beal
and son *and Mrs. Alice Spear who
has closed her house and will remain
with her daughter for the winter
NORTH WASHINGTON

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Morang of
Bucksport were guests of Mr. ami
Mrs. F. W. Cunningha’m Sunday.
Elbridge Lenfest is home from his
work in Augusta for an indefinite
period. He has also installed a fine
radio in the home.
Friends here of James W. Jones of
Rasorville were very sorry to learn
of his death at Augusta following an
operation, and sympathy is extended
to the entire family.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. George Hanson of the
Mrs. Everard Lessard and son village visited friends here Sunday.
Harold with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Giroux and daughter Jacqueline of
WuterVille were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns.
Misses Jennie and Addie Creamer of
Dutch Neck visited their sister Mrs.
Albert Genthner Monday,
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace and
daughter Dorothy spent the weekend
in Portland guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John 1-awler.
Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw and daugh
ter Elizabeth. Mrs. Alfred Morton of
Friendship and Miss Dorothy Wallace
of Thomaston were visitors at Mrs.
E. R. Burns’ Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Freeman
who Spent a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Simmons returned Mon
day to their home in Massachusetts.
Telephones have been removed
from the residences of I.. D. Morton
and F. A. Hannaford.
Mrs. R. T. Winchenbach has re
turned home from West Warren.
Mrs. Ebcn Ruker of Richmond spent
the weekend with her mother Mrs.
Serena Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Vannah and
son Sherman were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach,
Wpst Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Benner of
Rockland were visitors Monday at
Edith Benner's.
Mrs. Llovd Simmons and children of
Friendship spent the weekend at O. J
Ftlidley's.
Mr. and Mrs. Vern Achorn and
daughter Esther of Thomaston visited
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Collomore re
cently.

Mrs. I). (’. Hemenway. Mrs. John
Pushaw, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill
f this place and Mrs. Gertrude Payson of Portland attended church in
Union Sunday.
Mrs. Ada Upham and family visited
relatives in Jefferson recently.
A. W. Thorndike had the misfortune
to injure his ankle while working on
the road. His son Larkin is driving
the team for him while he is unable
to work.
Lester Merrill is substituting on
the mail route while Henry Ames is
on his vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Carter and Mrs.
Crosby French of Rockland visited
their aunt Mrs. Harriet Carter and
cousin Mrs. Ellie Ingraham last Sat
urday.
Frederick Etterlinger and family
have returned to their home in Staten
Island. N. Y. after spending the sum
mer here.
Mrs. Henry Gordon is visiting Mrs.
Earle St. Clair in East Union for an
indefinite time.

An unusual day was spent at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crabtree
ot South Hope. Nov. 4. it being their
fiftieth anniversary of wedded life.
Their 50 years of wedlock have been,
spent in the same house where they
now reside. Six children were horn
to them, of which three are now liv
ing. They have 15 grandchildren and
12 were present on this occasion. A
bountiful dinner was served, the cen
ter of attraction being a beautifully
decorated wedding cake. In the after
noon refreshments were also served.
The wedding presents consisted of
money and many other useful articles.
The following were guests: Lewis
Young. Mrs. Earl St. Clair. Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Young and daughter
Mary. Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Annington
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Ettlinger

A-DOCTOR’S ADVICE:
GO LIGHT ON
LAXATIVES!
—
Lvptyohe nestis a laxative AT
TIMES, lint there's no need for
making it n HABIT. If you have
tlie habit, you ean lx* rid of it in
thirty days. Or less! And thia is
how:
The next time you go to take any
strong cathartic—dot)’t.
Instead,
take a little eascara. That's not a
vieloua drug, hut the hark of a trep.
Hie laxative made with eascara
couldn't harm a cliild. It is, in fact,
the one cathartic many physicians
will approve for children. Gentle
us it is, i aseariziiffe is just as thor
ough iti cleansing the colon as the
more powerful purges tiiut actually
sap a person’s strength.
Proof that there's no habit from
eascara begins the very day after

Cascarets
’|iey Work While You Sleep!

taking. Instead of being clogged
worse than ever, the bowels are more
inclined to move OF THEIR OWN
ACCORD. You may have to take
eascara several times to establish
regularity. But the times you need
this gentle stimulus grow further
apart. And you NEVER find you
must increase the amount.
Cascara’s ideal form is the candy
Cascaret that pleases any palate,
and you’ll find them at the first
drugstore you ask.

■
and Peter Heal of New York, Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Merrill. Mr. and Mrs. D.
C. Heminway, Mr. .and Mrs. Howard
Moody. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Crab
tree and family, Mrs. Abbie Merrill
and Arthur Harriman. The company
gradually dispersed all wishing the
happy couple many more years of
wedded life.

i

........

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING

STVDEBMKEKS

Telephone 244-W
106 Pleaiant Street
Rockland

Dictator

$2000-worth of automobile
I

-in appearance-performance
and riding easel
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MINTURN
Wilmer Bridges has bought a cow.
Seth Sprague has bought a horse
frftm Rockland parties.
Lawson Bridges last week visited
his sister Mrs. Edwin Lunt at Long
Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ranquist are
receiving congratulations on the
birth of a son whom they have
named Herbert Hoover, for our new
president and we hope he will grow
to be as famous a man as ills name
sake.
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Staples have
bought the Point house and moved in
last Week.
Leverette Stanley of Duck Island
Light Station has been spending a
short time with his family here.
The quarry has shut down for the
winter and many are out of work.
Mrs. Clara Grant is at home.
Eleven little girls met at tlie
home of Margaret Stanley Saturday
afternoon to celebrate iter birthday.
Nine years ago Margaret opened heteyes upon this beautiful world.
Games were played, refreshments
served, and everybody went home
happy. They were Adelma and Mad
eline Stanley, Rita Scott, Flora
Bridges, Charlotte Matthews, Lurla
Kent, Charlfftte
Stanley,
Elinor
Staples, Effie and Rachel Turner,
Phyllis Stanley.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Wayne Heavalin of Farr Mt., Ind.
was a business caller Friday.
Mrs. Edith Cobb of Hyannisport.
Mass., and Mrs. F. L. Hording. John
Harding and daughter Betty Louise
of Boston were guests of JJr. and
Mrs. F. I,. Pitcher for the weekend.
Mrs. Lalia Winchenbach was in
West Warren Friday.
Gertrude Winchenbach lias re
turned home from Waldoboro.
Martin Collamore was in Thom
aston last Thursday.
Mrs. Emily Hannaford is boarding
with Mrs. Cora McLain at the vil
lage.
The telephone has been removed
from L. D. Mortort's residence.
Clarence Freeman of Massachu
setts is visiting at Horace Simmons.'
Rev. T. H. Fernald has returned
from Woolwich.

F.O.B. FACTORY

ANYONE looking at the
A*. Studebaker Dictator

the advantage of its mam-*

would estimate its cost at

and the genius of its great

$2000 or better. It looks like

engineering department are

a lot of automobile inside

combined in this fine ear. It

and out ... it is!

is so carefully built that it

7

moth One-Profit facilities,

And when you drive The
Dictator it feels like a costly

may be driven 40 miles an

car—you sense the inbuilt

Permit us to lend you a

ability which sent a stock

Dictator on a get-acquainted

model Dictator 5,000 miles in

basis, because there is so

4,751 minutes—breaking all

much more to its story than

records for stock cars under
$1400.

words and pictures can pos

Studebaker’s 76 years of
manufacturing experience,'

for a Dictator for a thorough

The
The
The
The

hour even when NEW.

sibly tell. Phone—today—

Literally floating the chassis frictionfree on 172 balls of polished steel,
Studebaker's exclusive ball bearing
spring shackles permit unhampered
action of Studebaker's pliant springs
ni.ul hydraulic shock absorbers. Lu
bricant sufficient for more than
20.000 miles is sealed iu each shackle.
They will never bind, nor squeak, nor
rattle. And because of all metal con»
st rue tion, there is im deterioration.

•.•‘.I’.’

test run!

STUDEBAKER CARS AND PRICES
Erskine
••«••• $ 835 to $1045
Dictator . • . .
Commander . , ’ •
President Eight . .
Delivery Cara
ton $860; 3/i ton $1193; ton $1450
Delivery Ghaaaiat !/j ton $675; 3/< ton $925; ton $1075

U1 pricesf. o. b. factory

CLARK ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Morgan of
Cumberland Center visited Charles
and Alden Chaples Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Steen and son
Maurice of Cumberland Center visited
her brothers Charles and Alden
Chaples Sunday.
Quarrymen Union meeting next
Thursday night at 7 p. m. at U.L.C.
half
Mrs. Lucretia Young of Deer
Island was guest of her daughter Mrs.
Elizabeth Montgomery at the home
of Charles Chaples, Clark Island.
Mjr< Arthur Page wtis weekend
guest of her brothers William and Al
ltort Davis and son George Page.

Car Ulustralcd in The Dictator Royal Sedan, (1395. Regular Sedan with Artillery If hevlt, (MS

ROCKLAND

GARAGE COMPANY

BURGESS A. LINNEKIN

Park and Union Streets

Tel. 700

» .

I

(

Rockland, Maine
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Christmas Club Announcement
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
- ‘
•
This is the last week to make payments on our 1928 Club. No pay
ments will be accepted after Friday, November 16.

7

4

NEW CLUB FOR 1929 IS NOW OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY of Rockland, Maine
CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

VINALHAVEN

WARREN

UNION

fort of certain manufacturers to merit
GRANGE CROWD AT CHURCH
‘•FIT TO EAT"
Ireland, 1.890 miles in 16 hours, 12
UNSOLVED MURDERS
HIS VALEDICTORY
public confidence. In man$- food fac
minutes.
The Granges of Rhode Island re
May 20-21, 1927—Colonel Lind
Cleanliness and Sanitation Seen In tories he found a state of cleanli
ness that would have done credit to a cently staged a 'Grange Sunday,"
Has Been Able To Make bergh. New York to Paris. 3,620 miles Gov. Smtih, Retiring From New England Has List of
“Tin Can and Paper Bag" Age.
hospital ward.
coming together In a rural commu
Trans-Atlantic Flight Un in 33 hours 29 minutes, 30 seconds.
Politics, Urges Construc
Crimes Which Have Gone
It would be a splendid thing if this
May 23. 1927—De Pinedo and party,
This has been called a “tin can and were a universal condition in the food nity of central location. The resurt
starting from Trqpassey, Bay. N. F..
accompanied.
tive, Not Destructive Criti
Unavenged
paper bag age'' because so much of industry. That it exists to a great ex was an attendance which crowded
Child’s Best Laxative is
___
alighted after 12 hours 10 miles from
oui food is prepared for us by fac tent is to its credit. That it pays in the church to the last seat, -filled tlie
cism
Aside from Col. Charles A. Lind- Azores; were towed in.There is an old adage that "murder tories and sold to us in containers sales and in the contentment of em vestibule and steps and scores of
“California Fig Syrup”
bergh’s famous solo flight from New
June 4-5, 1927—Chambeilain and
will out," but there are exceptions to of one sort or another. Our confi
Gov. Alfred E. Smith told the every rule and this included. Exami dence in these foods is largely due to ployes is the testimony of those who people sat in automobiles lined up
Levine, New York to Eisleben. Ger
have tried it. Manufacturers who around the church, with windows
York to Paris on May 20-71, 192
many, 3.930 miles in 42 hours.
country over the radio Tuesday night nation of the police records of almost thf general belief that they contain are lagging behind with antiquated | open so they- could listen to the ex' Commander H. C. MacDonald's fatal
June 20-July 1, 1927—Byrd. Acosta, } that the principles of the Democratic any city or town will show that when pure ingredients and are made under notions of sanitation and manufac 1 erctses; while more than 200 Who
daring in taking off alone last week Noville and Balchen, N,w York to
there is no current crime to occupy sanitary conditions.
ture are blind indeed if they cannot came drove away because unable to
on a long'over-water course has bad Ver-sur-M^r, France. 3,490 miles in i party were as great in defeat as they the sleuths there are plenty of un
Food manufacturers, in many in ;ee the moral.
I get Inside.
| would have been in victory, and that solved murders still on the books to
only one counterpart. Paul B. Red 40 hours.
stances. have Justified this confidence
fern . 25 years old. took off from
' it was the party’s duty “to carry on occupy detective inclinations.
b.v going far beyond the requirements
Augusta 29. 1927—Scblee and
Brunswick. Ga., for Rio de Janeiro.
and vindicate” the principles for
No list of unsolved murders would of any laws to assure the purity of
Brazil, on August 25. 1927. hoping Brock, from Harbor Grace. N. F., to ’ which it had fought.
becomplete without mention of Andrew their wares. Soap and water are in
to cover a distance of 4.600 miles. He froyde"' England. 2.350 miles in 23
I Standing before a microphone in a Borden and his second wife al Fall gredients as important as flour, vege
...... u..
„
was
sighted
by a vessel 165 miles „«■
off hours. 21 minutes.
September 6, 1921—Bertaud. Hill National Broadcasting Studio, the River in 1892. Borden’s daughter, tables, fruits or sugar in a growing
the coast of Venezuela, from which
defeated Democratic
Presidential Lizzie, was tried and acquitted of the
The finest tea obtainable From Ceylon and
he obtained the direction of the near and Payne started from Old Otchard, I candidate delivered what many had brutal double slaying and no one was number of bakeries, canneries, candyfactories and other food plants.
Me.
for
Rome.
SOS
heard
next
day;
India—perfectly blended and packed.
est land. Later, reports trickled
ever
called
upon
to
pay
the
penalty
called his political valedictory.
Cleanliness is made an essential of
through from a Venezuelan village wreckage found at sea weeks later.
for
the
crime.
Hurry Mother!
Even a bilious,
His speech, broadcast over a na
plant and personnel. White uni
October 11-12, 1927—Haldeman and
that he had been seen flying over
More pathetic was the murder of forms. spacious wash rooms, hand
eonstipated, feverish child loves the
tionwide hookup of stations, urged
the South American jungle in a Ruth Elder, starting from New York.
Pauline
Beisenbach
Keyes.
10-month
.pleasant taste of “California Fig
united support of Herbert Hoover—
gathering storm Nothing was ever i alighted alongside ship 350 miles although he did not mention him by bride of George H. Keyes. Brookline washing rules, machinery which
Syrup” and it never fails to open the
eliminates thp handling of food by in
front Azores; covered 2.620 miles
heard of him.
bowels.
A teaspoonful today may
real estate broker, in 1917. Neigh
December 23. 1927—Mrs. Grayson, name—asserting that the man select bors saw the girl pet and feed a stray- dividuals, packaging which insures
Previous eastward bound trans-At
prevent a sick child tomorrow.
ed by the peopie last Tuesday to lead
its delivery to the ultimate consumer
A9k your druggist for genuine lantic airplane flight attempts may Omdal. Goldsborough and Koehler the country was "not President of dog that stopped outside her home.
in a clean condition—these are the
be briefly summarized thus:
started from Harbor Grace, N. F..
•California Fig Syrup” which has
the Republican party, but president She entered the house, never to be items by which food manufacturers
May 8. 1919—U. S. Navy flying Lost at sea.
directions for babies and children of
seen alive again, while the dog re ore protecting the public and estab
boat NC-4, starting from Treoassey
June 17. 1928—Amelia Earhart. I of the United States.''
all ages printed on bottle
Mother!
It would not do, said Gov. Smith, mained outside for many hours wait lishing a good name for their indus
You must say “California” or you
Bay. N. F.. reached Lisbon after two Stultz and Gordon, from Trepassey
ing in vain for his new-found friend.
ay get an imitation tig syrup.
Bay. N. F„ to Burry Port. Wales, to let bitterness, rancor or indlgna- Her bullet-riddled body was found by try.
i stops at the Azores.
Recent investigation into conditions
May 18. 1919—Hawker and Grieve, I 2.246 miles in 20 hours, 49 minutes. I tion over the result "blind us to the neighbors. alarmed by smoke from
British airmen, starting from St. ; Thus of 13 eastward trans-Atlantic | outstanding fact that we are Ameri- food left cooking on the kitchen stove. in certain industries made by a spe
1 cans.”
cial investigator for Cleanliness In
Chicago is planning a 192-mile sub- Johns. N. F., landed alongside a ship , trials by airplane to date, seven have
Referring to the thousands of let- Harriet Alice Varney, a nurse who stitute shows how sincere is the ef
reached land, three have alighted at
yay. probably so there will be some 1.209 miles at sea.
had for years lived with Keyes as his
I
ters
he
said
he
had
received
since
the
June ,14. 1919—Alcock and Brown, sea and been rescued by ship9, and
ife way for a man to go home.—
' election and since he had announced wife, was tried and acquitted and the
from St. Johns, N. I-'., to Clifden. , three ha>e been lost.
American Lumberman.
that he would not again ‘be a candi crime was added to the long list of
I
I
date for public office, the Governor unsolved murders.
An unsolved murder which re
j said he had been asked “not to lose
ceived the attention of the nation was
interest” in the Democratic Party.
JmaUUUUUULTUUUUUUUUlJ'UUL.'TJtJUUUUUUUU
He said he did not regard the de that of the grave and dignified Ad
feat of his party as interfering with miral Eaton at Norwell. Tlie admiral
the soundness of the principles for I died of arsenic poisoning back in
' which it stood, and that with all the • 1910. His second wife, who had been
' vigor he could command he would , Mrs. D. H. Ainsworth of Washington
continue not only to stand for those was acquitted and no one has ever
principles but to "battle for them." j tieen called upon to pay for the old
He added a pledge of increasing in sea dog's death.
A crime which held New England's
i' terest in and devotion to them.
attention for many weeks was the
The
Governor
called
the
Demo“I believe it to be true that when two
' cratic party 'Tbe Great*Liberal"l’arty 'nUrd" °f Mary Stannard. The girl
of the Nation." leading progressive described as young and beautiful left
men can talk together the danger of
■ thought
,
. , and. .holding
,.,
,
her home at Madison. Conn one after
out, ....
the only
any serious disagreement is immea
in the autumn of 1878 to pick
hope of return to the fundamental noon
berries. Her body found by her fa
surably lessened and that what is true
principles on which this country was
ther. bore knife wounds and an autop
of individuals is true of nations. The
! built and as a result of which it has
sy revealed a larger quantity of
[ grown and thrived.”
international telephone, therefore,
arsenic and also a possible motive for
“To the young men and women of the crime. The Rev. Herbert II. Hay
which carries the warmth and the
j the country," he said, “the Demo- | den, the local Methodist pastor, was
j cratic Party with Its fine tradition, arrested. A package of arsenic was
friendliness of the human voice, will
and its breadth of vision, offers the found in diis barn and blood stains
always correct what might be misin
only inspiration. The Democratic were discovered on his pocket knife.
terpreted in the written word.”
party would not be In a position four The clergyman w-as acquitted and the
years from now to solicit the confi girl’s death has never been avenged.
dence and the support of the Ameri
Two murders occurred during the
can people; It 'during that tperiod it great Boston fire in 1872, which, pos
President Coolidge to King Atfoneo of Spain at
neglected to build iip a constructive sibly. due to the attending confusion,
die opening of trans ■ Atlantic telephone service
program and relied entirely upon the remained unsolved. Charles I-ane, a
between Madrid and the United State*
failure of the opposition party.
reputable merchant, was summoned
October 13, 1928.
“That cannot be done by the min to the door of his home and shot by a
ority party permitting itself to be man who concealed his face with an
come a party of destruction and op umbrella. At about the same time a
position for political purposes only. prominent Back Bay resident saw the
We have seen too much of that In mutilated body of a man washed
rue of nations. True of individuals. True of
this country and in many of its civil ashore in his very dooryard. At that
divisions."
time the tide water reached the dis
your business, and of you.
“It would be regarded a construc trict. Not even a motive was dis
tive achievement,'" he added, “if the covered for the crimes.
Democratic party at Washington
Many other murders, some more
In a letter (which comes cold to your correspondent)
were to formulate a program adopted baffling and others with apparently
and offered to the Congress of tliej obvious motives, crowd upon each
it’s not always easy exactly to express your meaning,
Nation and there defend it. A re- | other In the annals of crime. Not a
HETHER you select an
Electric Storage Battery Com
fusal on the part of the party in . few are so ancient that the guiltybe it ever so clear to you as you write.
power to accept it or their inability must before now have passed on to
Exide
for
your
car
or
for
pany’s forty years of experience
to bring about party unity for the | Judgment before other tribunals.
solution
of
these
problems,
would
,
your radio, you can safely count
in building batteries for every
Talk will do it—two-way talk. Face-to-face or by
c
then fix the responsibility and make
on
getting
the
utmost
value
for
purpose have taught them how
a
record
upon
which
a
successful
j
telephone, talk makes every shade of meaning clear.
campaign could be waged four years |
every dollar expended.
to combine these materials in
from now.”
The
Democrats
would
not
be
acting
■
The traditional long life and
perfect balance.
Prove it to yourself
in good faith, Gov. Smith said if it
Sturdy, dependable, econom
reliability
of
Exide
Batteries
do
were to adopt a policy of inaction :
“with a hope of profiting solely by |
Test it with that distant customer. Put into your
not depend on exclusive features,
ical, the Exide is the logical pur
the mistakes or the failures of the
but on a perfect balance in qual chase for you to make when you
opposition."
telephone selling the warmth and friendliness of your
We have In our shop the most
“What this Country demands," he
ity between all the units in their get a battery. Drop in or phone
asserted, “is constructive and not
personality. It will register.
up-to-date equipment with which
destructive criticism: a constructive
construction.
when you need the
to do your work. We have tried
program embodying the declarations
In an Exide only
As an aid to business men in dealing by telephone
of the Democratic platform."
mighty hard to make our prices
batteryman. Re

MOTHER!

LINDBERGH ALONE

Tea at its Best

"SALADA"
TEA

COOLIDGE to ALFONSO

Choose

the battery with balancedpower

W

RADIATOR

AND BODY WORK

with other business men in New England, the
new Business Telephone Directory supplies a readyreference list of all our business subscribers — 155,000
of them, carefully classified, arranged by states.

For fast service, call by number. Consult this directory
for that number you want.

;

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

Stops Hang-On Coughs
A neglected cough can lead to a lot
of trouble. But If you use Adamson’s
Balsam the. first thing—there's no
danger.
The first dose relaxes strained
throat muscles, breaks up. and expels
phlegm and heals irritated membrane.
That stops the coughing. With that
eve r—o t h e r ingredients, acting
through blood attack the germs at
seat of trouble and in a day or two
all danger is gofie. Adamson's Bal
sam contains no dope or anything
harmful. 36c and 75c, At all drug
stores. A safe, pleasant cough and
sore throat medicine for children.

Get a bottle today.

reasonable. In fact, we have put
them as low as possible, consistI
ent, of course, with the first class
workmanship and service.
„
If you will give us a trial we
can convince you tha our price
is right and work is good.

SEA VIEW GARAGE,
INC.
689 MAIN ST.

the finest materials
are used, and The

Exide
BATTERIES

J

Exide Batteries are priced at $8.75 and up

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
J

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE
ROCKLAND

133-T-Th-143

charging and re
pairs on all makes.
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